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FOREWORD
The writer wishes to express his sincere apprecia-r 
tion to the school administrators of Montana who con­
tributed data for this study, and for the many expres­
sions of good will that accompanied the questionnaires 
returned. The author also wishes to thank Dean Freeman 
Daughters of the School of Education of the University 
of Montana for his valuable suggestions and pertinent 
criticisms for completing the study' likewise Profes­
sor W.E* Madlock for valuable criticisms and suggestionsÎ 
Mr. W.L. Gottenberg and Mr, H. Soderling for help 
and advice in assembling the material' and last but not 
least, my wife for assistance in checking data end 
tables.
No claim is made that this is a finished produc­
tion. It is a summation of the work of many investi­
gators in the field.
The author humbly submits this thesis with the hope 
that those reading it may profit from the study, and 
that the study will be repeated at intervals of five 
years in or1er to keep in view the professional, social, 
and economic progress of the Montana School of Adminis­
trators.
July 28, 1934 M.A.T.
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CIIAPTCB I
Introduction
A. The Nature and Purpose of the Study
This Investigation has as its rmin objective the 
study of the status of the Montana Public School Adminis­
trators* The purpose of the Investigation Is to present 
an analysis of the status of the administrator’s position 
and to make comparisons of the findings of this study with 
those of similar studies*
Ever since 1837, when the first superintendent of 
schools was appointed to take charge of the schools of 
Buffalo, New York, the position of superintendent of 
schools has had a progressive evolution, llenzlik^ says; 
"The off' ice of sigjerintendent of schools Is one of the 
most significant developments in American life* It repre­
sents an evolution. Responsibility for the local adminis­
tration and supervision of schools was first vested in 
municipal or civil officers, «ho were chosen primarily for 
the performance of other tasks. Those were the days when 
the teacher ’boarded around* and the board members held the
1. Ilenzlik, F. S., "EnliuQl Adminiatratlon and t.lm Training xl£ aupa xlati find ant n tsxc. üraall G.lty ^chaol Systems." Uni­versity of Nebraska Publication, U. of Neb. Jan., 1931, No* 2, p. 3.
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teachers* examinations* Little professional training was
necessary.............. Education was a coni aratively
simple process* As society beoame more complex the direc­
tion of educational activities began to demand more atten­
tion and time. It was then tiaat the functions included in 
the directing of education, namely, legislative, executive, 
and appraisal, became differentiated. The task was no 
longer incidental but fundamental, and the control became 
vested in a local school board whose sole duty was limited 
to the legislation of policies and regulations for the 
best interests of the schools* This board was in turn 
given power to delegate its responsibilities for managing 
and supervising schools to a committee or to some individ­
ual. This was a recognition of the need of both special­
ists and laymen in the solution of educational problems in 
a democracy* At first only the teaching function was dele­
gated. The supervision and administration of those early
schools were under the direct control of laymen..........
«Gradually the necessity of having someone trained and 
skilled in education as the executive member of the board 
became apparent* This conception grew out of the realiza­
tion that the executive and administrative functions 
involved many activities specialized in themselves, but 
existing only in so far as they contributed to or facili­
tated the instructional process* Only by employing a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
specialist familiar with these phases could the wishes and 
policies of the board be carried out with any decree of 
efficiency in attaining the desired ends* This principle, 
that there must be a single executive head In the school 
system has become recognized not only In theory but In
gpractice."
Brown® states: "13hen Buffalo, N* Y., established a
city superintendent of school In 1837, the first step was
taken toward an official recognition of a new profession
wiilch today not only directs the most Important business
of a state, education, but by actual figures, the largest
business of a state as well."
4Cubberly portrays the growth of this profession in 
the following statement: "School supervision represents a
new profession, and one which will play an Increasingly 
Important part In the development of our American life. In 
pecuniary, social, professional, and personal rewards It 
ranlcs with the other learned professions, while the call 
for city school superintendents of the right type Is today
2. Ilenzlik, op. cit., p. 5.3* Brown, Edwin J., "Studies In Education", Bulletin 
Graduate Division, Kansas Teachers' College, Emporia, Vol. 1, No. 2, June, 1030, p. 2.4. Cubberly, Ellwood P., "Public School Administration"Rev. Edition. Houghton l.Iifflln Co., Chicago, 1929.p. 220.
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greater ttiaa the call for lawyers, doctors, ministers, or 
engineers. The opportiinities offered in. this new profession 
to men of strong character, broad sympathies, high purposes, 
fine culture, courage, exact training, and executive skill, 
who are willing to take the time and spend the energy neces­
sary to prepare themselves for large service, are today not 
excelled in any of the professions, learned or otherwise.
No profession offers such large personal rewards, for the 
opportunity of living one’s life in moulding other lives, 
and in helping to improve materially the Intellectual tone 
and the moral character of a community.**
It is thus evident that a study of the school adminis­
trators of Montana is a worthwhile study.
To learn how the administrators of Ilontana School 
Districts are measuring up in the leadership of this ciial- 
lenglng profession is the purpose of this study.
B. Previous Studies In the Field
5Bennett C. Douglas has made one of liie most extensive
studies to date un the "Professional and Bconomie Status of
the City Superintendent of Schools in the United States.” 
This study was published In 1923 in the First Year Book
5. Doutas, Bennet G., "The Status of the Superintendent" 
Department of Superintendence of the National Educational Association, Washington, D.C., 1923. p. 10.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of the Department of Superintendence of tlie National Educa­
tion Association, and utilized the entire book. The purposes 
of his study were: (1) To determine the status of superin­
tendents of schools with reference to training, experience, 
tenure, and degree of authority; (2) to determine the facts 
regarding the financial compensation of superintendents of 
schools; (3) to determine the professional activities in 
#ilch superintendents of schools engage; (4) to determine 
as far as possible the economic status of superintendents; 
(5) to determine the interrelationship between the elements 
mentioned above*
Douglas® obtained his data by means of a questionnaire 
sent to 1,181 superintendents in all parts of the United 
States. His findings will be given when corresponding
data are presented in this investigation.
7Sikenberry , in 1923, made a study in the related 
field of high school administration. He gathered data, by 
the questionnaire method from 1,510 high school principals 
from all sections of tlie country concerning their status.
His purpose was:
"To show the status of the principals of accredited 
public high schools, especially with respect to academic
è. Douglas, op. clté, p. 10.7. Eikenberry, Dan Harrison, "The Status of the High School 
Principal." Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1925. No. 24. 
Government Printing Office, '.Vashington, D. G., p. 2.71 p.
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and professional training, educational experience, state 
and local requireraents, salaries, sources of supplies, 
duties and responsibilities.'*
Header^ot^ published a study of the "Status of Super­
intendents, Principals, and Teachers of the Hi;^ School in 
nichigan", in 1928, in ïâiich he shows a development of the 
last twelve years. Among the factors considered were sal­
aries, ages, tenure, academic qualifications, educational 
experience, and civic activities. Soicse of the findings of 
his study will be used for purposes of comparison.
Hornaday® made a study of "The Public School Adminis­
trators in Kansas," in 1926. Eis was a questionnaire study 
of the age, sex, salary, professional training, educational 
experience, tenure, and administrative duties of 224 super­
intendents and principals. More than 600 administrators 
were studied on the phases of salaries and tenure. The 
purpose of his investigation was to make a comparative 
study of the status of the public school administrators in 
Kansas. His data will be used ^erever possible.
Sloan^^ studied 682 administrators in the schools of
8. Hendershot, Clarence, "The Status of the Superl.itondent " of Schools in Hlchif^n, " Edwards Brothers, A im  Arbor, Mich., 19 28. p.l, 07pp.9. Kornaday, Otis Preston, "The Status of the Public School Administrators in Kansas. UnpublishFS' Laster*s ïhesis. 
Department of Education, U, of Chicago, 1925, p.l, 73 pp.
10. Sloan, H. L., "A Study of the Status of Public Adminis­
trators in Kansas." Studies in Education, Kansas State Teachers* College, Emporia, Kansas, Vol. ho.2, 1930, u. 9,10.
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Kansas in 1930. He presented his data by classifying his 
schools as first, second, and third class districts. He 
studied tenure, administrative responsibility, ses, educa­
tional training, enrollments, number of teachers, valuation 
of districts, salary and age distributions. Huch of his 
data will be used for comparisons.
Koos^^ made a studj»- of the high school principal from 
selected schools in the United States. lie contacted schools 
in communities of the following population groups: 1,000-
2,500; 2,500-10,000; 10,000-25,000; and those from 25,000-
100,000. He found medians of age, salary, professional 
education, duties of principals, etc., for the groups of 
schools studied, and also according to geographical distri­
bution.
12Cochran investigated the "Status of the School Super­
intendent in Pennsylvania." 13hile most of his data are not 
comparable with the present study, the datum will be used
as occasion permits.
13Talker made a study of the "Status of the Superinten- 
dent of Schools in Oklahoma" in 1930, emphasizing training, 
experience, salary, tenure, administrative responsibility,
11. ICoos, Leonard, "'fiie""iligh Sc?iooï Principal." Hou%liton and Mifflin, Chicago, 1924. pp. 1-5.12. Cochran, Henry A., "The Status of the SurerIntendent of Schools in Pennsylvania," Philadelphia, Temple University, 
Dr.Degree. 1931%13. Talker, Irvin M., "The Status of the Su~: er In tondent of 
Schools in. Oklahoma" l>îaster*s, 1930 Hi 11 iography 
Research Studies in Rduc. (U.S.Dept.of Int.} Of. of Ed. Bulletin. 1932. Ho. 16. p 241.
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and functions of the superintendent• I.̂ asseŷ '̂  investigated: 
"Small school Systems Administered by Superintendents, rvho 
Serve as High School Principal," covering schools in South 
Dakota, Ilontana, Kansas, and Nebraska* Comparable data 
from his study will be used in this thesis.
Elser^^ studied: "The Status of the Superintendents
in North Dakota," in 1933. His purpose was to set forth in 
detail the fuactions and qualifications of the administra­
tors, and to see how well they measured up with the best of 
existing practices. Much of the data were derived from a 
questionnaire sent to 298 school superintendents in North 
Dakota•
16The Eleventh Year Book of the Department of Superin­
tendence of the National Educational Association is devoted 
to the status of the school administrator in the United 
States. It gives data cm the Status of administrators in 
cities under 2,500, in cities between 5,000-10,000, and 
10,000-30,000. These data will be useful for purposes of 
comparison, and validation of findings by the author.
14. ^^ssey, II. A., "A Study of Small School Systems, A^iin- istered by SuperTntendent who Serves as lii/ji School Principal," 1950» Univ. of NebT, lïâster*s Thesis, p.237.15. hiser, j'. J., "The Status of the Superintendents in North Dakota," Unpublished Llaster*s 'Thesis, U. of N.Dak. 
1933.
16. Eleventh Year Book of Department of Superintendence of the National Educational Association, 1933.
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c. !5ie Scope and lîethod
The scope of this Investiration includes a question­
naire study of the public school administrators in Montana 
having grade schools and a high school under their super­
vision; also principals of county high schools. There are 
196 such schools in Lion tana.
(Questionnaires were sent to 196 administrators of the 
first, second, and third class districts, and county high 
school systems. These different classifications of schools 
will be refered to in the tables from now on as 1, B, 3, 
and 4, four being the Coun*ty High Schools.
Table 1 gives the number of the various classes of 
schools and the number of replies received from them.
TABLE 1
Humber and percentage of administrators that returned
District Number Contacted Huziber Answered i'o Ans.
First Class (1) 6 3 50Second Class (B) 63 31 49.2Third Class (3) 118 74 62.7Fourth Class (Co.H.S.X4) 19 13 68.4
Total 196 ISl 61.7
The schools in this table are grouped according to the four classifications found in the Montana Educational 
Directory, 1933-34, into first, second, and third class districts, and county high schools.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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In order to facilitate comparisons between these four 
types in LIbntana, the data used in this study will be tab­
ulated under the captions mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph.
D. The Sources and Types of Data
The greater part of the data used in this study was 
obtained directly from the administrators of the various 
schools included in the study. Use was made of the Code 
of School Laws of the State of Montana, and the State 
Educational Directory for 1933-34.
The study is subject to the limitations of the ques­
tionnaire method of obtaining data. The author firmly 
believes the information given in the questionnaire to be 
quite reliable ; as reliable as the administrators 
themselves.
S. Definitions
Due to the fact that many administrators devote part 
of their time to teaching, the term "adoiinistrators" as 
used applies to all those first in authority regardless of 
the amount of teaching «hich is done in addition to 
administrative duties.
In third class districts and county high schools the 
administrator is termed the principal, while in reality
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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he is the only administrator in U ie  school. For the purpose 
of this investigation the term "administrator” is interpre­
ted to apply to both superintendents and principals vho 
receive their authority directly from Ihe board of education 
and iflio are in charge of the school system,
A first class district ip one which has a population of 
eight thousand or more; it employs a superintendent who has 
had at least five years of experience in public school work; 
it is controlled by a board of seven trustees.
A second class district is one which has a population 
of one thousand or more and less tlian elglit thousand; it 
employs a superintendent who has had at least three years* 
experience in public school work; it is controlled by a 
board of five members.
A third class district is one which has a population 
of less than one thousand; it employs a principal; it is 
controlled by a board of three members, l̂ any third class 
districts have several rural schools in addition to the 
school listed. As these rural schools are supervised 
almost entirely by the county superintendents, they are 
not included here.
A county high school is under the control of a princi­
pal; it is administered in most cases independently of any 
school district; funds for its upbuilding and maintenance 
are derived from a uniform county levy; the board of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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trustees consists of seven members of whom the county super­
intendent is one and the remaining six are appointed by the 
county commissioners*
vniere the terms superintendent and administrator are 
used the .meaning is the same.
F. Presentation of Data
It has been the general plan of this study to give an 
accurate presentation of the original data collected in 
statistical tables. An analysis and discussion accompanies 
each table, «hen such is needed. In the tables the medians 
are used to measure central tendencies and to facilitate 
ccanparisons with other studies in the field.
The data are tabulated under headings representing the 
four classes of school districts in Ilontana. Tiiis will 
enable the reader to make various comparisons between the 
different school districts.
The criteria used as the basis for this investigation 
are listed in the appendix.
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GHATTJl II
The General Statua of the üontana school Adjnlnlstrator
A. Sconomic Status
1. Salary Distribution
Table II shows the salaries that are being received 
by 200 public school administrators in, Montana. These 
data have been received from the various questionnaires 
sent out, and checked with the Montana State Lduoational 
Directory for the year 1933-34.
TABLH II
.Frenuencies
Annual Salary 1. 2. 3. 4. Total
Under 1000 0 0 5 0 31000-1299 plus 0 0 10 0 101300-1599 n 0 1 36 0 371600-1899 n 0 5 34 4 431900-2199 ff 0 14 29 1 442200-2499 H 0 16 9 3 282500-2799 It 0 13 4 2 192800-5099 ft 0 5 0 2 7
5100-3399 n 1 7 0 2 103400-3799 n 0 C 0 1 15800-4099 n 1 0 0 1 24100-4299 ft 1 0 0 0 14300-4599 I 1 0 0 1 24600-4999 If 0 0 0, 0 05000-5400 It 1 0 0 0 1
Total 5 61 125 17 208Median 42ÔÔ' 2396.12 1719.12 2575 I975Highest
LowestRange
54003150
2250
3o0'5
15002100
.2170 inn-9001270
4400
17002700
5400900
4500
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{Read table thus: The highest salary paid to the
superintendent of a first class district is v5,400. Ihe lowest Is v3,100. The range is v2,250.)
There is a considerable range of salaries found in
all four groups. The lowest salary, ^900, is paid in a
third class district. The highest salary, ^5,400, is paid
in a first class district. The total range is ^,500.
The medians show that there Is a tendency for the
salaries to increase considerably with the size of the
district population; the basis of classification of I,Montana
17ticnool Districts. This is of course natural as the admin­
istrative responsibility, and the training necessary to 
efficiently handle the school In the first and second class 
districts, and some county high schools, is necessarily 
greater, and should be recognized as deserving of greater 
compensatlon•
The present median salary of third class district 
administrators is close to the median salaries of the high
school teachers, and school janitors of Montana for the
18year of 1930-51. The following data are significant:
19In schools in towns of 5,000-10,000, the
17. Summry Sliate l̂ iàucationai Directory 1933-34.IS. Research Bulletin National Educational Association, Vol. 
9, No. 3. "Salaries in City School Systems, 1930-31" pp. 191, 196.19, Ibid., pp. 191-196
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1931-1932 median for Montana High School Teacher was
.................................................. 0 1 7 4 2 . 0 0
1930-1931 L'ledian for Montana School Janitors iras 1836.00 
1933-1934 median for third class schoolAdministrators of Montana is • • . • 1719.12
The median salary of Montana janitors of second class 
.districts in 1931-32 is greater than the median salary of 
administrators In third class districts.
Forty-fonr and seven tenths percent of administrators
in Montana have salaries below 01,900.00. Sixty-six and
four tenths percent of the administrators In the third
class districts have salaries under 01,900.00. Nine and
ei^t tenths percent of the administrators In the second
class districts have salaries under 01,900.00,
20Elster f .'und in his study, "The Status of the School 
Superintendents in North Dakota, 1933," the range in salar­
ies to be from 05,550 to 01,215. This is a total range of
04,335.00. The lowest salary reported in the present study 
is 0900.00.
Graph I brings out several salary medians that may or 
may not be strictly comparable. They show the trend of sal­
aries for the past six years.
2Ô. Nlser, op. cit.. p . 57.
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ÎSaddock^ found In his study of 669 Montana Adminis­
trators for the year 1928-29, in üie first, second, and 
third class districts the following data comparable to the 
present study:
TABLE III
Comparison of Median Salaries of Administrators of First, Second, and Tïiird Class Districts, and Total Medians between Study made by Maddock in 1923-1929*̂ *̂  and Present Study
î'iaddock; Study Present Study
1 2 3 Total Measure 1 2 3 Total
42001800
$42W20002200
$3ÔÔÔ11001900
$600011004900
HighestLowestRange
$540031502250
$^600 $2710 1500 900 2100 1810
540'?90045005050 3009 2133 ——— Median 4200 2396J21719J2 1975The highest salary in iresent Study for any district is $5400; the lowest is $900. The total range is $4,500. Tne lowest median in Maddock's Study is $2,133 for third class districts. In author’s study the lowest median is $1,719.12 for third class dis­tricts. The median of the total group in author's study is $1.975.)
The data in Table III shows the median salary of first 
class districts to have dropped about 10^; for second class 
districts about ZOfa; for the third class districts about 
19.4^.
2. Tenure In Present Position
Kow long have Montana Administrators served in their
sT. lîaddock, V/E.V “Tenure and Salaries of ilontana School Administrators,” Nation's schools, Aug., 1930. Vol.6. 
No. 2., pp. 53-57.22. Ibid., pp. 53-57.
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present positions? "Table IT will reveal tbe facts concern­
ing 121 Montana Administrators.
TABLE IV
Tenure of Montana Administrators in Present Position
Number of Years Frequencies1 2 3 4 TotalNumber Reporting 3 31 74 13 121Highest 29 26 15 19 29Lowest 5 1 1 &Range 24 25 . 14} 18 _ B8&Median 16 58 3.2 4.5 4
(Read table thus: The greatest tenure in the fourdistricts is: for first, 29j for second, 26; for third,15; for county high schools, 19; for the entire distribu­tion, 29.)
The median tenure rises (in order) from the third, 
second, county high schools, to the first class districts. 
The greatest tenure (29 years) is in a first class dis­
trict. The lowest tenure (& year) is in a third class 
district.
Graph III shows comparisons of the total median of 
this study with related studies by lîornaday^^, ileadershot̂ "̂ , 
Eikenberry^^, Elster^^, Sloan*'̂ , Douglass^, 11th Year- 
book^^, and Hîaddock’s^® study wiiich was over a ten year 
period and therefore not comparable but of value in showing 
the trends in tenure of administrators.
23. Kornaday. op. cit., p. 57. 27. Sloan, 0£. cit.,p.24.24. Ilendershot, 0£. c3^., p. 16. 28. Douglas,op.cTt..p.310.25. Eikenberry, o£. cit., p. 32. 29. 11th YearbooicT p. 118.
26. Elser, 0£. cil*, p. 24. 30. Maddock,op.cit.,pp.
53-57.
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Douglass^^ states; "It would be interestins to know 
the causes which lead superintendents to change from one 
city to another.....It would probably be found that the 
superintendent usually moves from a smaller city to a 
large one at an increase in salary, rather than because 
of failure to secure re-elections."
Descriptions of Studies Medians in Years
Author No. men Year State studied □ 1 2 2 4 5
II orna day 644 1925-26 Kansas T  (2.9 Years)
nendershot 226 1927-29 Michigan N I H / / I f ! f ! T 7  (3.43 " )
EBoaijberry y.15 1924-25 Nation '.7 "77 (3 " )
Douglass 3^26 1923-23 Nation //////////////////(4 " )
(Great I'lains Section)
Sloan 651 1929-30 Kansas IIZZZZIZZIHZt3-33 " )
Lladdook^^ 669 1919-29 Itontana /7///////7 (2.36 Years)
Elser 153 1932-33 N. Dakota . 3  (2.62 ” )
N.E.A. aSOO 1933-34 Nationa  zszzzozzzzzzẑ ^.-noxa btuay s u i ^ L i U L J L . i M ^ i . a ... v , u-PresentStudy 121 1933-34 Montana ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ2T^ Yrs. )
GRaS i II CœiPARISON OF ICDIAN TNNNRg IN YEARS CF ADLTININTIIA-
TORS IN ShTTEIhiL TIME INTERVALS, AND SEVERIL STUDIES
The total or general median of tenure (4 years) for
Montana Administrators, at present, is equal to the median
l^ouglass, op. cit . I p. 116.32. Lîaddock, o?. cTt., pp. 53-57. (Tils was for a ten year period.) —
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33found in 1923 by Douglaoa , It exceeds the medians found
34 35by Investigators in tbe last seven years for Kansas, * 
and llicblgan,^^ and also exceeds the median of high school
37principals (over the United States) previous to 1925-1926.
The present general median for Montana Administrators
33exceeds the corresponding median of Kansas Administrators
39up to 1929-1930, and North Dakota Administrators up to 
1932-1935$
The National median of tenure for 1932-1933 is 6 years. 
The relationship between salary and tenure, and the 
administrator is aptly expressed by Cubberly,^^: "The
efficiency of the school depends, in the long run, upon the 
quality of the teachers employed. The quality of the 
teachers depends....upon the attractiveness of the teacher’s 
position. The attractiveness of a public office depends 
namely upon two conditions— the compensation and security 
of tenure. Hence, other things equal, the more secure the 
tenure, the more attractive the position. Hence, the more 
secure the tenure of office of the teacher, other conditions 
being the same, the more efficient the schools."
55. Douglass, op. cit.. p. 118.34. Hornaday, cit.. p. 37.35. Sloan, op. cit.. p. 24.36. Render shot, op. pit., p. 18.
37. Eikenberry, pp. cit.. p. 32.38. Sloan, pp. cit.. p. 24.39. Elser, pp. cit.. p. 24.40. 11th Yearbook, p. 113.
41. Cubberly, Ellwood P., State School Administration, p. 644.
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B. Considerations Affecting AdministrativeResponsibility
1. Total School Z!nroilment
The total school enrollment of the four classes of 
L'ontana districts is shovm by the following table.
TABLE V
Total School Enrollment of First, Second, Tîiird Class Districts and County lligii Schools in Montana
Position Froqucncieo1 " 2 3 4 Totalliumijer Reported 3 i3i 74 13 121fetigiiest 562̂ 2 Ï8ÿ2 372 736 5632Lowest 2632 200 42 79 42Range 3000 1672 330 657 5590Median 33.71 430 153 190 108
(Read table thus: The highest enrollment found inthe three first class districts is 5632, the highest en­rollment in the second class districts is 1872, the highest enrollment found in the third class districts is 372, etc.)
The figures in fable V show that the largest enrollment 
in the first class districts was 5632, the lowest enrollment 
was 2632* The range is 3000. The largest enrollment in the 
second class districts is 1872, while the lowest enrollment 
is 200; the range is 1672. The largest enrollment In the 
third class districts is 372, the lowest is 42. This gives 
a range of 350. In the county high schools the highest en­
rollment was 726, the lowest 79, giving a range of 657.
The highest enrollment of all the schools Is 5632; the 
lowest is 42; the total range is 5590»
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Til® aôdiari enrollnsnt of ti:e first class dlotrlota Is 
3,371; for tîio second class districts 450; for tli® third 
class districts 153.33; and for the county schools
190. The median enrollment for all groups Is Ica.
2, Ihcrj>er of Teachers In Montana School hyotena.
Table VI ahov;s how the toachlns forces of llontona 
school districts are dictrlbutod, end also reveals the 
amount of administrative responsibility as determlnod by 
tiie number of teachers under tiri© administrator’s suporvlslon.
T.uiih: VI
Distribution of TosohIn; Force in tho School Districts of Ihontona
Torition Fre^üoae îeai 2 ' u 4 . :ota%..............:,uf.i'-jor . eyorti.r{: p .13________________ 103ii 123 57 lû 2Ï> ' iaa ■
Lowest 66 7 3 3 3Hariî o 62 50 13 22 123
] edian 13.0 o.ë IC.ë 7.7
(Hoad table thus: Tlie largest number of toachors foundIn any first class district is 123; for second class district is 57.)
'Em median number of teachers for tho first class dis­
tricts Is 72; for the second class districts It la 13.6; for 
the third class districts It Is 6.0; Whllo for tho county 
1 1 ;h schools It  ̂̂ ■‘0.5. The total median for the entire 
distribution la 7.7,
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3] 42îloan B lio ra that the nodian nua. or of teao. ers for
first claofl distrloto In Kansas, In 1900, Is 123; for second
Class districts 33; for toa ti.ird class districto 9.C; for
the total distribution 10.45.
Thus tho median number of teachers for each tyM of
school in Kansas Is larger than tho oorrespomllng median in
l'ontana districts.
m ©  median ©nrollrLmt (Table V) Is 5,371 for first
class districts; 430 for socond class districts; 153.3 for
t:\ird class districts; 190 for county high soîiools; and
ICO for tho total distribution; ^hllo tho oorres.-oadlng
43median enrollments in tho Kansas school districts is 
3,100 for first class districts, 025 for eocoad class dis-- 
tri cto, 155.75 for third class districts, and 173.23 for the 
total distribution. Tiils indicates that t'.o teachers of 
Itoataaa have a larger teac.ior load to cari’y than the 
toachora of Kansas.
• "* 'loan * o. ‘. d  t # * <3Q .
43* ibid., p. 5'Q.
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3. Valuation of School Districts in Montana
TABL2 VII
Range of District Total Taxable Valuations in Montana
ÿotalTaxable Valuetlons 1 2 5 4^4
i'ïuiïàer Reporting 3 21 ...- _51 . 13iligliest $21,000,000 Lowest 10,000,000
vl0,OOO,OOQ303,000 vl, 195,273102.000 $12,768,8442.545,261Range 11, dû 0.00 Ô 9.69^,000 T.093.d^d “ lÔ.223.5èÿMedian 10,050,66Ô 1.030,000 462.500 ^.2i7.658
(Read table thus; $21,000*000 is the hi^^est total tax­able valuation of a first class district used in study* $10,000,000 is the lowest; the range is $11,000,000; the median ylO,050,000.)
The third class districts generally have the lowest 
total taxable valuations. The range of total taxable valua­
tions is $1,093,273 for the third class districts; $9,697,000 
for the second class districts; $10,223,583 for county high 
schools; and $11*000,000 for first class districts*
The median total taxable valuation for the districts are; 
for first, $10,050,000; for county high schools, $5,217,658; 
for second, $1,030,000; and for third, $452,500.
It is noticeable tMt the districts that pay the highest 
salaries to administrators are the districts that havs the 
highest valuations (See table II, and VIII). These are the 
first class districts, and county high schools.
4 4 . Supt. of iFubiic Instruction, È2nd BiennialTdeport,Montana, 1932, pp. 49-50.
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Sloan'^^ reports his total uediaa to be ÿl,94:3,856; the 
highest valuation to be ^141,792,856 (a first class city 
district); the lowest J225,000(a third class district); and 
the total range ^141,576,056.
The reasons for the large variations in the valuation 
of the districts in Montana and Kansas are no doubt the 
density of population, the natural resources of the regions 
of the state, and the distributions of industries, all of 
ïôiich affect the value of property.
4. Cortlfioation Status of Montana Administrators
The number, percentage, and types of certificates held 
by Montana Administrators is shown in Table Till.
Twenty-six and twelve hundreds percent of the adminis­
trators included in the study have six-year secondary certlf- 
46ioates. One and eight tenths percent of the administrators
hold a temporary certificate. These certificates were ob-
47tained by complying with the following requirements: "By
the endorsement of a degree earned at a fully accredited 
four-year college, university or normal school provided the 
holder of the degree has at least twenty-two and one-half 
quarter hours of work in education, of ^ich at least twelve 
must be specifically in secondary education."
45. Sloan, op. cit., pT 28.
46. Montana Teachers Certificates, July, 1932, Publication, 
State Board of Educational Examiners, Helena,Montp.7.47. Ibid., p. 7.
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Only one aaninlstrntor n.as a life diploma or the équiv­
alent of a life certificate. Tliis certificate was issued 
to: Graduates of the three or four year nomal school
courses; university graduates; all having three to five
years’ teaching experience; or by examination, presentation
43of a thesis, and 70 months of teaching experience*
T'lBLS VIII
Types of Certificates Held by llontana Administrators
Position
Froquene ie s
1 ' ' 2 3 4 Totallliti.ihor llo'Dortii-'g ' i? " 31 G4 T Ü  "life secondary ’ 3' 25 é i 7 Tr.Tf"Six-Year Sec. 0 5 18 6 29 26*12Temporary State 0 0 2 0 2 1.3Lifo Diploma 0 1 0 0 1 *9¥ofcal 3 31 ' 64 is " ilï" ÏÔO.ÔÔ"
(Bead table thus: All administrators in the first classdistricts considered in this study possess life secondary certificates* Twenty-five of the thirty-one second class district administrators have life certificates* Forty-four of the sixty-four third class district administrators have life certificates. Seven of the tliirteen administrators of county high schools have secondary state certificates, etc.)
49"Life secondary state certificates" are issued to 
college graduates i&o have taught successfully five years 
in Montana, provided furtWr that the applicant present 
eight quarter credits in advanced training earned in the 
meantime and obtained at some fully accredited higher 
institution.
43. Montana Lduoational Directory, 1916., p. 41.
49. Montana Teachers Certificates, ô .# cit., p. 7.
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Seventy-onQ and sovonteen himdreda i'crco;*t of the 
Montana administrators have life secondaly certificates* 
Sloan®® found that 64.7 percent of the Kansas administrators 
had life certificates; .5 percent had temporary certificates. 
One and eight tenths percent of Montana administrators have 
temporary life certificates.
Further analysis of Table VIII shows that 100 percent 
of the first class district administrators have life certif­
icates; 80.6 percent of the second class district adminis­
trators; 68.7 percent of the third class district adminis­
trators; and 53.8 percent of county hirdi school admtiishntors.
C. Academic and Professional Training of Montana Administrators
The information in this division of the chapter deals 
with the professional training of the Mont - na Public School 
Administrators. "Rie Information is presented from the 
following 8tandpoints:
(1) Institutions where training was received(2) Degrees
(3Î Specific Training(4) specific training after becoming: edninistrator
The educational training of public school administrators
51is an important factor in the success of his work, Hen%lik
feô. sioan, op. cit.. p.' 32.51. Henzlik, o])» cit.. pp. 17-18.
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says: **The superintendent of schools who is to carry forward
the work of public education, must be prepared for his work, 
not only by virtue of his knowledge of the history and phil­
osophy of education, his appreciation of the applications of 
psychology to the teaching and learning processes, his knowl­
edge of cQLiparative education and of the techniques applicable 
in the solution of administrative problems, but he must also 
be a student of government and of econoraics. Re must have a 
kind of training m l  oh will prepare him to do his work in 
the complex society Which the schools are organized to 
serve. He must be able to appreciate the rolatlonehlp of 
the schools to other social forces, and must understand the 
limitations which operate to define the area in which the 
school may work to best a Avantage # Re must bo forward- 
looking* He must be able to think and plan in terms of the 
individuals who compose the school population and of the 
society which l_as set up this Institution*.... His training 
should have a profecsioml instead of an academic emphasis*" 
Cubberly has the following to say regarding the 
superintendent of schools: "Tlie position of superintendent
of schools In a modern city, if properly filled, is a full 
man’s job, and calls for the best that Is in a strong, 
capable, well-trained, and mature man. It is a position
for which a young man ought to be willing to spend many 
 ̂ op. cit*, pp. 222-223.
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years In hard and painstaking preparation. To be able to 
obtain a small superintendency at thirty, and a large and 
important position at forty, is about what a young man 
desiring to prepare for the work should be content to 
expect. It is a position for which years of careful prep­
aration should be made, and given equal native ability, the 
more careful has been the preparation the larger is likely 
to be the ultimate success."
1. High School Training of the Montana Public School 
Administrators
a. States where Montana Administrators Completed High School
Table X gives the geographical distribution of the high 
school attendance of Montana School Administrators.
Twenty-one states have educated administrators of the 
public schools of Montana. Thirty-six are products of Montana 
high schools. Iowa has furnished 10; Wisconsin and North 
Dakota each 9; Kansas 8; South Dakota 5; Indiana and Illinois 
3 each; Michigan, Washington, Missouri, and Idaho each 2; 
Oregon, Minnesota, Nebraska, Maryland, Kentucky, California, 
Arizona, Connecticut, have each furnii^ed one.
b. High School Courses Completed by Montana Administrators
The predominating courses the educators pursue is an 
interesting bit of knowledge. In the following table the
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high school courses completed by the Montana administrators 
are given. (See Table IX.)
The 11th Yearbook gives 46.15 for the total percent of 
city superintendents completing the general high school 
course, 4S percent for the classical course, because twenty 
to forty years ago this course was all that existed, 8.92 
percent for the scientific course. The present study gives 
57 percent, 22 percent, and 7.6 percent for Montana adminis­
trators completing, in order, the general, classical, and 
scientific courses.
THIELE IX
Where Montana Administrators Received Their HighSchool Training
FrequencyState 1 2 3 4 Total
Arizona 1 1Connecticut 1 1California 1 ISouth Dakota 2 5 5Idaho 1 1 2Iowa 2 7 1 10Indiana 1 1 1 3Kansas 4 5 1 8Illinois 1 1 1 3Kentucky 1 1Maryland 1 1Montana 7 26 3 36Ohio 1 1 2Michigan 1 1 2Missouri 1 1 2Oregon 1 1
Nebraska 1 1Minnesota 3 11 14Wisconsin 5 6 9North Dakota 2 6 1 9Washington 1 1 2
No.States Repres. 3 15 15 8 41
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(Read table thus: 36 of the 114 Montana administratorsreporting in this study are graduates of Montana high schools, 
Twenty-six of the administrators in the third class districts are graduates of Montana h i ^  schools.)
TABLS X
High School Cources Montana Administrators Have Completed
Fre cue no YCourse I è 3 4 Total .. % . .,General 0 l7 55 7 79 67.6Classical 2 10 12 2 26 22.2Commercial 1 1 1 0 3 2.5Scientific 0 2 5 1 a 6.8Industrial Arts 0 1 0 0 .8Total 3 ' si 1 6 ITf 1Ô0.Ô
(Read table thus: The majority of the administratorsin all districts compared have completed the general high school course. Sixty-seven percent of the total administra­tors reporting have taken the general course, while 22 per­cent have completed the classical course. The percentage completing scientific courses is 6.8, and the percentages completing the commercial and industrial courses ère respec­
tively 2.5 and .0.)
It would be an interesting study to find out the trend 
of courses pursued by other groups of administrators in the 
future. The past trend was predominantly toward the general 
course.
2. College Training of Montana School Administrators
a. Where Montana Administrators Received Their College Training
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TABLE XI
Schools %hers llontana Administrators Received Their Bachelor's Degrees
School Graduated From: 1 2 3 4 l?ôtal
Beloit College, Wis. 2 1 3Carlton College, Minn, 1 1 2Columbus College, %̂ is. 1 1Concordia College, Minn. 1 1 2Cornell College, la. 1 1Depaul, 111• 1 1Fletcher College, Kan. 1 1Friends College, Kan. 1 1Gustavus Adolphus College, Minn. 2 2Hamlin Ü., Minn. 1 1U. of Idaho 1 2 3Intermountain Union, Mont. 3 9 12Iowa State 1 1U. of Iowa 1 1 2Jamestown College, N. Dak. 1 1 2U. of Kansas 1 1 2Linfield College, Oregon 1 1Luther College, la. 2 2U. of Michigan 1 1U. of Minnesota 2 2Montana State 8 8U. of Montana 8 15 5 28Mornings!de, la. 1 1 2U. of Neb. & Penn. Normal 1 1
D. of Mexico 1 1N. Dak. State 1 1U. of N. Dak. 1 4 5Oberan College, Ohio 1 1Oregon State 1 1
U. of Oregon 1 1St. Johns, Minn. 1 1St. Marys, Md. 1 1S. Dak. State 1 1 2U. of S. Dak. 2 2S.T.C., Emporia, Kan. 1 1S.T.C., Greely, Cal. 1 1S.T.C., Kerney, Neb. 1 1S.T.C., Mayville 1 1S.T.C., Moorehead, Minn. 1 1S.T.C., Stevens Point, Wis, 1 1
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TABLE XI (Continued)
School Graduated ÿrom: 1 2 4 Total
S.T.G., Valley City, N. Dak. 1 1 2Valparazo, Ind. 1 1 2Uabash, 111. 1 1Washburn College, Kan. 1 1Washington State 1 1U. of Washington 1 1Wesleyan, Conn. 1 1U. of Wisconsin 1 2 3Totals 3 3d “T2 1 ^ 117
Nuinber Institutions  .............................49number Institutions in State ................ • * .  5Number Institutions out of State • • •  .  ......... 46
(Interpret Table XI as follows: 49 institutions havetrained administrators of the schools in Montana, Fortÿr-six of these institutions are cutside of the state, and three are v/ithln the state.)
The University of Montana has contributed the largest 
number of administrators used in this study. Intermountain 
Union College has contributed the next largest number.
The following types of institutions are represented: 
state universities, state colleges, state teachers* colleges, 
and denominational colleges.
Forty-eight of the 117 (or 41;̂  ) administra tors 
reporting are from institutions within the state. This 
leaves a good balance of administrators from without the 
state, so tiiat the danger of in-breeding of administrators 
within the state is not serious.
b. Academic Degrees and Training
Table XII shows the types and distribution of academic
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degrees held by Montana administrators.
TABLE XII
Distribution of "Academic Degrees" Held by Montana Administrators
Distribution ofAcademic Degrees 1 ..^ . 3 4 Total
No Degree 1 1 1 5A.B. Education 9 23 4 36A.B, Science 6 17 2 25A.B. Bus.Adm. 1 3 2 6A.B. Philosophy 1 2 1 1 5B.S. Law 1 1B.S. English 1 2 5B.A. Mathematics 1 1 2B.A. Arts 1 11 14 26B.S. Civil Engineer 2 1 3Forestry 1 1B.A. Political Science 4 4Totals 68 13 l l 6
(Head Table XII thus: Three of the 115 administrators
reporting do not have degrees; 36 of the administrators reporting have the A.B. Degree in Education, etc.)
Thirty-six of the 115, or 31.3 percent, administrators 
reporting have an A.B. Degree in Education. Twenty-five of 
the 115 administrators studied, or 21.7 percent, have the 
A.B. in Science. Twenty-six, or 22.6 percent, of the 115 
administrators studied have the A.B, Degree. Two and six
tenths percent of the administrators do not have a degree.
53Koos found that the percentage of high school princi­
pals having degrees in education was 7.6. His study was
55. Koos. op. cit.. p. 50.
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mad© In 1924, at wîilch time there was not the over produc­
tion of administrators as now. At that time the teaching 
profession was not looked upon as steady work, and so the 
percentage of degrees in education would be less than at 
present. The administrative profession has been more 
firmly established during these last ten years.
c. Ilajor and Minor Fields of Training
The total number of combinations shown in Table XIII 
is 81. The combination of greatest frequency was education 
and education and history. Four of the combinations con­
tained education and were taken by a total of 26 administra­
tors. This means that of 81 administrators reporting, 52 
percent have either a major or a minor in education.
TABLE XIII
Undergraduate Major and Minor Combinations of Montana Administrators Reported Five Times or More
Major & Minor Combinations: 1 8 Frequencies 3 4 Total
Education 1 3 3 1 8Educati on-History 0 5 5 0 8
History-Education 0 2 2 1 5Soience-Educati on 0 1 2 2 5H1story-English 0 2 2 1 5Engl i sh-LIathema t lea 0 2 2 1 5
Mathematios-Science 0 0 5 1 6History-Economics 0 1 4 0 5Philosophy-Literature 1 0 0 0 1Science-Latin 1 0 0 0 1Sub Total 3 14 25 7 49
All Other Combinations 0 14 15 5 32
Grand Total 81
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(Read table thusî major and minor combinations
of the first class district administrators are three ; for the second class districts they are fourteen; for the third class districts they are twenty-five; for the fourth class districts they are seven* The different combinations are given In detail. The combinations of the three first class administrators are Included even though not mentioned five 
times.}
A summation of majors and minors Is ^own In Table XIV.
TABI^ XIV
Number and Percent of Administrators V.hose Undergraduate Majors and Minors ïïere In Education, and all Other Fields
kajor MinorSubject: 1 è s 4 i > 1  1 Û 3 4 t
Education 1 All Others 2 921
18
56 310
3189 2575 00 3 11 27 33
2
11
1671 18.; 81.(
Total 3 30 74 13 120 100 i  0 30 44 13 87 100.<
(Head table thus: 25 percent of the administratorschose education as their major field and 13.2 percent of the administrators chose education as their minor field.)
This table can be Interpreted to mean that 43.3 (25 + 
18.3) percent of the administrators contemplated teaching 
before leaving college, and thus collected sufficient 
education credits to enable them to secure teaching or 
administrative positions.
Koos^^ found In his study of the high school principal 
that 7.6 percent of the high school principals chose 
education as their undergraduate major, and 8.6 percent
54. Koos, op. cit.. p. 50.
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chose education as their undergraduate minor.
This study shows that 25 percent of Llontana adminis­
trators chose education for their major, and 18,3 percent 
chose education for their minor. This gives a difference
for those majoring in education in this study over those
55in the study made by Koos of 17.4 percent. The differ­
ence in the minor in education for the two studies was
9.7 percent. This difference is due to the periods in
56Which the studies are completed. Koos made his study in 
1924, when administrators did not take education as seri­
ously, and educational requirements were not demanded as 
they are today. There has been a great influx of young 
men into the teaching profession during the past ten years, 
and they would naturally choose education as a major or 
minor in preparation for the work.
"ivOOS," op. c i t  . , p . ëo
56. Koos, lo c . c i t .
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3. Advanced Tralnln.^ of Montana i^dirinlstrators
a. Schools Attended
TABLE XV
Colle^GS and Universities From TJhloh Graduate DegreesWere Obtained
FrequenciesHaino of School 1 2 5 4 Total"
University of Montana 1 2  6 1 10University of Chicago 1 1Harvard University 1 1  2St. Mary's, Baltiiaore 1 1University of Wisconsin 2 2ColUTiibia 1 1University of Wyoming 1 1S.T.C., Greely, Colo. 1 1University of N* Dak. 1 1University of ICansaa 1 1University of Minnesota______________ 1________________ 1To to! ______  3 7 10_____ 2_________22Total Institutions Represented..... ... ................ 11Total Montana Institutions Henresented.   .......... 1
(Head table thus: 11 institutions have grantedmaster's degrees to the school men of Montana. Uine of these institutions are without the state. Twenty-one of the 121 administrators included in this study nave master's degrees•)
Montana University has furnished ton of the twenty-one 
(or 4 percent) of the administrators having master's 
degrees.
b. Graduate Degrees of Montana Administrators
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T̂vî3i..: :.vi
Graduât© Dô p?n©a Held by llontana Adnlnlatrators
i-requo? clesTonItIon i 2 3 ...A -  . Totfà
number Honortlag 3 31 74 13 131
lister's In Hduoatlon 1 8 11 1 21liaoter's in Science 2 0 0 0 2naotor*o In Piillosophy 0 1 0 0 1Uastor's In history 0 2 0 0 2Hastnr's In Lit. h F>;11. 1 0 0 0 1
Tote 1 4 11 11 1 27Porcent, basod on total number rersortlng 100 35.4 14.8 7.6 33.:
(Read table tlmsi Tne percentaje of a(i...lnlstrators In the first, second, third, and county hl:;n schools having the inastcr^e degree are ICO, Sb.4, 14.Q, and 7.6. Tho percentage for all tn© groups la 22.S.)
k7Koos found that 22.7 percent of the high school
principals re: ortlî\̂  In his study held master’e degrees.
58Douglass reports ti^t In the Great Plains Section
33.89 percent of the administrators have motor*a degrees.
59Slkenbcrry found that 10 percent of the high school
pri ncipals In the United States had mater's degrees.
60oloan found that 14.2 percent of the Pansas adminis­
trators have motor *r degrees.
The porcent of adjalnlstrators in this study having 
nnetor*s degree a is 23.3. Tils agrees closely #th the
22.7 percent Roos®^ found.
58. Douglass, op. cit., p. 35.
59. Hlkonberry, oĵ . oit.. p. 15.
Î Î :  K ' ^ - o # ; ' p p 5 g p
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No definite reason can be given for the variations in 
the percentages. It may be due to restrictions imposed 
by the various states, and regions. Accrediting agencies 
operating in certain states make certain recommendations 
and demands. The number of schools subscribing to these 
demands would vary considerably, and the number of master's
degrees would vary accordingly. Again many states insist
that administrators secure a definite amount of graduate 
credit between certain periods. Tills would accelerate 
training toward the advanced degree.
TABLE ZVII
Number and Percentages of Montana Administrators ’iVhose Graduate Majors and Minors are in EducationAnd in Other Subjects
Subject Graduate Major Graduate Minor1 2  3 4 t 1 2 3 4 tÉducation 1 21 43 8 ^3 77 Ô 0 4 Ô 4 6All Others 2 9 6 5 22 23 3 0 45 13 61 94
Total 3 30 49 13 95 100 3 0 49 13 65 100
(Head table thus: 77 percent of the Montana Adminis­trators that have master's degrees chose education as their major and 6 percent chose education as tlieir minor. )
6SKoos found that 8.6 percent of the 276 high school 
principals reporting chose education as a graduate major 
and 21.7 percent chose education as a graduate minor.
62. Koos. op. cit., p. 50.
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0. Institutions Where lûontana Administrators are Doing Adyanoed Eduoational Work
TABLE XVIII
Colleges and Universities at which Montana Administrators Are Working for a Master’s Degree
Name of Institution Ï
Frequencies ”3. .. 4 'îoiâr
University of Montana 6 27 4 37
University of Arizona 1 1University of Minnesota, andSouthern California 1 1University of Wisconsin 1 1 2university of Minnesota 1 4 5Ihiiversity of Colorado 2 2Northwestern University 1 1S.T.C., Greeley, Colorado 1 1University of Iowa 4 1 5University of Wyoming 1 1University of Washington 5 5 8Columbia University 1 3 4University of Kansas 1 1University of Michigan 1 1
Total 46 VÙ
Total number of institutions 14Number institutions outside state 13Total number of states represented 12
Seventy of the 181, or 53 percent of the administrators 
included in this study are working on master’s degrees.
Table XVI shows that 22.3 percent have master’s degrees.
This shows a very healthy picture of the Montana administra­
tors’ professional outlook.
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TABLE XrX
Graduate Training of Montana Administrators in Semester Hours
Semester Hours Tabulations1 2 5 4 TotalNumber Reporting 3 20 52 7 èâ
1-8 plus 0 5 11 1 159-15 " 0 4 25 4 3317-24 " 0 4 8 1 1325-32 0 3 6 0 933-40 " 0 3 1 0 441-48 " 0 2 0 0 249-56 ” 1 1 1 0 357-64 ” 0 0 0 1 165 or more 2 0 0 0 2
Medians 68 22.25 13.2 13.38 14.52
(Read table thus : Two administrators in the firstclass districts have 65 or more semester hours. Tiie median numbers of hours for the first, second, third, and county high school districts are 68, 22.25, 13.2, 13.38.)
There is little significance to the median of the 
first class districts as only three cases are included. 
However, the median of the total groups (14.52 semester 
hours) which is equivalent to about one-third of a year’s 
work, is below the median (one year) found by Bikenberry^^ 
in 1925-1926.
d. Nature of Professional Subjects Studied 
(1) Before and After Becoming an AdiJiinlstrator
6̂ . Sikenberry. op. cit., p. 11.
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TABLE, ju .
Professional Subjects Taken by Montana Administrators in Their Undergraduate and Graduate Training
Tabulations
Subject 1 2 3 4 Total ,n
History Education, Gen. 16 37 0 53 53Educational Administration 10 40 8 58 58Principles of Sec. Education 15 55 6 57 57Methods in Special Subjects a 29 5 42 42Observation of Teaching 5 24 1 30 30Practice Teaching 9 27 3 39 39Educational Sociology 8 30 5 43 43Tests & Measurements 6 29 5 40 40School Finance 6 34 3 43 43School Law 5 19 6 30 30School Administration, Gen. 3 31 5 39 39School Hygiene 9 13 3 30 30Educational Psychology 10 31 9 50 50
Humber Reporting 25 67 6 100
(Read table thus: 53 percent of the 100 administratorsreporting have taken history of education as part of their educational training. Pifty-ei^t percent of the adminis­trators reporting have InclucLod educational administration in their professional subjects, etc.)
There is not much significance to the facts In Table 
XX when viewed alone, but when compared with other studies 
in this field the facts have significance.
Table XXI reveals some points of observation as to 
where the trend of the educational ourrloulum is pointing.
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Coraparisons of t:ie Porconta^os of '.drdnlGtratoro Ta kin,,; Cpooifio , clucational Sul juoto as In,Tills lltudy, the Jtudy by hooa,^'^ a.rd by Ikoaborry^^
Educational Subject Hi 0 ô ûcy I nde by:Koos j.rco ■ !t tiiHy
■ 1 .
niotory of iiducation 79.3 56.5 53Educational Adiilnlntration 27.3 55 58IhPlnclpies of hoc. Jduc. 65.6 37.2 57Methods in spec. Gubjocts 29.5 34 42Observation of Teaching a 21 30Practice Teaching 37.8 23.8 39Educational Oociclogy 31.3 13.4 43Tests and Hoasui’cmonts 33 27.2 4CSchool Finance a a 43School Law a a 3CSchool Administration, vkjn. a 05.3 39School Hygiene a a SOH due a 110 nn 1 I s y c h ol o ly 55,8 52.5 50.
Number Individuals studied 421 1510 100or Reporting ai lia ta not avaiïaUïo
(Read tablG thus: 79 porcent of tho 431 individualsroportlnf; In the study iiade by Koos Uavo taken i’istory of KducatIon as compared with 56.5 percent of the 1,510 prin­cipals reportIni to Kikenborryj 53.1 percent of the 121 Mont zm adnlnistrators reporting in tie present study have taken History of education.)
It will be noticed that school hynioiie# school finance, 
and school law arc not Included in the selective courses of
Inoe these studies
were made In 1923 and 1925 respoctlvcly, it is rossiLTo that
1: loos'r o '"c iY.7 ol'J ~
0 5 . Hlkoaherry, op. oit.. p. 20.
0 6 . Koos, op. Ĵ ît,*i P* 'j1 .
0 7 . Hikonborry, op. clt.. p. 20.
the studies by Koos^^ and Hikonborry.^*^
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the administrative and sanitary aspects of school policies 
were not as much in the foresround as at present*
Since all but three courses are common to the three 
studiesI as shown in Table XXI, and since the school men 
reporting represented all regions of the United States, it 
is a general conclusion tliat these subjects are of value 
to every administrator and hence they may continue to be a 
part of many educational ourriculums.
The subjects History of Education, Educational Adminis­
tration, and Principles of Secondary Education hold either 
the first, second, or third position of importance in all 
three studies.
These helpful studies could be required of every stu­
dent who intends to teach and could be required for certif­
ication in every state. School Finance, School Hygiene, 
and School Law are the newer educational subjects added to 
the professional curriculum and may indicate that the 
administrators should possess more knowledge of business, 
health, and legal matters related to school work.
Are Montana administrators adequately trained for 
school administration? This question will be answered in 
part by Table XXII*
(S) Subjects Pursued After Becoming an administrator
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TABLE XXII
Number and Percentage of itontana Administrators Having Studied 
Listed Lducatlonal Subjects After Lntering Administrative v/ork, Compared \vltli a Similar Study by Eikenberry°®
Educ. Subject 2 3 4 Total ......
Eikuuberry *8 Study 
PercentNumber Reporting 20 63 10 98 SI 9'79 64
History of .Sduc. 6 3 1 10 10.2 9.4Philos, of Educ, 7 6 2 15 15.3 5.0Psych, of Adoles, 4 6 0 10 10.2 7.0Educ. Adminis. 9 26 6 41 41,8 15.0Priu. of Sec, Ed, 7 6 2 17 17.3 7.0Jr. High School 4 7 1 12 12.2 7.0Vocational Educ, 2 7 3 12 12.2 7.0Educ, Sociology 5 11 3 19 19.3 5.0Educ. Statistics 4 7 1 12 12.2 8.0Tests & Measure. 11 15 5 31 31.6 IB. 3School Finance 7 20 3 30 30.6School Law 14 3 0 17 17.3School Ada., Son. a 20 3 31 31.6 17.0School Supt.,Gen, Sem. Elcm. School 2 6 2 10 10.2Problems 9 0 6 15 15.3Sem. in So. Adm. Methods of Educ. 5 12 2 19 19.3Research 4 6 2 12 12.2
(Read table thus; History of Education is taken after becoming administrators by 10.2 percent of Ilontana execu­tives as compared to 9*4 percent of iiiîi school principals reporting to ilikonbcrry. )
Table XXII shows that 31,6 percent, 17.3 percent, and 
30.6 percent of the administrators in Montana school dis­
tricts received crodits in school administration, school 
finance, and school law after securing administrative 
positions.
è8. Likonberry, op. cit., p. 20.
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Sduoatlonal AdministrâtIcai is taken by 9 of the second 
class district administrators, 26 of the third class admin­
istrators, and 6 of the county high school administrators 
after assuming the responsibility of an administrative 
office, making a total of 41 percent* It may be that the 
frequency of mention of a subject is not necessarily proof 
that the course is important, but it is indicative of 
importance, and is the best moasuro that is available at 
the present time*
A larger percent of Montana administrators are taking 
the listed courses after becoming an administrator tJian 
were the hlgi school principals Included in the study of
ggEikenberry in 1925-26*
D. Educational Ejcperience
1. Specific Positions Held
Where did administrators get their first teaching 
experience? What branches of the educational systma are 
most certain to provide a candidate with the experience or 
opportunity for advancing himself to an administrative 
position?
With the idea in mind of answering these questions the 
tabulations in Table XXIII are made*
69* Eikenberry. op. cit.. p. 20*
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TABLE :c:iii
Specific Educational Positions in .71 il ch tlontana Administrators ilave Kad Experience
Numbers reporting 3 50 74 13 120
Present Position 1 . Tabula ti ons "2— ..3. " 4 'Totar.-r
Rural Teacher 0 15 27 5 47 39,2Elementary Teacher 2 4 15 5 26 21.7Junior High School 0 2 7 2 11 9.2Senior High School 3 22 53 8 86 71.6Elementary Principal 0 7 19 5 31 25.8Senior H. S. Principal 3 18 51 11 03 69.2State Superintendent 1 0 0 0 1 .8Summer School Teacher 1 2 1 1 5 4.1College Teacher 0 1 0 0 1 .8
(Read table thus: 15 out of 30 of the present adminis­trators in second class districts of I.ontana have had ex­perience in rural schools teaching'; 27 of the administrators in the third class schools have had experience in rural schools; 39.2 percent of the administrators have had exper­ience in rural schools.)
The facts seem to indicate that experience as high 
school principal is the best stepping stone to the adminis­
trative position in Montana, as 69*2 percent of the adminis­
trators reporting have had experience as high school princi­
pal. This situation is peculiar to Montana schools as the 
high school principal is the administrator in the third, 
and fourth class districts* If we look further, however, 
we find that 60 percent of the administrators in the second 
class districts have had experience as high school principal. 
The second class districts employ a superintendent as their
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administrator. Again all of the administrators in the
first class districts have been high school principals
before their present administrative position.
70Cochran writes: "Were the opportunity given an
individual to select his field of work, he should choose 
the high school, if he wishes speedy promotion to an 
administrative position."
2. Number of Teaching Positions Montana Administrators Have Held
"In how many places have you taught?" is one of the 
first questions school patrons ask of the administrators.
The answer to this question is shown for the average 
administrator in Table XSIV.
The median number of positions held for the whole 
distribution is 4.25 positions. No significance can be 
attached to these medians, as the age of the administrator 
is a factor in the number of positions he has occupied.
When the age is known the median will have some significance.
^0. Cochran, op. cïtT. p. 25.
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50.
Number of Educational Positions Held By Montana Administrators
No. Positions Held Frequencies1 2 3 4 Total
1 0 0 4 0 4E 0 2 13 0 153 1 8 22 4 354 0 7 13 2 225 0 5 10 1 166 1 4 3 2 107 0 3 0 1 48 1 0 3 0 49 0 0 2 1 310 0 0 1 0 111 0 0 0 0 012 0 1 1 2 213 0 0 0 0 014 0 0 0 0 015 ........... 0 0 1 0 1
Total 3 30 73 13 119
Median 6 4.7 3.83 5.5 4.25
(Head table thus: The mediEin number of positions thefirst class administrators have held is 6; for the secondclass districts it is 4.7; for the third class districts it is 3.88; for the county high school districts it is 5.5; for the total groups it is 4.25.)
3. Ages at V.liich Montana Administrator: First Administrative Position :;ere Appointed to
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TABLE XXV
Ages of Administrators Entering First Administrative Position
A^es r 2 Frequencies 3 4 Total
18 0 1 0 0 119 0 1 2 0 320 0 0 1 0 1
21 0 2 7 0 922 0 0 3 3 623 0 0 6 0 624 0 1 a 3 1225 0 7 13 1 21
26 1 3 7 1 1227 0 3 1 1 528 0 1 9 1 1129 0 4 2 0 630 1 2 6 0 931 0 1 2 0 332 0 0 2 1 333 0 0 2 1 334 0 0 1 0 135 1 3 0 0 436 0 2 1 0 337 0 0 0 1 1Total 3 3i ÿ3 13 120Mediem ' 30 27.16 2573 2 5.5 26.08
(Read table thus: The median age at which administra­tors were appointed to administrative positions in first class districts is 30 years; for second class districts 27.16 years, for third class districts 25.73; while for county high school districts it is 25.5 years. The medieui of the total distribution is 26.08 years.)
The table shows that administrators in first class 
districts are appointed at a later age than those in the 
second, third and county high school districts. This is to 
be expected as they would need five years of teaching 
experience to qualify, while less experience is required
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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71for other administrators.
In a related field. The High School Principalchip,
Eikenberryfound the median age of teachers assuming their
first principalship to be 26.2 years. The median of the
totals in present study is 26.08 years.
Eikenberryalso found for schools enrolling between
one hundred and two hundred students the median was 26 years.
Such enrollments correspond to our third, and county high
school districts. These medians are 25.73, and 25.5 years
respectively. In schools enrolling two hundred to three
hundred students Eikenberry^^ found the median to be 26.3
years. The corresponding enrollments in Lion tana would be in
the second class districts whose median is 27.16.years. For
schools enrolling one thousand to two thousand students
Eikenberry*8^^ median is 31.7 years, while in our first class
districts the median is 30 years. In each case, except the
second class districts, the corresponding medians found by 
76Eikenberry are slightly larger. The reason for this may be 
that at present there is a larger number of younger well qual­
ified, experienced school administrators available than at the
77time Eikenberry made his study. The medians for the larger 
schools in both studies lAiere experience
71. state Educational Directory 75. Ibid., p. 34.
72. Eikenberry, cit.. p. 54. 76. Ibid., p. 34.
73. Ibid., p. 34. 77. Ibid., p. 34.
74. Ibid., p. 34.
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and a corresponding Increase of mental maturity is desired 
of administrators*
4. Total Years as Administrator
TABLE X3CVI
Distribution of Total Years as Administrator
Number Reoorting 3 H  l3 .. ISl..frequencies
Number of Years 1 z 3 4 Total
Highest 29 28 36 29 36Lowest 18 1 1 1 1Range 11 27 35 28 36
Median 24 7,.8 <0.9 8.6
The median number of years experience for administra­
tors in the classes of districts is 24 for first, 7,8 for 
the second, 6.9 for the third, 8.5 for the county high 
school districts, and 7.66 for the entire distribution.
The National median'^® for cities under 2,500 popula­
tion is 7 years; for dities of 5,000-10,000 it is 10 years; 
for cities of 10,000-30,000 the median is 13 years. The 
total National median for all groups is 10 years.
5. Total Teaching Years
Table XXVII shows the highest number of years of 
eduoational experience by any administrator to be
78. Eleventh Yearbook, op. cit.. p. ll7.
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42 for a third class district superintendent. The lowest 
number of years found was 3 for a third class district 
administrator. The greatest range Is 39 years.
The range and medians are as follows: first class
district, range 18; median, 29; second class district, 
range 26, median 16.5; third class district, range 39, 
median 9.2; county high school range 35, median 13. The 
total range Is 39 years, and the total median Is 11 years.
TABLE XXVII
Total Years Eduoational Experience of Montana Administrators
Total Years T “ 2
Erequeno1esTotal
Number Reporting Si 74 13 121
Highest 37 32 42 40 42
Lowest 19 6 3 5 3Range 18 26 39 35 39
Median U.i) 9.2 13 11
79The total National median (1932-1933) Is 21 years; 
for the Western Section of the United States, 21 years ; 
for cities 5,000-10,000 population, 20 years; for cities 
of 2,500-5,000, 16 years; and for cities under 2,500, 12 
years.
These facts give the Impression that a constant age 
progression operates as administrators move up to positions
of greater responsibility.
î 9. Eleventh Yearbook, p. 112-1X3.
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The lowest median of educational experience is found 
in the third class districts where the requirements for 
administrative positions are lower. Less experience is 
required of administrators in third class districts in 
Montana than for any of the other three classes of 
districts.
6. Total Ages of Administrators
TABLE XXVIII 
Distribution of Ages of Montana Administrators
Number Reportin,*̂ 3 31 72 13 119Frequencies
Age .... . ... .. . 1 2 3 4 Total
25-28 0 2 12 3 1729-32 0 3 25 1 2933-36 0 6 15 1 2237-40 0 4 5 3 1241-44 0 4 3 1 845-48 1 4 4 1 1049-52 0 6 3 0 953-56 1 2 4 1 857-60 0 0 1 2 361-64 1 0 0 0 1Median 54 41.5 32.8 59 3ë.5
Range 54- 56- 59- 55- 64-45 25 25 25 25
(Read Table :ctviii thus : The median age of the admin-
istrators in the four classes of districts are: for first:
54; second, 41.5; third, 32.S; fourth ,39; and totaldistribution, 35.5 years
ëô. Educationai Directory (summary)
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Age Is somettraes a deciding factor in the election of 
a candidate to an administrative position. Kow does the 
median ago found in the study compare with the medians 
found in other studies? This question will he answered in 
part hy the following information: Douglass®^ found the
median of the Great Plains Section to bo 43.15 years. The 
median for cities over 8,000 is 54 y e a r s . T h i s  median 
would be comparable to our second class district median 
which la 38 years.
Hornaday^^ found the median age of the Kansas adminis­
trator for 1925-1926 to be 36.5 years. The median of the
county high school districts, 39.5 is comparable with the
34 pcmedian Hornaday found. Again, Ilendershot found the
median age in Michigan in 1926 to be 34.05 years.
The median given in the Eleventh Yearbook Study®® is
44 years; for superintendents in districts under 2,500
population, 37 years; in districts of 5,000-10,000, 44
years. All these medians are quite similar to those of
the present study.
An analysis of the medians shows that administrators
la the first class districts are much older than the medians
S7of other districts. Douglass explains this situation
6 1 . Douglass, op. cit., p. 106. 85. Ilendershot, op. cit.82. Ibid., p. Toe. p. II. ---
83. Hornaday, cit., pp. 11-12. 86. Eleventh Yearbook,84. Ibid., pp. 11-12. p. 345.
87. Douglass,op.cit. ,pJD6*
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poaitlona In cohool Oidnlrilstratloa*”
dJJL ooi.ool i..oa uo r*ot aoplx-a t a  b-.tcoïv? ad:.dlnlr.trature  
o f f l r a t  c laea  d la t r le tm , and oono school iion a ra  not 
capable of haaû llrp : la rg n  oxooutlvo p o r lt îa n a  and aa.ua t o  
not have the oppoi'tunity of boooMl;v; ad . l- . lo tr& ta ra  tn  
f i r s t  o lasa d ie t r io t n .
E. Data on I ‘©raonal :'ta tu a  o f  d-JLiil;-tra t.^ rs  and R elated
M atters
1. Mnrrlaco tatua
dim question ir.lro  c irc u in ta d  od t;.o a.^ .lz.il i r  to r  
to  in d lo a tn  K :a t o r  : o t?no :% rrlo d  or c ln  i lo , V -roo o f  
the a d c la ls tr - 'to ra  In  f l r o t  o ln a r din trio tn , DO dT t!-o 21 
in  socoffd clans C lc t r lc t o ,  CO o f  t.-.o V4 in  t: i r d  clnoa
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class districts» and 10 of the 13 In county high schools 
reported they were married*
The large percentage of Montana administrators that 
are married indicates that the salaries paid by Montana 
hoards are sufficient to allow their administrators the 
subsistence necessary for the married state.
2 S ex Status
There were but three women adiuinistrators reported in 
this study. This amounts to 2.5 percent of the total 
number, 121, administrators reporting. One woman adminis­
trator was in the second, one In the third, and one in the
county high school groups.
88Sloan found only 1.1 percent of women administrators 
in the state of Kansas.
Neither of these studies is descriptive of the status 
quo for a long period of time. They have some significance 
when considered as descriptive of a single year.
88. Sloan* op. cit.* p. 13.
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3. Number of Children and Dependents
TABL2 X:(IZ
Number of Children Montana Administrators Rear
Number Reporting 3 30 60 11 110FreouenciesNumber Children T 2 3 4 Total
0 0 3 17 3 23
1 0 8 16 1 252 2 7 18 4 313 1 6 10 1 184 0 3 3 2 85 0 1 2 0 36 0 1 0 0 17 0 1 0 0 1Median 2.0 2.Ô i 2.33 2.23
Highest Num’ber 3 7 5 4 VLowest Number 1 0 0 0 0Range 2 7 5 4 7
{Read table thus: The median number of children foradministrators in first c3ass districts is 2.3; the largest number of children he has is 3, the lowest number he lias is 1, the range is 2.)
The administrators of the second class districts have 
the largest median number of children, 2.6, The third 
class districts* administrators have the lowest median 
number of children, 1. The median of the total distribu­
tion is 2.23.
The median age of the third class district adminis­
trators is lower than the median age of the first and second 
class district administrators {Table hXVIII). This may 
explain why the third class district administrator has 
smaller families.
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The Eleventh Yearbook®^ shows that the median number 
of children city superintendents of the United States rear 
is two. The median for the Great Plains RegIn is two, and 
for the Western Section, two. The median for the total 
distribution of this study is 2.7, We may state with 
assurance that the administrators of Ilontana are doing 
their share in the rearing of children as compared to other 
groups of school administrators.
TABLE XXS
Number of Persons Dependent on Montana Administrators
Number Reporting: 3 31 74 13 121
Number Dependents r~ 2 Frequencies & 4 Total '
Highest 4 9 6 6 9Lowest 1 0 0 2 0Ranp̂ e 3 9 6 4 9Median 3 2.4 S ^ 3.T
(Head table thus: The median number of persons depen­
dent upon the first class district administrators is 3; for the second class district administrator, 3,3; for the third class district administrator, 2.4; for the fourth class district administrator, 3; the total median of the distri­bution is 3.2.)
The second class district administrators have the great­
est median number of dependents and the third class district 
the fewest.
89. Eleventh Yearbook, p. 394.
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4. Home and Rent Situations
T A H L 3  XlOil
Number of ilontana Administrators Omlnc Home,Paying for Home, or Renting a Home
  .... " ' ""T % 2 S ...3 " % 4 ^.y  ̂  ,
Nimibër“ 0ltfnlnG 2 CôTïTïS m  4 77Ï 4 SoTt 22 20.ÈHomeNumber Paying 0 0 1 5 3 4 , 3 1  7.6 5 4.5
for HomeNumber Renting 1 53.3 18 53 54 83.7 8 61.7 82 75.3HomeTotals" ' 3 105 '31 l o M  "61166.0 l3 iÔO.Q 109 1Û0.Q
{Read table thus: 2 administrators or 66.6;o in first
class districts, 12 or 39$ in second class, 4 or 7.4$ in third class. 4 or 30.7$ In county high schools, own their homes, etc.)
The percentage of city superintendents in the Eleventh
Yoarhook®^ study, who own their homes, is 39; those paying
for homes 13.83 percent; renting homes 46.76 percent.
In order to further facilitate comparisons in towns
of populations between 2,500 and 5,000 the median of those
owning their homes in the Eleventh Yearbook^^ study is
29.47; cities between 5,000 and 10,000, 40.5 percent;
those under 2,500, 15.72 percent. A comparison of these
data with similar data in Table XXY will reveal that the
9 2findings in the Eleventh Yearbook study are near the 
findings in this investigation.
Table IT of the present study shows the median of
90. Eleventh Yearbook, p. 361.91. Ibid., p. 361.92. Ibid., p. 361.
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tenure for eeooad class district aln.lnistr«t-.re to bm 5.3 
years, with a range of 25 years; fourth class districts, 4.5 
ye^ro, wltu a rau^e of 19 yeurs; third class districts 3.2 
years with a range of 14.5 years. These facts account for 
the small perceutKga of home owners sr.ong the third class 
district ai:.inlstrator3.
5. Items Related to Adjr-inistratcrs* Living; Additional 
Innome, Items of i:xpcnoe, etc.
"’.«BLK XXXII
Incomes of Montana Adnlnistrators in Addition 
to Regular Salary Received, 1935-1954
Kuniber Reporting ___________ 2_ 66
.'̂ 6 __que^nciea
TÔ9----
Position 1 2 3 4 Total
Wo Incone 
Laximûûd dollars 
lünlnurn "
2
~~0
0
èl
Aijo"
P5
43
ÛÜJ
PO
io
50J
IBO
76
'8QÛ
25
Vhmgc in îoïlers Tfo 320 yf!)' -
(Head table t us: 76 of the 109 Montana a ’.luinlcLry tors
do not have nriy additional ir-conrt. The mngc la frora ^300 
to 425.)
T A 3 L L  : a x i i l
Expenditures of i.ontana Administra tors for Food 
and Clothing, 1953-1954
Number Heporting É 26 64 ------ y ... ' ...
Freauericifes
Position Ï 2 5 4 Total
Maximum dollars 
Minimum "
g J u o T c J o  
12jO 3 00
14 UÜ 
I fO
-Jb'J
240
2oo0
150
Range in Jollers éï5o 900 T Ü ^ T 5 l i T 1850
An snalyais of Table XXXIII reveals that the total 
range in expeiises for food and clothing c f ont^nCi ud;:.inie* 
tretors la 1933-1954 Is 41.350. The hlghcîst amount spent
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for this item is ^3,000. The lowest amount is vl30.
It would be profitable to know how to provide food 
and clothing for a year with 0150.00.
Blser" found the smallest amount spent by any North 
Dakota administrator in 1932-1933 to be JlSO.OO, and the 
highest ^1,435.
TABLE XXXIV
Amounts Montana Administrators Pay for Insurance
Number Itenortlng - ----T 68 -.Z s .T 6...
Position 1 2 Frequencies3 4 ' Total
Mhximum Dollars 700 550 560 350 700I.îinimuBi ** — —— 16 30 50 16
Range in Dollars 700 534 520 300 684
Slser®^ found the range for insurance for North Dakota 
administrators to be v40 to $870. The range was $830.00.
TABLE XXXV 
Expenditures for Rent and Upkeep of Home
Number Reporting 3 27 60 .. n .... Tü'ô"-”Frequencies
Position 1 2 3 4 Total
Ifexjmtiro Dollars Minimum ** 600180 500 500 75 0
75045 7500.Range in Dollars 420 425 500 705 750
The highest single cost for upkeep of home for‘ a
Montana administrator in present study is $750.00; the
93. Kiser, cit., p. 57.94. Elser, Ug.* cit.. p. 54.
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lowest is ^0,00. 'fhe range is ^750.00. TJie lowest tangible 
rent reported was î-3.00 a year.
ORmiser foxmd the range in rent or upkeep of home for
adininistrators in North Dakota in 1533*1954 to be from
Cl,050 to Cl30, a difference of 41,770.
Table ZiOCVI shows the amounts spent for incidentals
by Montana administrators.
96Elser found the range for incidental expenditures 
among North Dakota administrators to be from %1,550 to &90, 
a range of ^1460#
TABLE XXXTI 
Expenditures for Incidentals
Number Reporting 2 64 60 6 92NrequenciosPosition T" 2 ^otal
Maximum Dollars 1200 900 650 550 1200Minimum " 300 200 50 100 50Rang© in Dollars 900 7 OÙ 600 450 1150liedlan in Dollars a £99 Ï20 167 ' 117
Table IXXVI shows the range for incidentals to be 
Cl,£0C-C50, or Cl,150. The median of the totals is $117.
The greatest amounts spent for Incidentals taken in 
order are first, second, county high school, and third 
class district administrators.
95. Elser. op. cit.. o, 58. '.........    ."96. Elser, on. cit.. p. 59.
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Tablo XXXVII gives data relative to one item of expense 
for administrators that is not generally considered by 
school patrons and officers.
TABLE XXXVII
Amounts Spent for Extra-curricular Activities in Connection with school
Î umber Reporting (T 20 62 9 T T -----
FrequenciesPosition 1 2 3 4 Total
llaximum Dollars 0 200 190 125 200Minimum " 0 12 0 15 10Range in Dollars 0 leâ 1Ù0 110 190kedian in Dollars 25 34 62.5 33
TABLE XXXVIII
Distribution of Literature ContributionsHade by Montana Administrators
Position 1 2 s 4 TotalNone 2 ÏÏ 63 9 851 0 3 6 3 122 1 1 1 33 4 3 74 1 1^ n y ______  _ __.. .. 4 .--̂.,.4_____Totals 3 22 i4 t 13 il2
An analysis of Table XXXYIII reveals that the second 
class district administrators have the greatest percentage 
of contributors to magazines.
The contributions were published in the following 
periodicals listed la Table XXXIX,
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TABLE
Periodicals in iThioh Literary Contributions of Montana Administrators ’.Vero Published
Periodicals in~'w^lch Published ' 'Frequencies ""
School Management 1Montana Educational Journal 14Chemical Education 1National Education Journal 1Historical Outlook 1American School Board Journal 7North Dakota Educational Journal 1School Review 1Phi Delta Kappa 1High School Teacher 3
The Montana School Journal and tho American School 
Board Journal are the magazines that most frequently 
publish the literary contributions of the Montana 
administrators.
TABLE XL
Amounts Spent for Professional Periodicals by Montana Administrators 1933-1954
Number Reporting 2 22 55 10 89
Position T ” 2
Frequencies
...........T " .."Tôiâr
llaximum Dollars 50 26 10 15 66Minimum 4 2 1 5 1
Range in Dollars 46 23 9 iô 49
97Elser found the cost range of professional periodi­
cals for North Dakota to be from $45 to $2.50, a total 
difference of $42•50,
97. Elser. op. cit.. p. 59.
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TABUS XLI
Amounts Montana Administrators Spend for Professional Organizations
Number Reporting 3 28 66 13 ' 110
Position i 2
Frenuencies Total
Maximum Dollars 14 14 15 12 15Minimum " 5 0 2 3 0
Range in Dollars 9 14 13 9 15
(Read table thus: Of 110 administrators roporting inthis study the largest amount spent for professional organi­zations was vl5.00, the lowest amount was nothing, a range of $15.00 for the entire group.)
93Slser found the range of North Dakota administrators 
in 1932 to be from $22.00 to $2.00, a difference of $20.00. 
Ninety-five percent of Montana administrators belong to 
the Montana Bducational Association, and 44 percent to the 
National Educational dissociation. The Inland Empire 
Educational Association is mentioned by four Montana 
administrators.
The total number of organizations mentioned is 18.
TABLE XLII
Amounts Spent for Professional Books by Montana 
Administrators, 1933-1934
Number Reporting 2 24 54 13 93ÿreouonciesPosition 1 2 3 Total
Maximum in Dollars 50 90 100 100 100Minimum in Dollars 20 5 5 10 5Range in Dollars 30 85 95 90 95
■98. Elser, op. cit.. p. 55.
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{Interpret table as follows: Of the 9 ’5 administratorsreporting in this study the highest amount reported was ^100; the lowest omouiit reported was v5.00; a total range 
of 095.)
QQSlser found the range for the North Dakota adminis­
trators for this item to be from ^4.00 to ^90.00; a total 
range of O86#00.
The greatest range in years for last attendance at 
summer school is found in the first class district group 
of administrators» One administrator lias not attended 
summer school since 1891.
The percentage of the total group attending summer 
school in 1933 is 35.8. They Eleventh Yearbook^^^ gives 
for the year 1931 for the total group percentage attending 
summer school as 28, and for the V/estern group 30.84 percent, 
and for cities under 2,500 population, the percentage is 
40.61.
This reveals, as a whole, that Montana administrators
are attending summer school as recently and in as large
numbers and percentages as the administrators included in
101the Eleventh Yearbook study.
99. Elser, op. cit., p. 57.100. EleventhYearbook, p. 350.101. Ibid., p. 350.
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Last Years àlontana Adni ni s trators Have Attended Sui.mier School
69.
Year ■ ' 1 2 3 4 Total ‘3
1933 7 27 4 33 35.S1932 7 15 1 23 21.71931 1 6 8 2 17 16.01930 1 5 2 8 7.51929 1 5 1 5 4.71928 1 1 1 3 2.81927 2 1 3 2.81926 4 1 2 7 6.61924 1 1 .91891 1 1 .9Total 3 29 62 12 T06I.iedlan Year 1928 1931 1932 1951 1932Range 1891-1931 *26- ♦24-- *26- 1891-33 53 33 ♦33
(Read table thus: 1921 was the median year thatadministrators in the first class districts attended summerschool: for the second class district administrators it is1931; for the third class district administrators it is1932,; for the fourth class district it is 1931. The medianfor the total group is 1932 .)
TABLE XLI7
Amounts Spent :in Connection withGraduate Study or Sumi;ier School
Number Reporting 1 23 60 10 74FrequenciesPosition r 2 3 4 Total
llaximum Dollars 500 500 600 450 600Minimum Dollars 0 25 50 25 25Range in Dollars a 475 550 425 575Median in Dollars a 3^0 233 500 215â inadequate
(Read table thus: The largest amount spent for graduate
or summer study was :̂ 600. The smallest was ^25.00, The range is )575,00.)
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The median amount spend by administrators in the 
second class districts is $300; for third class district 
administrators $233; for county high school administrators
$300. The median of the total distribution is $215.
102Slser found the yearly range for graduate study 
expense for North Dakota administrators to be from $450 
to $25, or $425.
North Dakota and Montana have several real economists 
going to summer school.
TA3LS XLV
Amounts Montana Administrators Spend in Connection with State Meetings
Number Report irug ~ - ̂  ^4 46 10 65
Position ir 2 3 4 Total
I^xlmum in Dollars 50 35 50 50 50Minimum in Dollars 8 5 5 10 5Range in Dollars 4à 30 4,6 40 45
This table shows that the expenses connected with state 
meetings for Montana administrators range from $50 to $5. 
The range for each group of administrators is almost the 
same «
TABLE XLVI
Montana Administrators TTho Have 
Traveled in Foreign Countries
Number Reporting 3 31 74 13 121
Position T ~ 2
Frequencies Total
No. having been in 
foreign country 3-- .yj 5 15 1 34 28
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Tweaty-elght percent of the administrators in this
study have traveled in a foreign country*
Twenty-four percent of the superintendents included in
102the Eleventh Yearbook study have traveled in a foreign
country,
TABLE XLVII
Montana Administrators Who Have Been in a Foreign Country Since 1920
Number Reporting 74— " ' l&I " -.^FrequenciesPosition 1 2 6 4 .. Total %No. having traveled in foreign country since 1920 1 4 1 6 11 9.9
Nine and nine-tenths percent of the administrators in 
the present study have traveled in a foreign country since 
1920.
One administrator reported he attended a meeting outside 
the state in the present year* 1954. Twenty have never 
attended an educational meeting outside of state. One 
administrator has not attended an educational meeting out­
side of the state since 1912. Fifty-three have attended 
meetings outside the state since 1912. This is about 25 
percent. The percent of administrators included in the
1 0 5 .  E l e v e n t h  Y e a r b o o k ,  op. c i t .. p. 576.
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104Eleventh. Yearbook study i6io have attended educational 
meetings outside the state Is 16.95.
The percentage of Montana administrators that attend 
educational meetings outside the state is greater than the
percentage for those administrators included in the
105Eleventh Yearbook study.
6. Professional Reading of Montana Administrators
The questionnaire sent out to the administrators had 
blanks where the administrators could list the professional 
periodicals they read according to rank, as first, second, 
or third choice. The replies have been ranked according 
to frequency and according to the ranking given them by 
the administrator. Table XLVIII contains this information.
This table included only those mentioned twelve times 
or more. The first class district administrators collec­
tively mentioned 13 different professional periodicals; 
the second class and third class district administrators 
32, and county high school administrators 22. A total of 
49 periodicals are mentioned by the entire group studied.
Generalizing from these data it is evident that the 
administrators read a great variety of professional maga­
zines. The first class district administrators have less
1^4. Eleventh Yearbook:, p. 374.105. Ibid., p.. 374.
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variety than the second; the third class district adminis­
trators have a variety of 32 different magazines; while the 
fourth district administrators have 22 different professional 
periodicals in their reading repertoires*
In order to see how the choice of professional periodi­
cals read by Ubntana administrators compares with those read 
by the administrators of the nation as a whole. Table XLXX 
was prepared, giving the summary from the Eleventh Yearbook}^^ 
Department of Superintendence, and the present study.
TABLE ZLVIII
Professional Periodicals Read by Montana Administrators Ranked According to Frequency of Mention, and RankGiven by Their Readers
!Periodical Frequency of lient ion iîanïcing Aiven
Montana Education 64 5.5School Board Journal 50 2.5National Education 46 2.4School Executives 44 2.0
Nation*8 Schools 42 1.9School Life 14 1.0High School Teacher 14 3.0Elem. School Journal 13 1.6School Review 12 2.3
1Ô6. Eleventh Yearbook, p . 210.
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TABLS XLDC
Comparison of the First Nine Choices of Professional Periodicals Read toy Montana Administrators, and Those of the Nation as a iThole, as Ranked toy Frequency and Ranking toy the 
Administrators
ilth YearbookPeriodicals FrequencyNumber Rank StudyFrequencyPercent Rank
School Life 14 1 (Not included)Nation's Schools 42 2 49 4Elem, School Journal 13 3 26 6School Executives 44 4 39 5Montana Education 64 5.5 59 2School Review 12 5.5 21 7National Educ. Journal 47 7 58 5School Board 
Journal 50 8 69 1High School Teacher 14 9 (Not included)
(Read tatole thus: School Life ranks first, with afrequency of 14 among Montana administrators. It was not Included in the N.E.A. study. Nation’s Schools was ranked second, with a frequency of 42. It was ranked second with 
a frequency of 49 percent by the administrators in the 
H.N.A. study.)
An analysis of Tatole XLIX shows that there is not a 
single agreement on the rank or frequency basis. However, 
out of the first nine of each study seven are included among 
the first nine in each study. This may be interpreted to 
mean that the Montana administrators are sold on the value 
of the listed magazines that are recognized by the adminis­
trators of the nation as being the nine best of the 
professional reading field.
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Th.© administrators were asked to list the non-professional
periodicals which they read. These were listed according to
frequencies. The eight periodicals listed the most frequently
are given In Table L. The comparison of the periodicals
107listed most frequently In the Eleventh Yearbook study is 
also Included In Table L.
TABLE L
Frequency Rank of Non-professional Periodicals Read by Montana Administrators Compared to Those Road by Administratorsof the Nation
Periodicals
Present Study lltli Yearbook StudyFrequency Rank Rank
Literary Digest 55 1 1Readers* Digest 52 2 4Time 47 3 6American 50 4 2Saturday Evening Post 29 5 3Colliers’ 20 6 9Atlantic Monthly 17 7 7Harpers* 16 8 8
A significant fact Is that the Literary Digest ranks
first In both studies. Another significant fact Is tha t out
of the first eight listed In the present study, seven were
Included In the first eight of the study of the Eleventh 
1 nAYearbook and all were mentioned within the first nine of
the Eleventh Yearbook study.
107. Eleventh Yearbook, p. ^10. 
103. Ibid., p. 210.
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This makes one generalize that the administrators of 
Montana and the nation as a whole read magazines of three 
types} the digest type, the first tliree listed; the papular 
reading type, the fourth, fifth, and sixth listed; and the 
heavy reading type, the last two listed.
Thirteen different magazines were mentioned by admin­
istrators of the first class districts, 52 different maga­
zines were mentioned by both second and third class 
district administrators; while county high school adminis­
trators mentioned 22 different magazines.
7. Personal Qualities
The administrators were asked to rank the most important 
qualifications for success as a superintendent. It so happens 
that they chose one dozen (12) personality traits ten or 
more times. Table LI shows these qualities and how these 
traits compare with the first 12 traits ranked by the 
administrators included in the Eleventh Yearbook study.
It is interesting to note that the first three qualifi­
cations as ranked in both studies are the same, and that
the first 12 listed in this study contained 9 listed in the
109Eleventh Yearbook.
109. Eleventh Yearbook, p. 539,
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TABLE LI
First Twelve Personal Qualifications as Ranked by Administra­tors in Montana and the Nation as Shown in the EleventhYearbook Study 
(Both Ranked According to Frequency)
jpersonal ' ^Present Study !SleWnth ïlt'earbook̂ ^^Qualification Frequency Hank ïtank
Tact 36 1 1Knowledge of work 33 2 2Personality SO 3 3Honesty 27 4 8Leadership 24 5 7Sociability 21 6 10Judgment 20 7 4Industry 19 0.5 18Sense of Humor 18 8.5 22Character 14 10 9Diplomacy 11 11 11Courage 12 12 16
This means that Montana administrators are well read in 
the literature of personality traits of successful adminis­
trators or that the teaching profession has some very definite 
foundation stones upon #iich it builds its leaders. Only 
three administrators mentioned that they belong to the 
Department of superintendents so that it is very evident 
that this Information gathered is the conscientious opinion 
of Montana administrators.
110. .Èleveniii Yearbook, p. 339.
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8. Suggestions of Administrators
TABLE LII
Suggestions Montana Administrators Kavc for the Education Program of the State University
{The question, "IHiat educational subjects should be added to the ourrlculim of the Tont^na University?" was asked. Sixty reiJlles listed in this table summarize those received.)
Suggestions Prequenoy
"Have more subjects for graduate only. The writing of extra papers fbr graduate credits spoils the initiative of the graduate student." 2
"School Budget required— to be taken by all teachers" 1
"Community relations in the small town" 4
"Adolescent psychology of higîi school students to bo taken by all teachers" 3
"Teaching of special subjects" 7
"Elementary supervision of study" 2
"Character education {with the idea that teacherswill be able to teach character qualities to thosethey will teach." " 3
"Teacher development and personality" 3
"Each teacher be able to handle an activity" 1
"Public relations for administrators" 4
"Individual pupil adjustment" 1
"Hew philosophy of education" 1
"Course in sox education" 1
"Montana taxation" 1
"Reorganization problems" 1
T cohH h De dT
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TABLE L U  (ContlnuQd)
Su.' .restions Frequency
"Administration of typical Montana high school" 4
"Too many now" 5
"Diagnostic teaching" 1
"Ultimate social objectives" 1
"Illgli School curriculum" 1
"School account!nr; tau?^t by business men— not bypedagog" 1
"Ethics for administration and neighboring school relations" 3
"Rural transportation for community and state—  school officers to be examined upon or before being allowed in public office" 1
"More courses in Vocational Guidance" 2
"Application writing" 2
"•High School discipline" 1
"Undergraduate Seminar where experienced schoolmen relate their experiences to undergraduates" 3
' ' - n , - - .....  - -  60 ' ' '
An analysis of those suggestions show that a few of the 
administrators are not familiar with the courses offered at 
the University of Montana. In fact, several stated that 
they did not know anything about the curriculum of the 
Montana University. Therefore,these su :gest _ons may not be
very reliable.
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There Is no doubt, that such suggestions as courses in 
application writing, diagnostic teaching, sez education, 
ethics for administrators, administration of typical Montana 
high schools, community relations, a new philosophy in educa­
tion, are valuable. These courses would be of great value 
to tlie embryo administrator. Those courses should be treated 
as specific courses, and not as seminar problems to be dev­
eloped by the individual student* The data in Tables -4XIII 
and LIII indicate tha t administrators could profit by 
pursuing more professional courses before assuming adminis­
trative responsibility.
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Sijnmry of Flndinf^s
1. THe salaries of administrators range from v900 to .«5,400.
2. The median salary of the administrators is ^1.975.
3. The highest salaries are paid in first class districts;
the lowest in the third class districts.
4. The median salaries since 1928 have dropped from 10 to 
19 percent.
5. Tenure tends to become more permanent with an increase 
in the size of the school system. In terms of years, 
the lasdian tenure for the first, sÊîond, and third class 
district, and county higl\ schools are 16, 5.8, 3.2, and 
4.5. The median of the total group is 4 years.
6. The median enrollment for the combined groups of districts 
is 188.
7. The median number of teachers for the combined groups is
7.7 Tiie median for the first class districts Is 72;
for the third class districts it is 6.8.
0. The highest district valuation reported is v21,000,000; 
the lowest is 0102,000.
9. LiVjp certificates are held by 71.17 percent of the 
administrators.
10. 15ie classical and general high school courses have been 
completed by 67.5, and 22.2 percent of the Montana 
administrators.
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11. Tho University or Montana cradnates make up (23 out of 
111) 25.22 percent of the administrators reporting In 
this study. Twenty-one states are represented by the 
personnel of the Montana administrators.
12. % e  A.3. degree in education is listed most frequently. 
Eighty-one major, and minor ccsnbinations are listed. 
Education and history is the most common. Twenty-five 
percent have majored in education, while 18.3 percent 
have minored in education.
13. Montana University has granted 42.8 percent of the 
master*s degrees earned by administrators reporting in 
this study.
14. Fifty-eight percent of the administrators are working 
for master*8 degrees.
15. History of education, educational administration, 
principles of secondary education, are taken most 
frequently by administrators. The subjects school law, 
school hygiene, school finance are taken more frequently 
the last few years, than previously.
16. The median number of graduate credits, in semester 
hours, for Montana administrators is 14.52. A larger 
percent of Montana administrators are pursuing subjects, 
of maximum value, after becoming administrators than 
were the hig^ school principals of the first half of 
the last decade.
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17, Esporience as a high school teacher, and high school 
principal are the quickest avenues to securing 
administrative positions,
18, The median number of positions held by Montana adminis­
trators is 4.25. The median age of assuming first admin­
istrative position is £6,08 years. The total median 
years administrative experience: for first class dis­
tricts is 24 years, county high schools 8,5 years, 
second class districts 7,8 years, and for third class 
districts 6,9 years, for total group 11 years. The 
median age of the Montana administrators is 35,5 yearsj 
for the first class districts it is 54; for the third 
class districts it is 39. years,
19,Two and five tenths percent of the administrators are 
women.
20. Practically all the administrators are married,
21. The median number of children reared by administrators
is 2, a
22. Twenty and two tenths percent of the administrators own 
their homes. Expenses for rent or upkeep of home 
ranges from ;̂0 to $750.
23. Sixty-eight percent of the administrators have no 
additional income,
24. The amounts spent for food and clothing by Montana 
administrators range from $150 to $2000.
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Tïi® anowits spent for Insurance ran ;o fron ,;lô to $700. 
The e^xeneo for Incidentals ranjno fpo.i (50 to (1200.
25. Anounts spent for extra-eiirrlcular activities ranrg 
froni ,0 to (,200; with a total group niodlan of vS3.
26. Tho adfainistrators In second claos districts Imvo 
written tho rgreatest nuribor of educational articles.
27. Administrators oro spending frojü 1 to (50 for profes­
sional rmagaslnea; $0 to ^15 for rofcsslonal organiza­
tions; ;s to (100 for professional looks; (25 to ^500 
for a u rm a r school study; >5 to (50 for professional 
educational state neetings.
23. The group Eisdiaa year for suiu-jor school at tendance is 
1952; the range la years since last attendance at 
suŒTÆtr school is 1091 to 1933.
29. Twoaty-el;(ht roreont of adimlnietrators in Montana have 
travelled in foroign countries» 9.9;î have travelled
siace 1920.
30. Tlie cost froquently laentlonod profoaslonal magazines 
are Uontan éducation, Gohool Board Journal, national 
Education. The first tlirca ranked by the adLiinistrators 
aro: School life» Matim’s schools» loimontary School
Journal.
31. The three nost frequently imontionod non-profoscional 
afiganinoa aro Literary Di gest, Headers* Dlgost, and 
TlxriO.
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32. The first five personal qualifications are tact, knowledge 
of work, personality, honesty, leadership.
33. Silty suggestions are listed for Improving the educational 
offerings of the University of Montana.
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It Is generally believed "As the superintendent of your 
school is, so is your school," for on the character and 
ability of your superintendent depends the character and 
scope of your school. If the administrator is to work up 
to the limit of his capacity, it is necessary that he be 
given %ie authority to carry out his educational program 
unhampered by any selfish agencies* The authority to 
Initiate and execute policies is granted the administrator 
by his board of education according to the state law of 
Montana, Section 9 8 3 , "The Superintendent shall have 
supervision of the schools of the district under the super­
vision of the board of trustees. He shall be the executive 
officer of the board, and shall perform such duties as the 
board may prescribe." Diagram I shows how the authority 
of the various agencies administering the public schools is 
authorized and derived. If such be the source of the admin­
istrator’s power, it is reasonable to seek answers to the 
following questions, in order to give a good picture of the 
relations of the Montana School Administrator to his board 
of education.
IliT gcbool Laws. State of Llontaaa. 1939, p. 20.
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DIAGRÜ-I! I
SOURCE OF ÎHE SCHOOL BOARD’S AUTHORITY
I Alit ' THE PEOPLE IN llfE ""STATE ]
WOPtR ÏH DI3TRICf|
"DLS 8 Œ I Ô 0 L  B O Æ P  T-
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1. What functions should the board of education 
perform?
2. What functions should the board of education 
delegate to the administrator, and his 
subordinates?
3. What Is the procedure at Montana school board 
meetings?
4. What are some typical policies Montana school 
boards and administrators have adopted?
The object of this chapter is to answer these questions 
as revealed In educational literature and to compare the 
findings of this study with standard practices existing 
between boards of education and the school administrator.
A. Functions of Boards of Education
112The Twelfth Yearbook states, "The most progressive 
boards of education are those which magnify the three func­
tions of selection, legislation, and judgment ...........
The superintendent of schools is the executive head of the 
board and must make effective its decisions. The board 
does not deal with details of administration. The superin­
tendent does. The board may assign toothers ..... but the 
superintendent is responsible for all votes not so assigned
il2. Twelfth Ÿearbook» Critical Problems in School Adminis­
tration. National Education Association! (Dept. of
Supt.) Washington, 1934, pp. 112-114.
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........The ©uporintondant should come to his business with
training in ad ministration, acooiuitin ; aid educational 
organization.•#...*.and detailed school Icnowledgo which 
experience am a school principal gives .......A board Is
fully as likely frosa time to time to yield to the weakness, 
and Idiosyncrasies of a superintendent as the superinton» 
dent is to give way to the board's crass déterminâtIon,” 
Oleon^^® lists the gnnoral functions of a board of 
education as follows :
”1, To select the superintendent of schools.
2* To detarraiao the %,ollcles of the school system*
3. To see that theso polioles arc carried out by 
the suporlritendont, and his associâtes."*
The moaning of policy in tlilo study is a doc is ion or 
set of decision?, whether definitely fomulr.tod o r not, as 
to how given problems end jobs shall be solved and 
administered*
Decisions dotemlnlng how prohle:.^ and jobs shall be 
solved and acbiinlsterod arc policies. Application of poli­
cies to single or individual problo.rus is an ad .inlstratlvo 
detail.
114Til® data uoed In this part of the study were
ils. .Ia n s vison/ 'Tho . or?c'of Xoarcl oX* ' xiuoatlon» 'dontrlLu- 
tlona to iduoution. Ko. ^3, bureau of xublloatioas, 
Columbia University, hew York, 1926, pp. 8-9.
114. 8©o Appendix B.
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obtained from questionnaires received from the adiriinistra- 
tors of Montana. The questionnaires circulated contained 
a check list of typical functions. The administrators 
were asked to check the column "3upt.” if the superinten­
dent initiated any of the functions before they may be 
adopted as policies by the board; to check the column 
"Board and Supt." if the two agencies acted together before 
the policy could be initiated; if the board initiated the 
policy, the column "Board" should be checked. If the 
superintendent acted on an Item without any definitely 
adopted policies approved by the board, the column headed 
"No Policy" was to be checked.
In order to give some guide as to what are the accepted 
relations between the administrator and his board of 
education and to serve as a guide to administrative agen­
cies in properly adjusting such relation, some significant 
data as compiled by R.R. Roudebush, assistant superintendent
of schools of the state of Indiana and John Dale Russel,
115director of statistics of the same state dopartiaent, has 
been included in Table LIII.
R.. and Russel, i t . ,  "Functions of {SchqoT 
Boards and Superintendents in Initiating School Policies, Blementary School Journal, January, *27, 
V01T~27T 722-724.
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TABLE LIII
POLldŸ V.ÏÏAT THE BOARD DOES vaiA'd? TEE SUFEA- 
lOTSNDENT DOES
Employment of the superintendent Selects and employs Signs contract
Employment of teachers, prin­cipals, janitors, etc.
Approves or disap­proves the recom­mendations of the 
superintendent
Recomraends In writing to the board
Dismissed of personnel
It ft
Fixing of salaries of personnel
ft ft
Fixing of length of school term
It Recommends
Setting up type of organization
« ft
Establishing curriculum ** ft
Setting up salary schedule ft ft
Attendance ft ft
Establishing rules and regulations ft ft
Expending funds for current operations ft It
Voting budget for schools Studies, modifies and passes budget
Prepares and provides supporting data
Setting tax levy for schools I.!akes levy Provldes supporting data
(coimioJHD)
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92.
POLICY mAT TEE BOARD DOES V̂ IIAT THE SUPER­INTENDENT DOSS
Development of building program Controls Advises
Selection of sites for buildings
Selects Advises
Planning of school buildings Considers schedule of needs, Inves­tigates qualifi­cations of archi­tects and employs him, considers final plans In the light of com­petent educational 
advice
Prepares sched­ule of needed facilities, advises with regard to adequacy of plans
Erecting new buildings Receives bids, lets Advises In all contracts, super- stages vises construction and accepts completed 
structure
Supervising all employees Delegates responsi­bility to superin­tendent
Assumes full responsibility
Assigning employees to their respec­tive positions
tf ft
Preparation of school programs
« ft
Preparation of
reports and school publicity
ft If
Attention to the 
business details of the school.
n ft
(COi.l’ILUED)
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93.
POLICY rSIAT THE BOARD DOES 511ÀT THE SUIER- li-TTENDSITT DOES
Supervision of Delegates responsi­ Assumes fullinstruction bility to superin­tendent responsibility
Keeping school records, both pupil and financial
t «
Tables LIV, LV, L7I, and L7II show in detail the nature 
and distribution of the replies received. Table LVIII gives 
a sunjmary of the functions of the various administrative 
agencies in initiating school policies. Table LIX ranks 
the school policies initiated by administrators, peroont of 
administrators initiating such policies, and comparison 
with studies of Eiser^^® and the Eleventh Yearbook.
Table JX gives the ranking, percentage and comparison of 
policies initiated by board of education.
The analysis of Table LIV* shows that Montana adminis­
trators have considerable freedom in initiating policies 
dealing with instructional, supervisory and purchasing 
activities. They are not, however, given much freedom in 
initiating policies of finance, personnel, and business
matters.
lié. Slser. op. cit.. p. 56. 
117. Eleventh Yearbook, p. 141.
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TABLE LIV
Powers of Montana Administrators to Initiate Administrative Policies
{By frequency, districts, and percentages)
Number Reporting 3 3i ÿ4 13 12lAdmini s tratl vë 
Function Rank Frequencies by Districts 1 2 3 4 T %
Program of studies 1 2 31 63 10 106 87.6Adoption of New Textbooks 2 3 31 64 98 80.9Disciplinary Problems 3 1 26 61 9 97 61.1tointaining Standards of 
State Department 4.5 2 30 55 5 92 76.0Purchase of Instructional Supplies 4.5 26 57 9 92 76.0Entertainment and Social Activities 6 1 23 53 10 87 71.9Selection of Commencement 
Speaker 7 2 20 49 10 81 66.9School Day 0 2 55 12 69 57.0Purchase of Janitor 
Supplies 9.5 2 20 33 8 68 56.2Organization ofEducational Division 9.5 1 23 58 6 68 56.2School Calendar 11.5 1 54 11 66 54.6Attending Educational Meetings 11.5 2 19 37 8 66 54.6Expulsion and Suspension of Pupils 13 1 14 31 6 52 42.9Non-public School Relations 14 15 29 5 49 40.5Vacation Periods 15 1 10 33 4 48 39.6Loaning School Property 16 - 12 22 7 41 33.9Census and Attendance 17 - 15 19 4 58 31.4Use of School Building 18.5 1 9 12 4 26 21.5Business tîanagement 18.5 6 18 2 26 21.5Religious Education Policies 20.5 14 9 2 25 20.6Selection of Teachers for Appointment 20.5 7 14 4 25 20.6The Annual Budget 22.5 2 a 12 22 18.1Re-hiring of Teachers 22.5 1 9 9 3 22 18.1Policy of Rental and Fees 24 «k 7 9 2 10 14.8
TcôwtïIôêdT
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Hiaia'ber Reportln/^
TABLE LIV (Continued)
3 1 7i i3 n r5AdministrativeFunction Rank i 2 3 4 T
Transportation of Pupils 25.5 «• 5 8 3 14 13.0Buildings and Repairs 25.5 1 2 11 0 14 11.5Policies Regarding Insurance 27 2 6 4 12 9.9Selection of Janitor 28.5 1 5 2 8 6.6Policies Determining Salaries 23.5 1 3 4 — 8 6.6
(Read table tbus: The power to Initiate policies re­garding the program of studies ranked first in frequency; 8 7 . Of the administrators exercised such authority. The power to initiate policies regarding the annual budget is delegated to only 18.1^ of the administrators of Montana. This function ranked 22.5. The power to initiate policies regarding the selection of teachers for employment ranks 20.5 and is exercised by 20.6^ of the administrators.)
The data in Table LIV show that in instructional 
matters, and routine duties, the administrators are given 
a large amount of initiatory power* The table also shows 
that in matters of selecting teachers for employment, in 
re-hiring teachers, in the selection of a janitor, in the 
annual budget, and business management, the administrator 
is not given much initiatory power. The initiatory power 
in determining salaries ranks at the bottom of the list.
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TABLE LV
Adsinistratlvo Functions v̂ 'hich tbe Board Initiates Before Such Policies Ilay be Adopted
(Ranked According to Frequency, Class of District, and Percentages)
Number Reportin/î 3 31 74 13 121
Administrative Function Rank Frequencies by Districts 1 2 3 4 T %
Policies RegardingInsurance - - - - - - - 1 2 17 26 2 47 38.8Selection of Janitors for Employment - - - - - 2 1 4 30 3 38 31.4Policies Determining 
Salaries 3 8 26 1 35 29.7Transportation of Pupils 4 1 7 23 3 34 23.9Policy of Rental and Fees 5 2 2 24 3 31 25.6Selection of Teachers for Employment - - - - - - - 6 24 24 19.8Census and Attendance - - 7 1 18 2 21 17.3Business Ê^nagement - - - 8 1 4 13 1 19 15.7Use of School Building - - 9 2 4 8 mm 14 11.5Annual Budget - - - - - - 10.5 1 11 - 12 9.9Non-public School Relations 10.5 2 8 2 12 9.9
Organization of Educational Division — — — — — — — 12 2 6 1 9 7.4Building and Repairs - - - 13 1 1 6 8 6.6Re-hiring Teachers - - - 14 6 1 7 5.7Purchase of JanitorSupplies — — — — — — — — 16 1 1 4 6 4.8Vacation Periods - - - - - 16 1 1 4 6 4.8Attending Educational LTeetings — — — — — — — — 16 1 1 5 6 4.8Purchase of Instructional Supplies — — — — — — — — 19 1 mm 2 3 2.4Loaning of School Property 19 3 3 2.4Expulsion, Suspension of Pupils — — — — — — — — — 19 3 3 2.4Entertainment and Social Activities — — — — — — — 21.5 1 1 2 1.6Program of Studies - - - - 21.5 1 - 1 2 1.6Selection of Commencement Speaker — —  — — — — — — 24.5 - 1 1 .8
( COLTIIRJSD )
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TABLE LV (Continued)
Number Reportings; 3 sX 74 15 121FreQuenoles by Districts Administrative Function Rank 1  2 S 4 T %
Disciplinary Problems 24.5 - 1 1 .8School Calendar - - - 24.5 1 - 1 .8School Day - - - - - Religious Education
24.5 1 1 .8
Policies — — — — — 27 - 0 0Adoption of Textbooks Irîaintaining Standards
mm mm
of 23. S 0 0
State Department - «■ mm 28.5 0 0
(Head table thus: Thirty-eight and ei^t-tenths percentof the school boards initiate the policies regarding insur­ance; 31.4^ initiate policies regarding the selection of 
janitors for employment; 9.90 Initiate policies of the budget adoption.)
This table brings out the fact that boards of education 
are reserving considerable power to initiate the policies 
regarding the election of teachers and janitors, and busi­
ness; but are not initiating authority in the instructional 
and routine duties of school administration.
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Administrative Policies That Administrators and Board Members Initiate Together Before They may be Adopted (By Frequency, District, and Percentages)
Number Reporting 3 31 74 13 121
Administrative Function Rank Frequencies by 1 2  3 4 DistrictsT
Re-hiring of Teachers -- 1 5 22 57 9 91 75.2The Annual Budget ------ 2 1 22 51 12 86 71.0Building and Repairs --- S 1 28 53 82 87.7Use of School Building — 4 •• 17 49 9 75 61.9Policy Determining Salaries 5.5 2 22 40 10 73 60.1Business Management — — 5.5 1 21 42 9 73 60.1
Vacation Periods — — — - 7 1 20 37 9 67 55.3Transportation of Pupils 8 2 21 36 6 65 53.7Loaning School Property - Expulsion, Suspension of 9.5 1 17 39 6 63 52.0
Selection of Janitor for
9.5 1 16 39 7 63 52.0
Employment — — ——————— 11 1 8 39 10 58 47.9Census and Attendance -—  Selection of Teachers for
12 3 6 31 5 45 37.2
Appointment — — ——— — 13 1 17 15 11 44 36.3Purchase of Janitor Supplies 14 2 8 26 5 41 33.8Policies Regarding Insurance Attending Educational 15.5 2 30 9 41 33.8Meetings — — — — ———— 15.5 2 11 25 3 41 33.8Policy of Rental and Fees 18 - 1 31 1 38 31.4School Day — — --- ----- 18 2 24 12 - 38 31.4Non-public School Relations 18 2 17 15 4 38 31.4School Calendar — — -- -Organization of Educational 20 1 20 16
mm 37 30.5
w e » * * * *  W w  ^
Maintaining Standards of
21 1 14 15 2 32 26.4
State Department — -—  Entertainment and Social 22 1
5 10 7 31 25,6
J V O  t  ^ 0  3  mm 23 1 11 15 3 30 23.1
Relig. Education Policies Selection of Commencement
24 — 12 11 4 27 22.3
mmmm •mmmmmrnmmm mm 25 1 0 21 2 @4 19.8Disciplinary Problems --
Purchase of Instructional 26.5 1
4 13 3 21 17.3
S V i P p l ,  j l O  8 26.5 2 3 13 3 21 17.3Adoption of New Textbooks 28 — - 9 10 19 16.0Program of Studies —————— 29 1 5 5 2 13 11.0
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(Head table thus: aevonty-five and two tenths percentof the school boards and administrators work together in initiating the policy regarding the ro-hiring of teachers. Seventy-one percent work together in adopting the annual budget. These two items rank first and second in the list.In only 11^ of the districts do the board, and superinten­dent work together regarding policies of the program of studies.}
An analysis of the table shows a very healthy state 
of cooperation existing between the administrators and the 
boards of education. In regard to the re-hiring of teachers 
the policy should be a function of the administrator.
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TABLE L7II
Administrative Policies Executed by the Administrator Without any Definite Policy Approved by the Board (By Frequency, Class of District, and Percerita^s)
Numbers Reporting 3 31 74 13Administrative iiinotion Hank Frequencies by Districts'1 2 o 4 Ï ÿà
Relisions Education PoMcicafl 1 1 10 36 3 50 41.3Policies Regarding Insuxance 2 2 7 12 21 17.3Selection of Teachers for
Employment 3 - 4 14 18 14.8Non-public School Relations 4 2 10 2 14 11.5Organization of Educational ̂  ̂ OrX w - M  «  «■» WK 5 mm 10 2 12 9.8Policy of Rental and Fees 6 2 4 4 10 8.2Entertainment and SocialActivities ——— ———————— 7.5 - 4 5 9 7.4Selection of Janitors forEm.plojTnent — ———— —————— 7.5 1 2 4 2 9 7.4Transportation of Pupils - 9.5 1 - 5 2 8 6.6Census and Attendance — -- 9.5 1 1 4 2 8 6.6Use of School Building 11.5 2 2 2 6 4.9Purchase of Janitor Supplies 11.5 1 5 Ô 4.9Business Llanagement —  -— - 13 1 3 1 5 4.1Purchase of InstructionalSupplies -------------- 14 1 1 2 1 5 4.1Buildings and Repairs — — 15 1 - 3 - 4 3.3Expulsion, Suspension ofPupils----------------- 17 3 - 3 2.4Adoption of Textbooks — — 17 3 3 2.4Policy of Determining
17 3 3 2.4AnniiaX • 22 1 1 2 1.6Rîaintaining Standards ofState Department — — — 22 • 1 1 2 1.6Vacation Periods -------- 22 1 1 — 2 1.63clx00l IDûy m w w . 22 2 2 1.6Loaning School Property — 22 1 1 2 1,6School Calendar — — -- 25 1 mm 1 .8Selection Commencement
25 mm 1 1 .8Re-hiring Teachers — — — 25 — — 1 1 .8Program of Studies — -- - 27.5 mm wm 0 0Disciplinary Problems --- 27.5 mm OT mm 0 0Attending Educational
Meetings 29 "" tm 0 0
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(Read table thus : Religious education policies rankedfirst of the administrative functions administrators execute without any definite policies adopted by the board. The percentage of administrators acting In this capacity Is 41.3. In the selection of teachers for employment without any definite policy adopted by the board, this policy Is carried out by 14,8 percent of the administrators,)
A summation of 13 Important administrative functions 
and their Initiation Is given In Table LVIII, The column 
S means that the superintendent Initiates the function. The 
column SB Indicates that the superintendent and board of 
education are together responsible for the Initiating of the 
function. The column B means that the board alone Is res­
ponsible for initiating the policies regarding the function. 
The column N means that the superintendent acts without any 
particular adopted policy regarding the function.
TABLE LVIII
Summation of Functions of the Various Administrative 
Agencies In Initiating School Policies (By Numbers and Percentages)
Administrative Agencies Responsible for the Initiating of Designated Administrative School PoliciesFunctions S SB B NNo. No. f. No-__________... No. p
Annual Budget ----- - 22 18.1 86 71.0 12 9,9 2 1.6Ihirchase of Instruc­tional Supplies — 92 76.0 21 17.3 3 2.4 5 4.1Ihirchase Other
Supplies --------- 68 56,2 41 53.8 6 4.8 6 4.9
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TAUL LVIII (Continued)
Adrii nl a t ra 11 VO 
Functlona
iiOiiilaiatrativo -̂ -̂ oucios i;esponciLl0 for the Initiating of Deoi^^natod School Poliole8s _____ ::B B N
ho. • . . . .iO* A \J
Selection of Toaohers for Siaployaont 23 20.6 44 36.5 24 19.G IB 14.8Re-hlrin- of Touchers 22 16.1 91 70.2 7 517 1 .8Selection of Janitor G 6.6 53 47.0 33 51.4 9 7.4Adoption of Textbooks 08 30.9 19 16.0 0 0.0 5 2.4i rogTfua of studies • 106 67.6 13 11.0 2 1.6 0 0.0Use cf school nidg. 26 21.5 75 61*9 14 11.5 6 4.9Census end Attendance So 31.4. 45 37.2 21 17.3 0 6.6Policy of Detormiaing 
Salaries S 6.6 73 60.1 35 29.7 3 2.4Lxpulsioa and Suspen­sion of Ihipils — 53 42.9 63 53.0 3 2.4 3 2.4Crgoniaation of Educational 
Division — — — — - 63 56.2 32 26.0 0 7.4 12 9.9
i 'wabor tier ort i
(Read tablo thusi Lifÿiteen and ono tonth of the admifistrators have the power of initiating the budget* Tîie board reserves this rioht In of the oases. In 71/̂  ofthe oases the board and superintendent tocother initiate the function, and in only 1 ^  of the eases is the bud sot adopted by the administrator without any definite policy.)
A further use of these functions is shown in Table 
LIX which gives the eomi%arisons la rani: and leroentage of 
functions adninlstratora Initiate before the policy is 
adopted by the board*
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TABI*3 LDC
Ranking of Policies Initiated by Administrators, and Percent of Administrators who Initiate. Such Policies, Compared with Eiger's study, and Eleventh Yearbook"^^^ Study
AdministrativeFunction
Banking of school Policies Initiated by Admini stratorsI T "Present tndy Eiser^^^
%R_______Eleventh Yearbook121
Program of Studies Adoption of 1
87.6 2 94 2 90.60
Textbooks — —  Purchase of Instructional
2 80.9 1 96 10 81.53
Supplies — — — Purchase Other 24.5
76.0 3 93 7 83.42
Supplies Suspension and Expulsion of
10.5 56.2 a a 13 76,45
Pnplls —— ————
Selection of Teachers for
14 42.9 10 70 a a
Employment ---Use of School
20 20.6 11 64 1 95.67
Building — —  Re-hiring of 18.5 21.5
18 18 a a
Teachers —— — 22.5 18.1 13 48 5 88.23Annual Budget -—  
Selection of
22.5 18.1 16 27 16 74.70
Janitor —— — —  23.5 Policy Determining 6.6 19
9 a a
of Salaries — 28.5 6.6 20 5 a akimber Reporting 121 Ï53 ......... I s 478a Not Available
(Read table thus: The power to initiate policies re­garding the program of studies ranked first in this study, second in the study of Elser, and second in the Eleventh Yearbook study. Eighty-seven and six tenths percent of the administrators in present study, of them in Elser S^udy, 
90.60^ of the administrators in the Eleventh Yearbook Svudy, 
initiated such policies in their school systems.) 
lia. Eleventh Ÿearbook, op. c11.r p » 141*119. Elser, op. cit., p,~i40.120. Ibid., p. I 'm r
121. Eleventh Yearbook, pp. 136-142.
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The functions listed in Table LIX are selected on the 
basis of their importance to successful administrators. If 
the administrator had complete power to control the policies 
regarding these functions, he could, no doubt, carry out an 
efficient educational program.
A study of Table LIX reveals that for the power to 
initiate the functions of selection of teachers for employ­
ment, re-hiring of teachers, selection of janitors, the 
percentage of Montana administrators having such power is 
considerably under the percentages of the administrators 
of North Dakota, and the administrators of the Nation as 
a whole. Both the administrators of Montana and of North 
Dakota are under par in having initiatory powers in these 
administrative policies. This may be due to the great 
number of small towns in these states, necessitating many 
boards who have exalted opinions of their duties.
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TABLE Ui
Ranking of Policies Initiated by l?pardE of Education Compared with Slser’s'*'̂'̂ Study
i^nkiiig of School Policies Initiated by Boards of Education (and percent of boards initiating such Administrative Function policies)
Present Study Eisor So-udy     A "S "R ' ISelection of Janitor — — —  2 51 *4 I 79Policy of DeterminingSalaries 3 29*7 2 68Selection of Teachers forEmployment 6 19.8 13 15Census, and Attendance — — - 7 17.5 a aUse of School Building —  9 11.5 4 54Annual Budget 10.5 9.9 7 50Organization of EducationalDivision 12 7*4 a aRe-hiring Teachers —    14 5.7 12 23Purchase Other Supples —   16 4.G 14 9Suspension and Expulsion — - 19 2.4 15 aPurchase of InstructionalSupplies 19 2.4 19 aProgram of Studies -— —    21.5 1.6 20 aAdoption of Textbooks — 29 0*0 19 .6
Humber Reporting; 121 155
Boards of education in Montana are not initiating admin­
istrative functions to the extent they are in North Dakota.
A summary of the last seven tables, LIV, LV, LVI, LVI I, 
LVIII, LIX, and LX indicates that Montana School Boards are 
delegating a large share of initiatory powers to administra­
tors in the functions dealing with instruction. In addition 
to these initiatory powers granted, a large share of approval 
16^. Elser. on. cit.. n . 141.
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power Is allowed the administrator. Tliere Is a small amount 
of board domination over certain administrative functions 
as: hiring of janitor, selecting teachers for employment,
and re-hiring teachers.
The percentage of cases where the administrator acts in 
any administrative matter without definite policy adopted 
by the boards is small. This is perhaps one t ouroe of 
friction between boards, administrators, and the various 
factions accompanying each agency in the system. Cass^^^ 
has very pertly expressed the fact:
”The village superintendent who finds life becoming too involved and discovers too many hostile eyes glaring at him as he trips jauntily down the street should remember that ills Board of Directors can prove an able buffer in times of distress. Let the school board decide all questions which are purely a matter of school business; should dancing be allowed in the new Gymnasium? Should —  the school ask theparents to make a damage deposit; should the district employ home teachers because the family needs the money for groceries?"
In budget policies the superintendent has 18>i initiatory 
power, and 71>5 teamwork power. This is a good indication 
that the administrators are influencing the character of
124Montana school budgets. Rainey found that the average 
initiatory power for the function of budget drafting was 
39̂ $, for 212 cities in the United States, in 1928 for
123.' Cass, Frank, Tlie Crédos of a Villace Superintendent, 
School Executives Magazine, May, 1931, pp. 16-17.124. Rainey, H. P., Public School Finance, N. Y. Century 
Co., 1926, p. 166.
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cities between 5,000 and 10,000 population* He also found 
that the percent of teamwork in budget approval between 
administrator and board was 52 for cities under 5,000 popula­
tion, and 44 for cities of 5,OOO-lOfOOO population. Ttiese 
facts indicate that Montana administrators are receiving an 
average amount of consideration in powers to influence the 
budgetary policies#
B. IVhat is the Aministrative Procedure at Montana School Board Meetings?
The answer to this question demands that several 
things be known. A list of questions asking for definite 
information concerning the procedures at board meetings 
was sent to administrators. The nature of the questions 
and answers is given and tabulated in Table LXI.
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TABLE IXl
Tabulation of Replies by Districts, of the Following Questions:
1. Are all adopted policies of the board put in writing?
2. Does the school board have by-laws?
5. Do the by-laws define the duties of the superintendent?
4. Do the by-laws specify the procedure at board meetings?
5. Do you attend all board meetings?
6. Do you prepare in advance a roster of all matters to
be considered at the board meetings?
7. Do you hand copies of rosters to all board members?
8. Is the School Board Journal available for all the school 
board members?
Question Tabulations by Districts Total (percentage)1 2 3 r"
yes... no yes no yes no yes no ..xes.. no . ..ye:s no1 1 2 21 10 45 26 9 4 76 42 64.4 35.62 1 2 6 24 10 61 3 9 20 96 17.2 82.83 1 1 3 12 5 40 2 6 11 59 15.7 84.24 1 1 7 9 5 33 4 3 17 46 26.6 72.95 3 0 27 2 51 18 12 1 93 21 81.4 18.46 3 0 26 4 61 9 11 1 101 14 87.7 12,27 1 2 7 22 13 51 4 8 25 63 23.0 77.0a 2 1 7 22 19 52 3 9 31 84 26.9 73.0
A study of Table LXI shows that in 64.4percent of the 
schools reporting in tills study, that all adopted policies 
are put in writing, while in 35j6 percent of the schools all 
adopted policies are not included in writing.
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It would seem that all adopted policies should be put In 
writing if the adoption of a specific policy were the result 
of group action, for a board meeting is essentially a delib­
erative assembly authorized by the people of the state to
conduct the policies of the schools of its district. How-
125ever, Englehardt has stated: "A body of principles, not
always expressed in the statutes nor in the rules and regu­
lations of all school systems has emerged from general prac­
tice during the past years. This finds acceptance, on the 
basis of common consent, in those school systems ifiilch are 
directed by competent superintendents deserving of confidence 
and trust. It is now generally agreed that these principles 
are fundamental to the successful administration of any 
publlo-school system, small or large."
It is the duty of the secretary to keep in permanent 
form "complete, truthful and legal" minutes of board meetings. 
In addition, he is frequently required to assemble other 
facts and to distribute them to board members, to notify 
each member of special board meetings, to take care of the 
correspondence of the board, to carefully preserve the 
records of the board, and to make the minutes of board 
meetings available to the press or to the public upon 
request.
125. Englehardt. Fred, Public School organization and Admin­
istration. Ginn & do., ’Chicago, T931, p. 847126. Research Bulletin, The School Board ilember, National 
Eduo* Assoc., 'Washington, Jan., 1933, Vol.XI,No.1,p.16.
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The answer to the question, "Does the school board
have by-laws?" is given in Table 12:1 as follows : 17.2^of the
school boards have adopted by-laws, while 82,^ have not.
These findings conflict with the best thought on this phase
127of school administration. Englehai*dt states: "The rules
and regulations of tiie school board play a largo part in 
creating that atmosphere in which all members of the staff 
and other employees may work happily, enthusiastically, and 
cooperatively. Prepared regulations and instructions should 
be conceived and fomulated for the express purpose of pro­
viding a guide and reducing misunderstandings* The adminis­
trative machinery should run more smoothly and produce the 
best results when everyone associated in tiie enterprise 
observes certain routine practices agreed upon as essential."
By-laws are rules covering the activities of the board 
members while in deliberative assembly.... "Tiis by-laws may 
be likened to the rules and regulations used in court action. 
The school board corresponds to the jury. Both the board 
and the jury must (1) hear and consider facts and recomirjen-
dations, (2) adopt a plan or course of action, (3) authorize
128the proper person or persons to carry out it’s decision...
"Many school boards find that written rules and regula­
tions tend to prevent misunderstandings and conflicts. They
Englehardt, op.cit.. p. 95.
128, Research Bulletin, Vol. Ix, No. 1, o^. cit., p. 16.
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giro definite expaoselon to board policy b o  that everyone 
laay know ishat is expected# Since, obviously, it is bettor 
policy to prevent on evil than to correct it, a school board 
can a dvant aceously exercise general over slight over a consid­
erable number of zmtters through Its by-laws# Buies and reg­
ulations sm y be adopted covering those natters on ehlch the 
board has a definite policy* Board regulations frequently 
deal with the followiru*; topics î (1) Organization of the 
board itself; (2) order of business; (3) schedule for regular 
board meetings ; (4) duties of officers and mnbers of the 
board; (5) powers and duties of the superintendent of sĉ iools; 
(6) powers and duties of other employees; (7) qualifications
T Oftfor employeaa; and (0) salary schodiil© for onployeess**
Further reading of Table L X I reveale that 04#2;a of the 
school boards included in present study do not have by-laws 
that specify the duties of the suporintendont# In view of 
wliat has been written earlier in the chapter, this is not the 
acceptable standard practice for a good school board to follow# 
Seventy-two and nine tenths percent of the administrators 
reporting stated that the by-laws did not specify the procedure 
at board laoetlnca# . According to ^est : typical order
i^searc^ hulüetin*' 'Vĉ'#" 'Xx# >;o# l'# op«clt# « p#' là'#" ‘130# kTest, Dominick /*meson, A nanfl!:ook i or r.oarde of Cduca- tion. Colburn school Supply Co., Grantf Foïks,"' li# Dak.,' 
TTüS, p# 22.
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at school board mootings should be: (1) Call to order by
Chairman, (2) roll call, (3) approval of minutes, (4) report 
of the superintendent, (5) report of business manager,
(Ô) report of special committee, (7) unfinished business,
(8) new business and (9) adjournment."
Elghty-one and four-tenths percent of the superintendents 
attend all board meetings. Eleven percent do not attend all 
board meetings. Some of the reasons given for not attending 
were: to give the board a chance to discuss the superintendent
and haven’t time for all night wrangling*
Eighty-seven percent of the administrators prepare a 
roster before each board meeting. Twenty-three percent of 
the administrators make a practice of presenting each board 
member with a copy of the roster. This is a businesslike 
way of making your suggestions known to the various board 
members•
The School Board Journal Is available for 26.9^ of the 
school boards, included In the study. The Montana administra­
tors ranked this professional periodical eighth in rank.
{See Table XLDC.)
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G. îThat are Some Typical Toll des LIontana School Boards and Administrators Have Adopted
The first part of the chapter brour^t out the fact that 
the Montana administrators had considerable initiatory 
power, and approving power delegated to them by school 
boards. It is possible that administrators and school 
boards have made several policies or rules and regulations 
concerning some controversial or semi-school activities.
Included in the questionnaire circulated were several 
typical controversial questions eliciting factual informa­
tion as to what regulations have been set up in various 
districts. Table MIIE shows the results.
TABLE LXII
Policies Set Up by Montana School Boards and Administrators fiegarding Payment of Expenses to State Educational Meetings and Bonuses for Attendance
At Summer School
Frequency by Classes of bistricts
Question 1 2 3 4 Total(percent)
Sumner School 0 0 1 1 2
7/es no 1.7 98.3Bonus State Educational Meetings 0 7 8 0 15 10.8 89.2
No. Reporting 3 s i 73 Ï3 iso
One third class district and one fourth class district 
allow their school administrator a bonus for summer school 
attendance.
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Ten and eight tenths percent of the adialnlstrators 
have their expenses paid to state educational meetings. The 
National Policy regarding this item is: 49.31 percent of
the school boards do not allow any expenses for attendance 
at state educational meetings, 47.67 percent allow full 
expenses for these activities, 3.02 percent allow payment 
of railroad fare.
TAELS LIIII
Number and Percent of Regulations Governing The Visiting of School by Children Eelow School j'lge
Regulations dumber Percent
Prohibited 7 6.1No Regulation 56 49.1On Special Occasions 17 14.9Only with Parents 7 6.1With Permission of Teachers 7 6.1Friday Afternoons 14 12.2Discourage it 6 5.2
Total Replies 114 ÏOÔ.Ô
Forty-nine and one tenth percent of the administrators 
reporting did not need any regulation. Six and one tenth 
percent of the administrators prohibited it entirely. The 
most popular regulations were: special occasions and
Friday afternoons.
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TABLE LKIV
Number and Percentages of Hegulatiens Regarding Solicitors During School Hours
Regulation Number Percent
Not Allowed (Prohibited) 51 42.8See Me First 18 15.1Permission in Writing 1 .8No Regulation 13 10.9After School 34 28.5After 5:30 P.M. 2 1.6
Total l i é
Several types of regulations are represented here
from no regulation to prohibition. The largest percent (42.8̂
was the regulation of prohibition.
TABLE LIV
Number and Percentage of Regulations Concerning SchoolDances of Montana School Agencies
Regulation kumber P̂ercent
Teachers in Charge 50 43.1No Regulation 4 3.4Limited Number Invitedand Strictly Supervised 3 2.5Supervised Carefully 8 6.8Entire Faculty Present 14 12.1and Time LimitParents and Principal Mustbe Present 5 5.0Students and Alumni AllowedTime Limit 7:30-12:00 8 6.8Up to Principal 4 3.4
Class Advisor Present 5 5.0Supervised by Superintendent 9 7.5Invitation 2 1.7Register upon arriving and
leaving and Must no Leaveduriny: Dance 4 3.4Total Replies 116 100.0
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The data In Table 1X7 reveal that practically all school 
administrators allow the activity of school dances. The 
general Idea of strict supervision seems to be prevalent In 
all the regulations. Fourteen different regulations have 
been adopted. These regulations range from no regulations 
to the registering upon entering, and leaving building, 
with no permission to leave the building during the course 
of the dance. The responsibility falls upon the teachers in 
a largo percentage of the districts. As a Whole the adminis­
trators felt it wise to have the faculty responsible and to 
be cautious about Inviting too many of post school age.
TABLE IXVI
Number and Percentages of Regulations Adopted
Regulation Number Percent
Use Discretion 18 15.7Prohibited 11 9.6No Regulation 76 66.1Dlscouragod 7 6.1Allowed for Community'sBenefit 3 2.5
ÿoiaï RepTies "" TIT" ■ "Tdô.d
The data reveals an adequate understanding on the part 
of the teachers concerning the advisability of dancing on 
school nights. In 66.1'jtf of the districts no regulations 
were needed to keep the teachers from Indulging In this 
pastime. This may of course mean that in 66.1^ of the
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districts that the public and board and the superintendent 
deem it legitimate. Fifteen and seven tenths of the admlnis* 
trators evidently acknowledge this tendency and ask the 
teachers to be discrete in the indulgence of their liberties. 
Kine and six tenths of the administrators prohibited dancing 
on school nitwits. Two and five tenths of the administrators 
and school boards approve of dancing on school nights, if 
it is at a community function.
TADL2 LXVII
Number and Percentages of Regulations Adopted Regarding Teachers * ilrrival, and Departure from School Building
Regulations Number Percent
No Regulations 6 5.307:50 A.M. — 3:45 P.M. 1 .808:15 A.M. — 4:30 P.M. 13 11.408:30 A.M. " 5:00 P.M. 1 .86S:40 A.M. — 4:00 P.M. 4 3.428:30 A.M. " 4:30 P.M. 45 39.408:30 A.M. 12:50 - 4:30 P.:,:. 19 16.30
8:45 A.M. • 4:15 P.M. 5 2.65Signing in and out 2 1.72Sign Out 1 .868:30 A.M. 13 11.40Set Examples 6 5.40
Total. Reporting 114 100.00
Four different regulations exist regarding arrival at 
school on school days. They ore time limits, set example, 
sign in, and no regulation.
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The time limita varied considerably, eight different 
time schedules being found to exist, ranging from 7:50 A.M. 
to 5100 P.M.
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Summary of Findings
1. Montana administrators hare a large amount of initiatory 
power In regard to instructional policies. The adoption 
of program of studies, of textboohs, and disciplinary 
problems ranked first, second, and third. The policy 
of determining salaries ranked last.
2. Policies regarding insurance, selection of janitors, 
determining salaries, transportation of pupils, rental 
and fees, and selection of teachers for employment are 
the first ell administrative functions boards reserve 
the power to initiate controlling policies.
3. The policies that administrators and board members 
initiate together ranking first, second and third, are: 
re-hiring of teachers, the annual budget, building and 
repairs.
4. The first three administrative functions carried cut 
without any definite adopted policies are: religious 
education, insurance, and selection of teachers for 
employment. Only 11.5 percent of the administrators 
exercise such practice in the employment of teachers.
5. The annual budget is initiated by 13.1 percent of the 
administrators; 71 percent by the school board and 
administrators together; 9.9 percent by board alone;
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and 1.6 percent by no definite agency. The re-hiring 
of teachers is Initiated by 18.1 percent of the adminis­
trators; by 5.2 percent of the board and administrator; 
5.7 percent by board; .8 percent by no definite agency.
6. All adopted policies of the board are put in writing 
in 64.4 percent of the schools.
7. Eighty-two and el^t tenths percent of the school boards 
do not have by-laws. The by-laws specify the duties of 
the superintendent in 15.7 percent of the school 
districts.
8. The procedure at board meetings Is specified in 26.6 
percent of the cases.
9. Eighty-one and four tenths percent of the administrators 
attend all board meetings# A roster is given each board 
member by 23 percent of the administrators.
10. The School Board Journal is available to 26.9 percent 
of the school boards.
11. A bonus for summer school attendance is allowed by 1.7 
percent of the school boards. Expenses to state educa­
tional meetings are allowed administrators by 10.8 
percent of school boards.
12. Ho uniform regulations have been adopted regarding: 
children below school age visiting school, solicitors 
during school hours, school dances, teachers attending
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dances, arrival and departure of teachers. No regula­
tions were needed for school dances by 3.4 percent of 
the schools. Dancing on school nights by teachers is 
prohibited by 9.6 percent of the schools reporting in 
this study.
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CIIAPT2R IV
The Montana Admlnletrator end hia Sohool
It has been previonaly shown that the Montana adminis­
trator Is delegated powers to Initiate %ie instructional 
polioies of his sohool by his board of eduoation. "He
shall hare the supervision of the schools of the district,
127under the supervision of the board of trustees."
Because of the smallness of many Montana schools this
is probably his major function as an administrator.
"The smaller the sohool system the more the duties of a supervisor and leader of teachers are prom­inent. In the larger systems the supervisory aspects of his work and the details of admlnls- stratlon pass largely to subordinates, while the larger problems of organization, administration, educational policy, and community service come to absorb most of the superintendent*s time andeffort."128
It therefore becomes a matter of paramount Importance 
that the superintendent carefully budget his time so that 
ho may carry out the functions of administration and 
supervision. This may be a difficult matter to arrange 
in schools where the administrator has a heavy teaching 
load.
lày. 'So'lidoï ÏÆ.W8 of Montana, p. &0. 128. Cubberley, 0£. cit.. pp. 23^235.
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"Often the larger euocess of a superintendent will lie in his not trying to do too much of any one thing. In a general way it may be said that a superintendent ia worth most to a city «hen he 
keeps himself most free from detail work or rou­
tine serrioe of any kind, and saves hie time and energy for thinking and advising on the larger problems of the organization and administration of the schools......He must be a man of affairs,
possessed of good common and business sense, and good at getting work out of other people but 
keeping himself as free as possible from routine service so as to have time to observe, to study, to think, to plan, to advise, to guide, and to lead.....To keep from time for this larger think­ing is one of the marks of professional grasp and executive skill."130
A. Amounts of Time Given to Administrative Duties in the Daily Schedules of Montana Administrators
Insufficient data are obtained from the first and fourth 
class districts to draw any conclusion as to the amount of 
time these administrators give to administrative matters in 
their daily schedules.
A larger number of administrators in the second, and 
third class districts gave information regarding administra­
tive matters in their daily schedules. The tabulations in 
Table IJCVIIX show the nature of the data.
130. Cubl)eriey7 op. olt.. p.
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TABLE IXVIII
Minutes Administrators in Second and Third 
Class Districts Devote to Administrative Activities inTheir Daily Schedules
TI13 Clerical. Work Parent Visitation Extra-our. General2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3
0-10 1 15 1 211-20 1 4 1 4 4 1321-30 1 2 4 8 3 6 1 131-40 2 9 1 2 341-50 5 4 2 1 4 2 261-60 8 13 2 1 4 16 4 461-7071-80 2 2 1 1
81-90 1 1 4 291-100 1 1101-110 1111-120 2 1 3 2 1
130 over 1 3 2 1
Jjotal _ .22 40 -------------------- 17^ ' 52 13 11Median 5^.6 28.5 3 3 . Ô 5 4 . V51.8 9.4 46 57.2
It is interesting to note that the median time for 
clerical work of the administrators in second and third class 
districts is 52.5 and 51.8 respectively, end that the medians 
for general matters are 54.7 and 67.2 respectively. The 
median time spent in parent visitation is oonaidera’bly 
higher for the second class districts than for third class 
districts.
A significant fact shown is the median time for extra­
curricular activities. The median time for the second class
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diatrlota is 03,5 WilIs it is 46 for the third olaaa dis­
tricts, The difference lies in the fact found from Table 
XXXi that 54,5 percent of the third olaaa district admin­
istrators coached activities in comparison to 19.3 percent 
of the second class district administrators.
Approximately one hour, or one sixth of the sohool 
day is given over to general administration in the second 
and third class districts. This is just one half as much 
time as the adminiatrators give in schools enrolling 76 to 
150 pupils included in the national Education Survey.
5. Teaching Load of Administrators
According to Table IXIX the median number of classes 
taught for the total groups is 3.7; for the second class 
districts 2.93; for county high schools 2.3; for third class 
districts 4.25, The range is from 1 to 8 classes.
That an administrator can teach eight classes daily, do 
efficient work as a teacher, and supervisor, is an educational 
paradox.
Département of Interior. Smaller Secondary Sohoola« 
Office of Education, Bulletin 17. 1932. I,Monograph 17, p, 210,
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TA3L3 IJCIX
Montana Administrators TVho Teach In the Second, 
Third, and County High Schools
ii'uŜ er Classes *I*aa«?ht 1 Total'
None 0 2 0 2 4 3.31 0 4 1 3 8 7.0
2 0 8 7 5 20 16.6
3 0 13 21 1 35 30.64 32 2 34 29.5
5 8 8 7.06 2 2 1.77 1 1 .88 2 2 1.7Total '  27 T r ................. 13 114 " ■130. U
Medians 2.93 2.3 """3TT
(Read table thus: Administrators in the first classdistricts do not teach any classes. One and seven tenths percent of the administrators in the third class districts 
teach 8 classes.)
If we consider the class period as 60 minutes long, 
and 6 hours as a sohool day, the administrators in the 
second class districts are giving one third of their time 
to teaching duties. This corresponds with the time given 
to teaching duties by administrators of schools enrolling 
between 76 and 150 high school students, included in the 
National Survey of 3ducatlon^^^ 1931-32.
The administrators of the third class districts are 
giving about two-thirds of their time to teaching duties.
15^. Smaller Secondary Schools, op'.' cit., p. l̂o.
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TABL3
Activities Coached by Montana Administrators 
(By Classes of Districts and Percentage)
Dumber Activities
...........1 2  0 4 Total
One 4 21 0 23 64.5Two 2 11 2 15 24.9Three 8 8 15.6
Total 6 ' 4Ü " 6 ' 5i
The significant facta in Table IXX are that over fifty 
percent of the administrators coach one activity; 24.9 per­
cent are coaching two activities, and 15.6 percent are 
coaching three activities* There is a greater percentage 
of administrators of third class districts coaching one, 
two, or three activities than in either second or fourth 
class districts. These facts tend to show why administra­
tors in the third cl?»s districts have the least time for 
supervisory and administrative functions. This is poor 
administration.
A glance at Table LIXI shows the reader that the time 
devoted to dally professional study by Itontana administra­
tors varies considerably. The range is from 240 minutes 
by a first class district administrator, to no minutes by 
two second and two third class district administrators. A 
large number of administrators state that the time given 
to professional study ia indefinite.
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TABLE LXXI
Minutes Devoted to Professional Study 
by Montana Administrators Dally
Time ---- ... " '0" ■ T ". ?oTal.....
0 2 2 41-SO 8 20 3 ‘ 3101-60 7 13 2 22
60-90 1 191-120 1 1
121-150 1 1151-180181-210211-240 1 1241-270
Indefinite 1 13 35 8 57
tfotal 31 71 13 IIG ' ' ' ' ' ' '
We may conclude that Montana administrators are cog­
nizant of the value of professional study, but do not find 
the time for this activity as teaching load, coaching 
activities, and community activities usurp most of their 
ti:^ and energies.
C. Public Relations of Administrators
Insufficient data regarding public relations were 
received to make any worthwhile tabulation# Administrators 
either ignored the request for this information, or stated 
that they did not have the necessary time to give the 
activity# This is not indication of good school adminlateatlon.
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133Hewlon states:
"The beat guarantee of publie support is a sound, 
oomprehenalTe and progressive progrejn of eduoa- tlon.»«•.This is an essential sooial need and it is therefore the best basis of a program of publie relations*.First of all, there must be a 
public relations program. Suoh an important function of education and of sohool administration cannot with safety be dealt with on a day-by-day, opportunistic basis. Suoh a program, to be ef­fective, must be formulated well in advance of the coming school year and it must be comprehensive, 
including all essential elements.....The superin­tendent of schools and his associates constitute one of the most important elements in the public relations program. The superintendent, assistant superintendents, principals, and other members 
of the supervisory and administrative staff should on numerous occasions apeak to parent- 
teaoher associations and other civic groups con­cerning the work of the schools, and they should in many informal ways interpret the schools to 
the people. A certain amount of planning is possible even in these contacts. The superinten­dent of schools can plan to make important addresses on particular occasions which present 
themselves."
Agencies Cooperating In the Performing of Routine Phases of Administration
The data thus far indicate that the time of the 
superintendent in the smaller schools is devoted mostly to 
teaching, clerical work, and activities. In addition to 
these activities there are other phases of administration
133. Newlon, Jesse H., "A Public Relations Program",
Sohool Executives Magazine, September, 1932. p. 27.
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that would make large demsLuda on hi a time. lÆany of these
aotlTltles oan readily be delegated to others so as to
make more time available to the superintendent for the
performanoe of the more important duties of supervising
and eduoatlonal planning*
**In a general way it may be said that a superin­tendent la worth most to a city when the keeps 
hlmaelf most free from detail work or routine service of any kind, and saves his time and energy for thinking and advising on the larger problems of the organization and administration of the schools*
Table LXXII shows the number and percentage of admin­
istrators who alone perform the activity. The table also 
indicates, by class of districts, the number of combina­
tions used to perform the activities when the administrator 
enlists subordinates to perform the work.
The data in TableISCH reveal the following factsJ 
The administrators In the first class districts delegate 
most of the routine activities to subordinates, and employ 
the least number of agencies in carrying out the work.
One-half of the administrators In the second class 
districts, two-thirds In the third class districts, and 
one-half in the fourth class districts do their own office 
work.
134. Cubberley. op. cit.. p. 235.
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S. Sapervislon
The fact that many of the auperlntendents were unable 
to state how muoh time was used dally for the major phases 
of Bupervislon, and that many irfio submitted data added 
that auoh were approximations, probably indicates that 
superintendents are not budgeting their time. This indi­
cates that superintendents have not definitely scheduled 
their daily non-teaching activities. The necessity for 
superintendents to set up a definite program of daily 
activities is clearly stated by Sngelhardt who says:
"One of the most difficult tasks of the superin­tendent of schools is to allocate his time so as to meet the demands made by the coimunlty and by the schools. To direct and organize work of the 
educational system, to keep professionally abreast of the developments in eduoation, and to render the public service essential to keeping the people in touch with the schools require careful allocation of time and effort. The superintendent is always in demand, and the day is consumed in petty details unless a careful daily schedule is made and work is done accordingly."^®^
The six most frequently mentioned supervisory proced­
ures by supervisors according to the Research Bulletine of
1 Athe i^ational Educational Association are:
1. Class visits and observation
2. Individual conferences with teachers
3. Testing and measuring4. Demonstration teaching
5. Pupil study and adjustment6. Teachers* meeting _____________ ________________
135. Engeljhardt. op. cit.. p. 113.136. National Educational Association, The Principal at his 
Work on His Problems, Washington, lîfiroh, 1931, Vol. 9
— m : -------
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It wouia be interesting to know jnet which of the 
above mentioned are used by the Montana administrators 
in their supervisory program*
133,
TABLE IXXIII
Amount of Time Given to Supervision and Percentages of Administrators Giving Such Time by Class of Districts
Amount of Time Tabulationsin Minutes 1 2 3 4 Total
0 5 2 7 7.31-3031-60 1 3 12 16 16*861-90 4 21 2 27 23.491-120 9 6 1 16 16.8121-150 1 1 4 1 7 7.3151-180 4 2 1 7 7.3181-210 2 1 3 3.1211-240 1 1 1.0241-270 1 2 4 4 11 11.5
Totals " "  ' 1  " ' ' 2^ 54 is 96
Medians 'TS’cn 109.S 7̂ 5.2"i66 ' Ô8.1 "
These medians show that the administrators of the first 
class districts give approximately one-half of their time 
to supervision; those of the second class districts approx­
imately one-third of their time; those in the third class 
districts about one-fifth of their sohool day; those in 
county high schools about one-fourth of their time* These 
facts compare closely with the time given to supervision 
by the 3Jational Eduoatlonal Survey^^^ in schools enrolling
corresponding numbers of high sohool pupils.
l^V* n*S.Dept.of Interior, Smaller Secondary Schools,
Office of Educ., Bull. lîo. 17, 1930. Monograph p. 210*
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TABLE LXSIY
Minutes Montana Administrators Give to Demonstration Teaching Dally (By Classes of Districts)
TabulationsMinutes 1 3 4 'Ĵ otal
0 4 6 10 38.41-15 N 1 3 4 15.316-30 o 2 2 7.631-45 n 0 0.046—60 6 1 1 3.861-75Indefinite 2 7 9 34.6
Total 1Ô 16 26Number Ôontacted 3 Ï1 74 l21
Twenty-one and four tenths percent of the question­
naires received gave some information regarding the activity 
of demonstration teaching. Of the administrators who did 
report 2 0 ^ did not do any of this activity. The first and 
fourth class district administrators reported nothing 
tangible regarding demonstration teaching.
The range in minutes for those vùxo did report is from 
60 to 0. Tea of the sixteen reporting listed demonstra­
tion teaching as a supervisory activity. This is 6.25̂  ̂of 
the administrators contacted. This evidence may be taken 
to indicate that demonstration teaching is not used much 
as a supervisory device for the improvement of instruction. 
The reason #iy such a large percentage of third class dis­
trict administrators do not do any demonstration teaching
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xoB.y bo duo to the large teaching load they carry, as 
revealed in Table LXn,
F. Other Supervisory Devices
In regard to teachers* meetings, testing and mcasuro-* 
ments, individual conferences with teachers, and pupils, 
insufficient data wore collected to ro<iulre any tabulation* 
A few administrators stated tliat the time given to these 
supervisory activities was indefinite.
Table DOCV shows the time in minutes that Montana 
adialnlstrators are giving to class visitation.
TABL3 U O Y
Minutes Montana Administrators Devote Dally To Class Visitation
Minutes iNÎumber and lerceniage of Administrators Spend­ing Designated Number of Minutes Daily Visiting Classes, by Glasses of Districts1 2 3 4 Total %
Ù 2 3 5 6.41-15 9 9 9.316-30 1 3 17 3 24 26.431-45 9 20 5 34 36 . 346—60 1 7 6 1 15 16.561-75 2 2 2.276-90 2 1 3 3.3Total 2 23 57 10 92 93,91-edian 36 30 41 42.5
'Kie significant facts brought out in Table IZOCV are 
that the medians for minutes of the second, third, fourth, 
and total medians representing the second, third, fourth
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class districts, and total groups are almost the sams. 
Thirty-six and three tenths percent of the administrators 
give approximately 38 minutes to class visitation. Tliis 
you will recall is about half the total time these admin­
istrators devote to supervision, as shown in Table UOCIII. 
Tills makes class visitation rank first as a supervisory 
activity in the present study. Class visitation ranked
first in the studies listed in the National Education
138Association Research Study.
G. Montana Administrators and Research in Their Schools
TABLE U0C7I
Number and Percentage of Montana Administrators 7,ho Have Definite Research Programs In Their School Systems
cTa sT" ' ''vlitKout' """ " ' " Toi;aT l̂ ereeat With
First Class District 3 0 3 100.0Second " « 4 22 26 15.3Third 't n 5 69 74 7.2
Fourth " « 2 10 12 16.6
Total tfroup " 14 ' 101 115 12.T"
All the first class districts reporting have a definite 
research program in their school systems. Sixteen and six 
tenths percent of the fourth class districts have a definite 
research program. Only 7.2 percent of the third class dis­
tricts administrators have made use of this helpful super- 
133. Research Bulletin, Vol. 9, No. 2, op. cit., p. 119.
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159▼Isory deTlce. Withers states:
"Research service should be maintained in every sohool regardless of its size. Scientific ser­vice is everywhere necessary la present-day eduoation. It is impossible to maintain an efficient modern school system without the aid of research, and no -American schooj, rural, or urban should be without service of this kind.,.,A school system nAiiCh has no ezperizzentation going on rapidly becomes stagnant. A school system in fhich uncontrolled and unlimited experimentation is permitted becomes chaotic.Either type of school systems falls of the proper goal in a democratic society.”
Further, Courtis^^^ believes:
"The seven major types of conflict in supervision may be harmonized by the master tool of coopera­tive, impersonal, objective, scientific research."These seven types of conflict are:
1. The pseudo-conflict of misunderstanding.2. The intentional conflict of dishonesty.3. The irrational conflict of emotional bias.4. Conflict based upon conclusions drawn from different facts.5. Disagreement as to %hat the facts are.6. Disagreement caused by defects in the generalizing process.7. Conflicts caused by differences of 
int erpretation•
141Woody, the director of a research bureau, lists seven
values that occur to the research workers :
139. Withers, John W"Professionai Education of Directors of Research in City school Systems," Journal of Educa- tional Research. 17:333-334, I&iy, 192"31140. TJourtTs, s. A., "Educational Research," Journal of 
Educational Pvosearch. 1:5, Jan., 1920.141. Woody, Clifford C., "Tlie Values of Educational Research 
to the Classroom Teacher," Journal oF EîlucationaT 
Research, l6:l73, Oct., 1927.
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1. It gives ©xoellent training in research.2. Results In superior teaching.
3. Provides a great stimulus for professional growth.4. Provides a mass of information to enable one to deal with current articles in educational liter­ature.
5. Alda In establishing teaching as a profession.6. Often involves monetary rewards.7. Results in certain spiritual growth.
1^2Crawford " states six ways the individual profits from 
research activities:
1. It is the only sure avenue to outstanding achieve­ment as a scholar.2. It is the only road to intellectual independence.3. It enables one to qualify for positions of leadership, and responsibility.4. It enables one to appreciate and understand the research of another.5. Results of research often lead to attractive financial rewards.6. It is an attractive and pleasing pursuit.
143The Eleventh Yearbook diagrams the method by iftiioh 
the leader utilizes and contributes to research, as 
follows ;
142. Crawford. Claud. "luethods of Study, " University oF 
Idaho, 1926, p. 154-155.
143. Eleventh Yearbook, p. 333.
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Active participant in a systeiaatlc and continuous 
program of research and experimentation In educational D problems. Encourages cooperation In research among E individuals and groups. Assists in disseminating and S applying the findings of research to school practice I +3 generally. Makes logical and pointed deductions from R facts, but keeps his balance.
A .................................................. ....B Turns immediately to research methods when confron-L ted with serious problems. Encourages members of 
E staff and others to make investigations and to work p out conclusions. Attempts to use research findings regularly in work. Uses research technics with assur­ance. Makes critical and rational interpretations of research data.
Participates in and utilizes research at irregular . intervals. Capable of handling elementary statistics ^ and research methods with reasonable skill. Usually satisfied to stop investigation with the determina­tion of general trends or conclusions. Puts too much emphasis upon the questionnaire. Interpretation of data simple, but fairly sound.
Collects opinions and statistics without CEireful attention to their pertinence to his problems. Draws Ü "1 conclusions and generalizations not warranted byavailable facts. Superficial in interpretations of j) data and unsound in use of research technics.
E -------------------------------------------------------
S Periodic attempts at fact-collecting to prove pre-I conceived opinions. Uses research methods idlich giveR -2 desired conclusions. Publishes data so as to avoidA critical analysis by other investigators. Willfully
B or carelessly misinterprets data.
I #  ■  ■ i ,,,, , i ■■■■■■■■■■ m i pi i ii i i i     m  ■  ■ i i,—  ' " i ■ ii — p  .........
® Muddles along in terms of prejudices and biases._gForms a priori opinions and refuses to test theories. Ridicules research in education and discourages sys­
tematic investigation by subordinates. I&ikes no 
attempt to examine or to Interpret objective evidence.
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In view of the facts brought out in Table LEC7I and 
the views expressed by experts in the research field, one 
may state with assurance that ."vtontana administrators should 
find more time to devote to this helpful administrative 
activity.
H. Services Needed in the School Districts of Montana in Order to Improve Educational Leadership
The data so far in this chapter reveal that the admin­
istrative and supervisory activities in the various dis­
tricts of Montana are not carried out in accordance with 
the best practices in these fields. Several reasons are 
apparent. A few may be mentioned, as too large teaching 
load, too many activities to coach, too few teachers in 
systems, to many routine duties carried out by administra­
tor, lack of time for adequate functioning of all activities, 
and attempting to do more than the small school should. It 
would be interesting to know under vhat other handicaps the 
administrators are working before we pass judgment upon them 
for dutiful or undutiful attention to their administrative, 
and supervisory functions. Table LXXVII lists the services 
needed in connection with schools in the various districts.
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TABLE LXXTII
Number and Typos of Services Needed in Connection With the Schools of Montana in the Several Classes of Districts
Number Administrators Keportln^ 3 26 6é ' T ■ 1ÔÔ1 3' " 4 TotalServices Needed in District Frequencies
None 2 5 2 9
Superintendent Needs:Time for Supervision..... 2 5 7Business Hîanasar............ 1 1Iron Vertebrate in Supt...... 8 2Closer Supervision by StateDepartment........ 2 2More Educational Meetings.... 1 1Sub ÿotal Superïntendont 1 8 1Ô ilÿ
Finance Needs;Bonus for Summer SchoolAttendance..... ........ 1 1Better Salaries............ . 1 4 3 8Funds for Library............ 11 35 6 52Hot Lunches........ ........ 2 1 3Funds for Standard Tests.... 8 2 1 5Funds for Gymnasium......... 2 15 1 18
Funds for Textbooks......... 8 3 1 6Funds not Specified.......... 1 3 10 14Funds for Adult Education.... 2 2Funds for Lyceum Course...... 2 2Funds for Manual Training.... 1 1
Funds for Activities......... 1 5 6
Funds for Research.......... 2 2Funds for Parent Library..... 2 2Funds for Professional Library 1 1
Funds for Laboratory......... 8 19 27Funds for îfusic Department... 6 6Sub Total 8 4Ô loi IS 156
Personnel Services Needed;
Better Teachers............. 2 4 6Mox'O Teachox'S 5 11 4 20Sub Total 15 86
{Continued)
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TABLS LXXVII (Continued)
Board of Educationi
Leas Active In Details.....  1 2  1 4Definite Board lollclea....., 2 5___ 1______ GSUb"^iaI ' .......................................................................................................- 1 - ^  ^  2 la
Buildings and Equlposant Heeded:
riee B u i l d i n g * . 3 10 5 16Itore Room.#. .. ... .... .. .. 5 5
Better Toilets#    2 2D o r m i t o r y . . . . . 2 2
 ,4,, ^
Public RelationsiBetter Comunlty Interest inBoys and Girls........ 2 Z 5Loyalty of Parents........... 4 4An Active P.T.A.............. 5 17 1 23
Closer Relations with state­wide Authority.........  1 2  2 5Regulations for Parents and County 3ui3oriatoadonta 
Interfering in Plat tors_______Beyond 'E-ielr ComDre Pena Ion___________ 2___________ 23ub^'¥ofel  r.-   ^ o' " ' 'i>5   é   SO
General Administration Needs:Ton and one-half month school
Term   1 1
Adequate Curriculum.........  1 1Vocational F a c i l i t l o a . • 1 1High Standards of Scholarship 1 1Health Gervice.  .....  3 3Gohooĵ j p ^ i u e r ...... 1 . _ _..    .̂1oub Total 2 6 6
Grand Total All Items 6 71 173  20. ._2S3
j , , . „ p , # . " 1 # , * ' "  ,  I . ' . . ' l U  , „ I  I . I .  n ,  j l » ! ! M . ' ! . . , i _ a
The major servi cos needed are listed under the several 
general heads and are mentioned as follows: s^rvicos pecu­
liar to the administrator* 13 times; finance services, 156 
times; personnel services^ 26 times; building and oquipmont,
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CO tlnoa; public relations, 33 tlr^c; c o n o r ^ l agzilLletra» 
tlon, n tl-joa. a total nentlon or CC3 nooda for tAc co^ool® 
as a whole are noedod*
lack oT finances to carry cut fin adoipoato cdoca* 
tlonal rroc^rom Is the outstandliiî  handicap to educational 
leadership. Clxtoen different Itens of finance ere laon- 
tloned. Fuad» for library needs la mentioned by 53 
adxUnlstrator®. Tî.le Is 53, j of the adïilnl atm tors 
Included that reported.
3^ds for laboratory oquirsient are noodod by 37/> of 
tlio aCnlniatrators. Twenty percent of the adjilnlstrators 
need more teacher® to carry out an efficient educational 
program. 31% percent of the ndnlnietrator® need better 
teachers,
Twcnty*threo of the schools need on active iarnnt 
Tcachera .Vdsoclatlon# One ach^ni strut or said, "I thank 
God I don’t have a Parent Touchers ..osoolatioa.*'
Under public rolntlon eorvlooe 5 I teas arc rsentlonod 
for a total frequency of 39.
Considering the lar^o nirabor of schools reporting 
needed services, of the nature founl la W lIs Ll'llVil, wo 
mst atolt that ï.!oatana adiolalstrators aro "forking under 
severe handicaps In a larc® porccntago of tho school 
district®.
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of rindlnr^g
X. The nodiea In nlziutoa. clvon to olorlcaX eork ty 
adc^lnlstroLtors In ee@<ma and third clasrs districts is. 
in ordor: &3.S, mid 61.0. For gonoral administration
the median ninntea cl van arcs 64.7 and 67.3. For 
extra etirrloular activities it ioi 63.5 and 45.
3. Administrâtora in third claaa diatricts oro toacaing 
from ono to ei(';:it classes daily. TH.o rx?dian nuriber of 
classes taniht by second, county hljli ediool, and third 
class district administrators arci 3.96, 2.5, and 4.25; 
for tlie total croups, 5.7.
3. One activity is coached by 54.6 percent of the adminis­
trators. Two activities arc omohed by 24.0 percent of 
tiio admlnlctx*ators. Three activities arc coached by 
15.5 percont of the administrators.
4. Adjuinistrators do not find time to do imch work in public 
relation actlvitioe. Ihich of thoir time is used in dolnj 
potty routine duties tîxat could bo dole pu tod to cubor<.U- 
natos. Ono-itnlf of the second class dlstrict administra- 
tors# tvo-thlrda of the third class district ad. .lalstia- 
tors, and one half of the county 2;lph school ndrln 1st rotors 
do their o«5i office v;ork. Fifty-tvo porcont of the am .in- 
Ictratora keep the ochool records; 4t.C percent check 
stores; GO.5 percent do tno routine duties of the offlco.
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0. Ta» tlno clVQA to surorrloion corir'nroo closoly
for corroopondlna onroHmcnta %lth %i.o cl?oa by 
t:io QOhooI principal® includaa la tho national aurroy 
of :>aueation* Th© ciodlan for flrot elaaa distrieta la 
150; for soo..rid olaoa (Zlatrlote, 103*2; for third 
©laso dictriotSf 75*2; for county hlch school#, 106» 
and for the total £p?oups, 08.1* Clasa Tleltntlon rank# 
first aa a euporvisoary device* Tno nodlaa tin© la 
minute# for the £proup# le 43.5* 
ô* /û X  the first class districts reportin,i have a definite 
research projrajzi; 15*3 percent of the second olasa 
districts have one; 7*2 percent of the third class 
districts have one; while 15*0 i>ero©at of the county 
hWi Bohool adnlnlstratora liav© one*
7* services needed to irsjrovc educational leadcrsliip 
in Pontaaa are naay. The Greatest iiipedizmnt is lack 
of school funds for libraries* salaries, bulldinjo, and 
necessary mtcrlala for instruction* T^anty-thrca of 
tho schools need an active raront Toachoro -jîsoclatlon*.
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CHAPTER V 
Th6 Adnilnlstrator and His Ooinrnunity
A. Community Activities of Montana Administrators.
Tho school administrator today is required by the
demands of his profession to serve the conimunlty in
144-various ways. Cubberly ^emphasizes this briefly as 
follows:
"While the superintendent of a city school 
system has always stood out, when he was an 
efficient ’.vcricer, as a m^n of importance in 
the community in which he labored, v;ithin recent 
years this aspect of his activities ,ius been 
given an entirely new importance, due to the 
many und the far-reachlny changes in the nature 
of city life which nave taken place, a s  a result, 
a superintendent of city schools to-day is 
often call d upon for so much corti.unity ser­
vice that the work c t infrequently becomes 
a serious drain on both his time and his 
strength."
The questionnaire submitted to the administrators 
of Montana contained a check-llst of coriimunity activi­
ties. They were asked to check tue activitits in 
which they took nart, those they a Lte./ded, and those 
with which they had n tuing to do. Table LXXVIII 
shows the nature oni distribution of the re lies,
144. Cubberley ££. cit. pp. 250-251
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Tnfcle LXXVIII
Cotomunlty .otlvitieB In mil oh Administra tors Are Aotive
frequencies
1 2 " S 4 total
CoHnunlty AotlTlty 2 £5 6^ io 105idchooi iarties 61 57 10 m —Card "srties 4 24 6 34Par*^nt Teachers < ss*n B 7 22 1 38American Le^^lon 1 6 8 14
Church 1 IB 29 5 52
iiandey Hohool 1 12 12 0 25
Young Pec lea* Organ­
izations cf church 8 5 0 8
Men*s clubs of oLurch 1 4 5 5 13
ClTlc clubs. Coma* I,
aotnry, etc, 2 18 19 7 46
Dance» 2 15 1 19
Gu"ea, basAotbail, Quse-
bail, eta. 1Ô 5d 9 83
Programs, Commun!ty,
15 70Church, «to. 49 6
Boy Scouts 2 6 4 5 17Band end musical organ­
izations 4 Ô 4 16
Study clubs 1 7 a 1 17
Local rallit'S, 1 * C . 1# U . 3 12 2 17
Talks to local organi­
zations 2 20 35 7 62
Fraternal orj.:anizatlon:
Masonic lodge 1 10 25 7 43
Eastern >̂tar 2 2
DeKolay 1 1 0 1 3Odd Fellows 2 s £ 9
Elks 1 1
Total Activities 11 20 20 19 22
(Head table thus: The urrber cf ccu_unity activi-
ttce aJjr.inlstretc.acttvnly 2..i;age In ty cI-j^b c.f dis­tricts are for th<-r first c1î»p*̂  il strict, 11, second 
class diatriot, 20, thii i district, 20, County
Hlch Cohools, 19.
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Tli« data In ooi..ian **tctnl iiCtivili s” of *’atlo 
LXXVIII 8hC'« tii<i r*.at cl's:4;4 iistriot
tora are in tnly hiilf : . q _uy cc .nlty aotlvl-
ties ja tr.t? other olc&ae» of alaiiniatra^ora. This ay 
bo i >a to thu larger etbilnls .rati\ e rti.‘̂ ponelbl i i tie» 
deman'll n,/ r ora of his ti co, cr to th r. ct t':at hla 
i>artielputloa in coîac*unity activitie s la net t.a iv/î̂ qô- 
sary becuuac there are r oru Cu;t-blo ..«i.ciar» fcr the 
Of tpu.l; & t.Loa to ira« t'Tv:>.. r.cn,- hi a latr nls.
The ir.-i ry in t iv thli-I ,t d cn ! oit.as
diatrlota und county hl^h sohoclfl uht bo *ulte uuay 
with cociüjunlty activities, na rabie L XVI11 shoe's they 
In to octivltie • Thla aS tho tyre cf 
service :lniatr..tors ore ejsr.ect jd to .l*-o if they ore 
to eei Vü their coï-euanity a. oorlln % to tho rose t de»
rumls of aoclAty, as Henhlik: st*jtosj
**Thcae tiiin ;s to uhiOh I c. u sû êriri ton­
dent istuat attend in u riedlun-air.**I city are:
# # . #hely cih.anizo -hi Urc-ct tuîî < c tt » i ûl<.*£ of 
the i^areot-TeoCfîfcre aaoociatlon , -'ttcul o: 1 
t&I:c an active ya"t In tue r.-ftil.. r, of nil , rc- 
feasiontil cr ’un.1 ntlcno, local, ïst. '.c ut .3 ’. itlou- 
al, ... .take an r.r tlve lute c^t In cc:;unl ty 
octIvltlea such uo ciiurĉ i, _,ua lu;, Eciic cl, Y, # G . , 
Y#'.?#C.h#, Bey coûta, Cunpflre 'Url;̂ , c.nd 
nunity Choet ounutii-tnH, be « of octury,
Klwur.ls cr ao:oe other iunchron cluh, br̂ rcudy 
to n.ke frequent uni »*n1ry o 3ircc: Kh before ull
kin la of local clubs i*r.d socle tlos,
145. Henzlik, op. cit... p, 9.
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approve and promulgate all sorts of essay con­
tests, direct school collections for various patriotic societies wishing to establish memor­ials, and after these and many other duties too nuiiiorcua to mention are jcri'oim̂ ed, I am expected to have time left to devote to myfamily, for moot supcrintcudeuts are expect­ed to maintain a home and rear a family that shall be aboTo rsprcach.**
Table LXXIX shows the ten activities Ahiuh the 
aiministrators of Llontana engage in most fre<^uently.
The largest percent of a Imiaisvravd s orgage ac­
tively in school jsrties* The next largest percent 
in athletic games, and third largest in talKs to local 
organizations. This tends to show that school commun­
ities desire the typo of administra 1er who is a good mix­
er, active in sports, and capable of directing, or
entertaining local organizations.
Membership in the Masonic Lodge seers to be an 
asset to securing administrative positions as 40 per­
cent of those reporting were active merr.ours, wh^le 13.2 
percent ii; t aotiv-.-, ;.ut atto.ided i ce tings.
ability, or experience, in hundling athletic ac­
tivities may be ccnsidered an usaet to obtainin an 
adi,. mi strati ve ositior, in the third clsss districts 
and county high schools.
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TABLK LXXIX
The Ten / otivltlee Llost Frequently Engaged in by Montana Administrators
Activities No. Engaged Percent
School parties 88 83.8Athletic games 63 79.0Talks to local organize tic.' s71 67.6Programs, community and 
church 70 66.6Civic clubs 55 52.3Church 49.4Masonic Lodge 43 40.9Parent-Teaoher Ass*n 41 39.9Card Parties 54 32.3Boy Scouts 26 24.7
TABLE LXXX
Community ActlTltles in Which Administrators 
Are not Active but Attend
Number Reporting 3 31 74 13 121
P]r© QUôJdc 1es
Community Activity 1 2 3 4 Total
School parties 3 11 13 6 38
Card parties 2 19 37 7 65Parent Teachers Ass’n. 1 3 4 2 10American Legion 0 6 31 2 39Church 2 12 31 1 46Sunday school 0 1 2 7 10Young Peoclos Organiza­tions cf church 0 6 8 1 15Men* 8 clubs of cnurch 0 1 5 3 9Civic, Com*1, Rotary 1 6 15 0 32
Dances 2 14 38 2 56
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TABLE I X m  (Cont.)
Community Activity 1 . 2 frequencies 3 4 “TotâT
Games, basketball, base­ball, etc.Programs, community. 3 13 17 11 44
church 2 17 20 7 46Boy Scouts 0 0 8 10 18Band and Musical Or. 0 7 7 4 18Study clubsLocal Rallies, W.C.T.U.
2 7 3 2 14
Local, etx. 2 2 21 1 26Talks to local or. Fraternal Organizations: 2 11 14 2 29
Masonic lodge Eastern Star
2 6 6 21 161
Number Activities Each Group Attend in.
12 17 18 18 18
(Read table thus: Administrators in the firstclass districts are attending a total of 12 commun!ty activities; in the second class districts, 17; in the third class istricts, 18; in the county h_gh schools, 18. The number attended by the total group is 18.)
The activities attended by Montana administrators 
most frequently are given in Table LXXXI.
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TABLE LXXXI
Ten Activities Administrators Attend Most Frequently
Activity Number Attending Percent
Card Parties 65 53.7Dances 56 46.2Church 46 38.0Programs, community, church 46 38.0Athletic games 45 37.1American Legion 59 32.2School Parties S8 31.4Talks to local organizations 27 22.3Local rallies, political 26 21.4
Civic clubs 22 18.1
Number Administrators 
reporting ..... 121
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TABLE DDIXII
Cammxinlty Activities Which Administrators Neither Engage in Nor Attend
Community Activity 1 2 3 4 ^oiai 4
School Parties 0 0 1 0 1 • 8Card Parties 1 3 12 5 21 17.3Parent Teacher Assoc . 0 13 29 3 45 37.1American Legion z 11 31 8 52 42.9Church 0 0 11 0 11 9.0Sunday School 1 10 40 8 59 48.7Young People’s Org. 3 13 39 9 64 52.8of ChurchMen’s Clubs of z 10 33 9 59 48.7ChurchCivic, Oom’l. Rotary 0 2 22 3 27 42.3Clubs, etc.Dances 1 11 14 2 28 23.0Games, Basketball, 0 0 4 0 4 3.3Baseball, etc.Programs, Church, 0 0 4 0 4 3.3Community
Boy Scouts 1 0 29 5 35 28.9Band and Musical 2 13 28 9 54 44.6OrganizationsStudy Clubs 1 10 37 11 59 48.7Local Rallies, 1 8 28 8 45 37.1W.C.T.XJ., etc.
Talks to Local 0 1 15 3 19 15.7OrganizationsFraternal and Lodge 2 14 0 4 10 8.2OrganizationsMasonic Lodge
Number o t ActivitiesEach Group RefrainsFrom Engaging inActively 11 13 17 14 13
Number Reporting 3 31 74 13 121
(Read table thus : Some first class district adminis­
trators have no specific connection with 13 of the listed 
activities; in second class districts, 13; third class district, 17 activities; while in the county high schools, 
14 activities. The number refrained from by the total 
group is 18.)
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Table LXXXIII gives the ten aotlTlties that adminis­
trators refrain from the most.
TABLE L30XIII
The Ten Most Freqimnt Activities in Which Administrators Do Not Take Active Part or Attend
Activity Number Not Attending î erceni
Young People's Organizations 64 52.8Sunday School 59 48.7Men's Clubs of Church 59 48.7Study Clubs 59 48.7Band and Musical Organizations 54 44.6American Legion 52 42.9Parent-Teachers Association 45 37.1Local Rallies 45 37.1Boy Scouts 35 28.9Dances 26 23.1
Number Administrators Neoorting TSI
No speoifie reasons are given whj the administrators 
have less to do with the activities in Table L m i l l  than 
other activities. The nature of these activities is 
either time consuming or unrelated to their professional 
field.
It is probably good judgment on their part to refrain 
from as many oomplications as possible. Cubberley^^^ has 
a good statement in this connection:
"Whereas a quarter of a century ago a superinten­dent of schools might have belonged to one or two
140. Cubteriey. op. cit.. p. 251.
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evening literary or discussion clubs and have taught a Sunday sdhool, today, if he is an effi­cient organizer and executive, he is likely to be called oh to belong to so many organizations and to be a member of so many committees that he is in serious danger of being unable to attend to his school duties properly. He must now exercise a wise discretion as to what to take up and what to let alone. He mjist depend upon others for detailed service, and he must budget his time with care."
B. Impediments to Educational Leadership Montana Administrators Find in TheirCommunities
147The Eleventh Yearbook of the Department of Superin­
tendence shows that in 674 cities under 10,000 In population, 
impediments to the educational leadership of the superinten­
dent of schools of various hatures were found. The types 
of impediments were: related to the superintendents, board
of education, public relations, financial, general adminis­
tration, buildings and equipment, supplies, personnel, 
services and activities, and other impediments.
In order to learn if Montana administrators are con­
fronted with any impediments to educational leadership, the 
questionnaire sent solicited such information.
l47. Eleventh Yearbook, op. cit., pp. 182-185.
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TABLE LXXXI7
Impodiments to Educational Leadership ^ound in Montana School Districts
ijumber Heuortins 2Ô. 5Ô 1Ô "T'a.—
Imnedlments 1 2 3 4 Total
1. No Impediments 1 6 0 0 7
2# Superintendent, peculiar to a. Too Many Duties 0 0 1 0 1b. Duties of Supt. not Clearly Defined 0 2 0 2 40. Unethical Supts. Stealing Students 0 0 2 0 2
Total 0 2 3 2 ÿ
3. Board of Educationa. Factional Background Basis of Board Selection 1 2 6 0 9b. Board Handles Too Many 
Details 1 0 5 0 6c. Too Much Authority Taken by School Boardd. School Board Members do net Understand Aims of 
Education 0 3
5
9
1
2
6
14
e. Board Listening andSettling Matters Without Fair Knowledge or Consulting Administrator 0 4 0 4
î̂ otal 2 ^ % 29 3 39
4. Public Relations a. Low Mentality 0 0 1 1 2b. Small Town Gkassip and 
Politics 0 5 6 2 13c. County Supt. Advancing Self at School Expense 0 0 2 2 4d. Troubles with County Super intendant 0 0 3 2 5e. Meddling Patrons Ü 0 0 6 6f. Agitators Against School 
Support 0 1 1 0 2g. Communism in Community 
Destroying Harmony 0 3 0 0 3h. Lack of Parent Visitation 0 1 0 0 1
1. Disinterest of Civic 
Organizations 0 1 0 0 1
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TABLE IXXZIV (Continued)
Impediments 1 2 3 4 Total
j. Town Sports and Athletics 0 1 1 0 2k. Town and County Conflicts 0 1 2 2 51. Church Jealousy 0 0 1 0 1m. Backward Community 0 0 4 0 4n* Selfishness of Co-units 0 0 2 0 2o. Dictatorial P.T.A. 0 0 2 0 2p. Parents Opposed to H.s. Education 0 0 1 0 1^otal 6 27 ~~16 " 55
5. Financial
a. Too Drastic Economizing 0 2 0 0 2b. Lack of Money for Efficient Program 1 2 3 2 8ifotai 1 4 " 3 ’■ 2 . ' j Q  "" '
6. Personnel, Faculty and Janitora. Irresponsible Teachers 0 0 4 0 4b. Politics in Electing Local Teachers 0 0 7 0 7c. Poor Teachers 0 0 4 0 4d. Lack of Cooperation of Teachers 0 0 2 2 4e. Dhtactful Janitor 0 0 2 0 2
l̂ dial Ô 0 19 2 2Ï
7. General Administration
a. New State Superintendent 0 1 1 0 2b. Two School Systems Dividing Loyalty of 
Parents 0 0 0 2 20. Bickering of Boards Over use for Common Butldings 0 0 0 1 1
^dVal----------------- Ô 1 1 3 5
Grand Total 4 25 82 27 137
(Read table thus: One first class district administra­tor has no impedlnysnts* Six second class district adminis­
trators have no Impediments, etc.)
No Impediments were reported by 7 schools. A condition 
of no impediments seems incredible. One hundred and tv/enty-
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one questionnaires were received, but only 80 replies 
listed impediments. It is possible that the inquiry may 
have been taken as an admission that they were lacking in 
educational leadership. If such is the case administrators 
may read the above list with profit.
The total number of Impediments by classes of dis­
tricts is for first class districts 4, second class dis­
tricts 25, third class districts 82, county high schools 
27. This makes a total of 137 impediments existing in 
this distribution.
The specific number for the various large divisions 
of impediments is as follows: Superintendent 7, Board of
Education 39, Public Relations 55, Financial 10, Personnel 
21, General Administration 5.
The greatest number of impediments were reported by 
superintendents in the third class districts. The admin­
istrators in the county high schools reported the next 
highest list Of impediments. The second and first class 
districts have the least number of impediments.
The greatest total frequency of any specific item was 
14, which is, "That the school board members do not under­
stand the aims of education." The greatest single item 
frequency for any one class of district is 9, "That school 
board members do not understand the aims of education."
The second largest frequency for any one impediment, for
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einy one district, is 7, "Politics in the election of local 
teachers," The third largest Impediment for any one 
specific district was 6, the "FactlanLbackgronnd as basis 
for election of the board." Thus the greatest single and 
total frequency for any district and total distribution 
resolves itself to the chastisomont of the school board 
members «
The greatest ratio (i.e., the nn.iber of Impediments 
reported existing in the various districts divided by the 
number of adiainistrators that indicated such existing 
impediments) for any class of districts is the county high 
school with a ratio of 2.7. The third class districts are 
next with 1.54. "Die first class districts with a ratio of 
1.25, and the second class districts with a ratio of 1.25, 
are lowest. The ratio for the total distribution io 1.7,
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UQaV
Com.p.'irison in Froquenoies of Montion of General Impediinonts to Educational Leadership of Present Study and the Eleventh Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence for Districts Under 5,000 and Districts Between 5,000 and 10,000Population
Kmaber Reporting - m *4^
Impediments PresentStudy
Fre fluencies Elevdnth Yearbook Ûnder 50Ô0 Pop. 5 S+udy^^®00Ô-10,ÔÔÔ
Wo impediments ÿ 13l 23^Superintendent 7 39 64Board of Education 39 147 246Public Relations 55 170 364Financial 10 47 94General Administration 5 13 32Personnel 27 73 157
Total Impediments l43 620 1190
Ratio " T . V T — 1.29 1.3d
{Read table thus: Of the 80 administrators reportingin this study only 7 had no Impediments thile in the study of tho Eleventh Yearbook in towns of populations under 5000, those listing no Impediments were 131, etc*)
These comparisons may or may not be comparable. The 
data m y  be of a selective group, or it may not. The 
ratios are not scientific measures of comparisons, but the 
data do reveal without denial that there are Impediments 
existing in these school districts represented in this 
study. Since these schools were not s«looted by the author 
the conclusion that **Impediments do exist to the educational 
leadership of the school administrators'* is warranted to be 
honest factually.
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Summary of Flnli
1* Eighty-three and eight tenths percent of the admin­
istrators are active at school parties; 79 percent 
in athletic games; 67.6 percent in talks to local 
organizations; 66.6 percent in programs of church 
and community; 24.7 percent in Boy Scout ,Vork. ^bout 
fifty-three percent of the administrators are mem­
bers of the Masonic Lodge.
2. The first four activities most frequently attended 
by administrators are: card parties, dances, church,
programs of conuaunity and church.
3. The first four activities mentioned most frequently 
which administrators neither engage in actively nor 
attend are: young people’s organizations, Sunday
school, men’s clubs of the church, study clubs.
i. Seven administrators report that there are no Im­
pediments to educational lealership existing in 
their communities. Thirty-nine administrators 
accuse school boards of being impediments to ed­
ucational efficiency and progress. The most fre­
quently mentioned fault of the school board is, 
"School board members do not understand aims of 
education." This is mentioned 14 times. Ten admin­
istrators mention lack of finances as a serious hand- 
cap to educational leadership.
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5. The greatest ratio of impediments (2.7) exists in 
the County high schools; the second greatest ratio 
(1.64) is in third class districts; the third great­
est (1.25) is the same in second class districts and 
first class districts. The ratio for the total 
group is 1.71. This is greater than the ratio 
(1.29) for cities under 5,000 population, and the 
ratio (1.36) for cities under 10,000 distributed 
throughout the United States.
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CHAPTER VI
General üunimary and Gone lus lens
The main objective of this investigation was to study 
the status of the school administrators of Montana. Its 
purpose .is to present an analysis of the status of the admin­
istrator’s position and to make comparisons of the findings 
with related studies in the field.
The greater part of the information was obtained from 
the questionnaires returned by 121 Montana Administrators.
The administra to fs included in the study are either county
high school principals or administrators having both grade 
and high school departments under their supervision. There
are 196 such administrators in the State. Returns were re­
ceived from three first class districts, thirty-one sedond 
class districts, seventh-four üiird class districts, and 
thirteen county h i ^  school districts. The different classes 
of districts were given numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, in the tabula­
tions representing in order, first, second, third, county 
high school districts. These classifications are used wher­
ever there were sufficient data to make a tabulation.
The following data were received for this study;
1. Individual salaries of the administrators.
2. Tenure.
3. Extent and nature of educational training 
above the elementary school.
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4. Amount of experience both as teacher and 
as administrator, number of positions held 
in educational work.
5. Extent of administrator's authority as 
indicated by the number of teachers super- 
Timed, school enrollment, valuation of 
district, number of classes taught, activi­
ties coached, initiatory powers delegated 
by the board of education, supervisory and 
administrative activities, and research.
6. Personal and economic status of administra­
tors, sex, married status, additional income, 
personal expenses, professional expenses.
7. Professional, and non-professional reading 
of administrators, personality qualities.
8. Impediments to and services needed to improve 
educational leadership.
9. Community activities, community contacts, 
suggestions for improving educational offer­
ings of the University of Montana.
The following arrangement is given to Facilitate com­
parisons of the medians for the various groups of adminis­
trators.
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Class of District
1 2 3 4 Total
Salary $4,200 $2,396.12 $1,719.12 $2,575 $1,975Number of Dependents 3 3.3 2.4 3 3.2Age 54 41.5 32.8 39.3 35.5Number of Children 2.5 2.6 1 2.38 2.23Tenure, years 16 5.8 3.2 4.5 4District Valuation $10,050,000 $1,030,000 $462,500 $5,217,658
School Enrollment 3,371 430 15,323 190 188Number of Teachers 
Tears Educational
72 18.6 6.8 10.5 7.7
Experience Age at First Appointment
29 16.5 6.2 13 11
as Administrator 30 27.16 25.73 25.5 26.08Years as Administrator 24 7.8 6.9 8.5 7,66Number Positions Held 
Total Years Educational
6 4.7 3.88 5.5 4.25
Experience 
Semester Hours Educa­
29 16.5 9.2 13 11
tional Experience 
Minutes given toAdministration 
Daily Minutes given to
68 22.25
54.7
13.2
57.2
13.39 14.52
Supervision Daily 150 109.2 75.2 166 88.1
Humber Classes Taught 0 2.93 4.25 2.3 3.7Incidental Expenses 299 120 167 117School Activities Expense 
Graduate Study or Summer
25 34 62.5 33
School Expense 
Last Year Attendance at
300 233 300 215
Summer School 1928 1951 1932 1931 1932
oi
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The following arrangement of ranges Is given to facili­
tate comparisons.
Items for Comparison Districts1 & 3 4 Total
Additional Income 0 #375 # 750 #320 # 775
Upkeep and Rent #420 #425 # 500 #705 # 750
Food and Clothing #800 #900 #1250 #510 #1850
Insurance Expense #700 #534 # 524 #300 1 684
Professional Organization # 9 # 11 # 13 I 7 # 15
State Meetings # 42 # 30 # 45 # 40 # 45
Professional Periodicals # 46 # 23 # 9 # 10 # 49
Professional Books # 30 # 85 # 95 # 90 # 95
Last Year Attendance at 1891 1933 1933 1933 42Summer School Ages of Administrators 54-45 66-25 59-25 55-25
years64-25
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Travelled in Foreign
Country since 1920.....  1$ 4$ lÿ 4$ 9.9^
Professional Periodicals
Read***............. Montana Education • School Board Journal
Non-Professional Period*
icals Read.......... Literary Digest * Readers Digest - American
Personal qualifications* *Taot - Knowledge of kork - Personality - Honesty 
Research Program andPractice............. 100# 15.3# 7.2# 16^6# 12# 1#
High School Course..... Seventy-nine administrators completed the general courseOoirjpleted while twenty-six completed the classical course#
Position Leading toAdministrative Posl- High school principalshlp - 69#2#
tlon (Groups as Units) High school teaching - 71*6#Degree Held*****..... * * •Thirty-six percent of administrators have the A# B#degree in Education; sixty percent have A. B# degrees in other fields# The masters degree is possessed by 22#3 percent of the administrators.
Life Secondary*••’*•*****Over 71 percent have life secondary certificates#
Public Relations.......* much some little some neglected
Sex - Women - percent "  * * 0 #8 #8 #8 2#5
Married Status - percent* 100 99 80 76 83
Travelled in Foreign....Country - percent 3 5 15 4 28
o>-a
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Boards of aducation delegate to the administrators the 
responsibility of initiating instructional policies, but 
reserve to themselves the privilege of initiating non-instrue- 
tlonal policies. Eighty and nine-tenths percent of the 
administrators adopt the textbooks; eighty-seven and six 
tenths percent are in charge of Initiating the program of 
studies; seventy-six percent purchase Instructional supplies; 
seventy-six percent initiate the policies of maintaining the 
standards of state departments; fifty-six and two-tenths 
percent initiate policies regarding the organization of edu­
cational division; only twenty and six-tenths percent initiate 
policies of selection of teachers for employment; eighteen 
and one-tenth percent initiate policies of re-hiring teachers; 
six end six-tenths percent initiate policies regarding the 
selection of the janitor. In regard to the budget only 
eighteen and one-tenth percent of the administrators initiate 
these pollcfes. This is below the acceptable standard.
A large amount of teamwork between the boards* power to 
initiate, and the administrators* power to approve is charac­
teristic of Montana*s School Boards. The administrators are 
executing some administrative policies without definite adop­
tion by the board in a small percentage of districts.
All adopted policies of the board are put In writing in 
the minute book in sixty-four and four-tenths percent of the 
schools, while in thirty-five and six-tenths they are not.
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This is a violation of good business principles. Eighty-two 
and eight-tenths percent of the school boards do not have 
by-laws ; seventeen and two tenths percent have. In eighty- 
four and two tenths percent of the districts the duties of 
tbs superintendent are not included in the by-laws; this is 
a violation of professional practice. In twenty-six and 
six-tenths of the districts the by-laws specify the proce­
dure at board meetings. Eighty-one and four-tenths of the 
administrators attend all board meetings. Eighty-seven and 
seven-tenths of the administrators prepare in advance a 
roster for each board member to have at the msetings. The 
School Board Journal is available for twenty-six percent of 
the school boards of Montana.
Administrators and boards of education are adopting 
policies regarding social conduct of teachers, arrival and 
departure at school, children below school age coming to 
school, teachers dancing on school ni^ts. In no case are 
these drastic. For the most part, these regulations are 
nothing more than good advice.
One third class district and one county high school 
district allow the administrator a bonus for summer school 
attendance. This is one and seven-tenths percent of the 
districts. In fifteen districts the expenses of the admin­
istrator to state educational meetings are paid by the board. 
This constitutes ten and eight-tenths percent of the districts
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r@porting* Forty-soTen and sixty-eoTen ono huxidrodttis per­
cent of the boards Included In the Eleventh Yearbook Study 
of the National Education Association pay all the expenses 
of their administrators to the state educational meetings.
Practically all the administrators of Montana do some 
supervisory work. Twenty-one and five-tenths percent give 
some time to demonstration teaching. Ninety-two of the 
one hundred-one administrators studied report giving some 
time to class visitation; the median time in minutes of daily 
supervision for the total distribution is forty-two and four 
tenths* The medians for the second and third class districts 
and county hi^i schools are close to the total median. The 
median for the first class districts Is about forty-five 
minutes daily.
All the first class districts have a definite research 
program in their schools. Fifteen and three-tenths percent 
of the second class districts have a defihite research pro­
gram in the school system. Only seven and two-tenths percent 
of the third class districts have time for any organized 
research program. The county high school districts have a 
research program in sixteen and six-tonths percent of the 
schools.
The administrators of Montana as a whole are giving in­
sufficient time to public relationships in regard to school 
work. They also give very little concern to professional 
study. This is evident, especially in the third class
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districts where the administrators are teaching daily a 
median of 4.25 classes.
Administrators in the first class districts delegate 
a large share of routine duties to their subordinates. The 
administrators of the other three classes of districts are 
doing too much routine work that could properly be delegated 
to their assistants. Sixty and three-tenths percent of the 
administrators are doing the routine duties of their office; 
forty-six and two-tenths percent are distributing supplies; 
fifty-two percent keep the school records; twonty-nine and 
seven-tenths percent make up inventories; forty and four- 
tenths percent check stores. A large percentage of adminis­
trators are using several agencies to perform certain routine 
duties, as making out report cards, class grade schedules, 
plans for teachers meetings, inventories, school programs.
A LTUltiplicity of combinations of the available agencies to 
carry out routine duties are reported existing in Montana 
schools. One of the most interesting is the use of the Jani­
tor in making out report cards and assisting with the school 
records.
Kins school districts in Montana do not need any addi­
tional services to help the educational leadership of their 
administrators. References concerning funds needed for var­
ious services are reported 156 times. The greatest frequency 
was for library equipment. Two hundred eighty-three items of
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BorTlce are needed by the one hundred sclioola reporting#
ÎLlie imln items r^ontloned are time for Gupervlslon, more 
teaehera, laboratory equipment, better eflnrleo for teacher», 
(ryuumsiuiii, ectiTlties, textbooks, etc.
Twenty-three administra to re ivientioa nocdir.g cn active 
parent-teaeher a»soci;.tion{ five mention better community 
interest needed ; two mention needing Lioro visits from the 
state dapertment; thirty-nine need services of public rela­
tion agencies#
The school administra tors of i'ontaaa are giving active 
servioe to at least eighteen community activities# The five 
community activities in Wiioh they nre noct active are, in 
orders school parties, athletic Gomes, tal3:s to local organy 
izations, civic clubs, ond church#
Forty percent of tlie administrât is reporting are active 
In the Masonic Lod :e#
Ability to handle athletic activities seerja to be an 
asset in eecurlnp; administra tive positions in Montana#
The ::ost popular activities Montana adr.in strators at­
tend but in which they are not active ere card parties, dences, 
church, athletic cames, church and community pronrft;r.s.
The activities Montana administrators refrain from the 
most are young p e o p l e s 'orrnnipstions of the church, ...uriday 
school, men's clubs of the church, band and r.uslcal organ 1: a- 
tions#
Montana admin is tret ora report o total of 143 1:.pediments
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to educational leadership in their coiairiuaities* These im­
pediments are similar to those that ezist over the nation as 
a wi-iole. The most serious ones are the board of education's 
failure to understand the aims of education, factional basis 
used in selecting school board members,employment of politics 
in the election of local teachers, evidently the board of 
education ds a factor hindering efficient educational leader­
ship.
The fewest impediments exist in the first class districts; 
the most in the third class. Lack of finance and unethical 
school board tactics and policies are the most serious handi­
caps to educational leadership.
Re ooamenda11on s
An analysis of the impediments to educational leadership 
resolves itself into two major items: lack of finances to
carry out an adequate school program; domination and usurp- 
tlon of administrators functions by the school board members. 
These two factors are sufficient to explain the general handi­
caps the Montana administrator has to acknowledge. Now if 
adequate funds could be obtained to carry out a defensible 
educational program a better condition would exist in every 
school district. Again tf the members who compose the school 
boards had to present certain qualifications before they 
could be considered a candidate for that important office,
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better echool board uembera, interested in e c Lo o Is and cUil- 
dren, would be elected.
In regard to other impediments existing in the community, 
these may be considered minor matters. An analysis of the 
public relations program of the administrators indicates that 
it is neglected too much. Administrators are assuming execu­
tive positions without having had school lavi, school finance, 
scnool administration, and community relationships as part 
of their professional training. It is therefore possible 
that the administrators themselves are somewhat to blame for 
the pessimistic conditions that exist in the various school 
districts.
The salaries, tenure, end professional qualifications 
of the Montana administrators is equal or better than those 
of the neighboring states, and compares favorably with those 
of the nation as a whole. The profession is not completely 
professionalized, as the boards of education are not granting 
the degree of confidence they should grant their administra­
tors. Again, administrators ere indulging in petty routine 
duties, which could be assigned to their assistants instead 
of devoting a large share of their available time to the 
bigger aspects of administration and community contacts.
A great deal of friction between school boards and 
administrators exist because tnere are too many school board 
members who have an exalted opinion of their duties, some are
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not In harmony with progressive educational policies.
There are 2,439 administrative units in Montana averag­
ing 60 square miles to the unit. This Is an average of 43 
to the county. These units employ 6,033 teachers, (an
average of 2 per unit) and are administered by 7,630 school
149board members. This Is evidence that the administrative 
units are too small.
The decreasing of the number of administrative units, 
the Improvement of state educational control, and the adop­
tion of a better tax system would do a great deal toward 
eliminating many of the Impediments to educational leader­
ship now existing In Montana. The following brief suggest­
ions are offered.
1. The administrative units should be reduced to about
50 or 60 in number. The optimum size to be based upon the
149following criteria:
A. The unit should be large enough for 
the required taxable valuation needed to support a defens­
ible educational program.
B. It should be formed on the basis of 
serving a natural community center. (Missoula and the sur­
rounding valleys leading Into the city Is a good example of 
an Ideal community center. )
l49. TwelfthYearbook, op. cit.. p. 40.
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C. It Bhould not destroy the ooBmnnlty life 
of present existing oonmiunities.
0. It should take into aooount the available 
and probable means of transportation.
2. The number of school board members should be reduced 
to about 300. Five to seven members for each administrative 
unit would be adequate.
3. Tho State Educational Organization should be revised 
as follows
The present state Board of Education should enact legis- 
ia tlon to:
A. Abolish ez-offioio members on state 
educational boards, and the office of County Superintendent 
of Schools.
B. Possess power to appoint the chief
state school officer and his assistants. (This is done in
the following states: Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Maryland,
Minnesota, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont,
151and Wyoming.)
0. Be empowered to adopt rules and regula­
tions regarding general school policies, codes of ethics and 
qualifications for school boards, administrators, principals, 
teachers.
lëd. lleventh Yearbook, op. cit«.pu24̂ -25d«
151. Twelfth Yearbook, op# cit.. p. 116.
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4. The present sohool revenue program should be modeled 
after the plan of The National Tax Association.^®^
A. The State Board of Education ahould 
set up a tax commission (from among their members) to Inves­
tigate and study public revenue situations. They should 
adopt a tax system based on the following standards.
1. Adequate- (that Is sufficient to 
meet the needs of the state or unit)
2. Economical- (low overhead cost
of collection)
5. Convenient- (the Installments, 
places, dates of payment to meet the convenience of the 
public)
4. Certain- (stable, and dependable)
5. Adaptable- (modifiable in time
of need)
6. Diverse- (tax more than one source)
a. Twenty-six states have the 
Income tax, 24 the personal 
tax, 19 the chain store tax.
Id a tobacco tax, 17 a general 
sales tax. Several states 
have a state wide tax plan
lÿF. Twelfth Yearbook, op. cit.. pp. 77-82.
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for eqtuallzation of oduoa- 
tlonal opportunity (Now York, 
Maryland, North Carolina, and 
Georgia)•
7. Conforming- (in accord with 
political ideas of the time)
8. Conserrative- (discourages 
squandering of the patrimony of 
the state)
9. Equitable- (distributed fairly 
among the schools of the state)
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APPSIÎIIIX A
Bàaie Criteria üpoa 7Aiieh TRils Inveatlioratlon Is Based
1# Tîhat la the typical distribution of superintendents 
In the Montana communities by sex?
Zm VJhat are the typical salaries for the positions?
5* ?Aiet Is the district valuation, the number of teachers, 
the total school enrollment?
4. What are the facts concerning the present Incumbents 
as to professional training and tenure?
5# What Is the amount of experience they have had as 
administrators In sohool work, and as teachers?
6. 7/hat kind of certificates do these individuals hold?
7. To what extent do the administrators In charge of 
schools exercise administrative duties and to what 
extent Is their work Instructional In nature?
0* What are the typical amounts spent for personal and 
professional Items?
9. mat Is the status of educational leadership In their 
communities?
10. To what extent do the administrators carry out standard 
practices of administration, and supervision, and 
community relationships?
11. mat Is the typical social, economic and professional
status'.
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APPENDIX B 
Q.tte8tlonnaire
Name of Administrator.................. School..........
Do you desire a summary of the completed study? Yes...No..
TBS SÜPERINTE2ÎDIINT
Administrative responsibilityUnderscore classification of your soiiool: Co.High Sohool,1st. class district, third class district.Number of high school students grade students.. .number ofteachers under your direction ......vmat is the valua­tion of your district? Uhat is your presentsalary? ....What was your salary last year?......%at type of state certificate do you hold?... .
Training
Are you a high sohool graduate?7.... . ..If so, give location of the high school you graduated from   Under­score the course you completed In high sohool:..gener­al, classical, commercial, scientific, Industrial arts, fine arts.
Underscore the degrees you now have: none, bachelor’s in.......... master’s In  ....... Or. of Philosophy,Dr. of Education. List others: ........... .. ......................       Give name of school youreceived bachelor’s degree from  .................   Give name of school you received mas­
ter’s degree from.............   or are working foran advanced degree at  .......... ...V.hat wasyour under-graduate major?   .......  Klnor?....  .Your graduate major?.  ..... .........ailnor?.   ...... state In the appropriateblank space following the number of semester or quar­ter credits of graduate study vAilch you have completed. Semester credits ...... Q.uarter credits........\Vhat wasthe last year you attended summer school? ••••••.
Experience
Do you hold the same position as last year? If not,
were you employed in school work? Vftiere (name
state)?............ If not teaching, were you a stu­
dent in college?.......... If employed in other work
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than teaching, idaat was the work?...............
How many teaching positions have you had? .......
How many previous to becoming an administrator? «.
 ....... (Please distribute your teaching exper­ience by checking In the following distribution.If you haven’t held a particular position, leave the space blank.):
Number of years as a Teacher:........
Hwal   elementary grade...., juniorhigh school....... . senior high school.....Number of years as a Principal:
Elementary grade........ junior high sohool..senior high school......   otherteaching positions..........Number of years as administrator In your presentposition. Including present?  .....
Humber of years previous to your present posi­tion as administrator?   ...Total ofyears in the teaching profession (total ofabove Items}:..........
At what age did you receive your first administra­tive position^*. ...... .*••
PersonalCheck one: Sex: male..•.•., female..... Are youMarried?.......Number of children? ......Numberof dependents?.   .Do you own your home?.......... Do you rent? .Are you paying fora home?.......... What Is your present age?.......List the professional organizations you belong to:
List the number of contributions you have made toprofessional literature.........................List the periodicals contributions were published In
Have you traveled In a foreign country?..... .If so,since 1920?....... VJhat was the last year youattended an educational meeting outside the state?
Living Expenses How much additional Income have you outside of your teach­ing Income?........Amount spent yearly for rent (orupkeep on own home)?......... Amount spent yearlyfor food and clothing? .Amount spent yearly for
Insurance?. ...... Amount spent yearly for Inciden­
tals (oar,shows, trips, telephone, etc.).....Amount spent In connection with school extra curricular 
activities?.....................
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- _ Professional Expenses
Total yearly e^enses for graduate study, attendance at
SJÎnvS sohool, etc........ Amount for professional
nîîff professional.periodicals.......Dues to Montana Educational Association........ Dues
Educational Association Dues toji® Department N*E#A. .Amount spent forattendance at state meetings?......... Does yourhoard pay your expenses to the state meetings?....
SDPEflINÏSÎJDEîîT Arm EIS BOARD OF EDUCATIONCheck the following Items as follows ; If the superintend dent Initiates policies In regard to administration of any of the following matters before such policies ^ y  be adopted by the board, check the column headed 
the member of the board is permitted to Initiate policies, please place a check In the column headed "Board."
If the superintendent acts In any of the Items without any definitely adopted policies approved by the board, place a check In the column headed "No Policy."If the superintendent executes (carries out with nut any further help) after the policies have been adopted, check the column "Executes."
If the board and the superintendent together assume res­ponsibility, check "Board and supt." column.
Administrative Fhmctlon Board and Supt. Supt. Board No :EXGv Policy: cutes#ie Annual Budc:et
Purchase of Instruction­al Supplies
Purchase of Janitor SuppliesSelection of Teachers for EmploymentRe-hiring teachers
The policy of determin­ing SalariesSelection of Janitors for Employment
Policies Regarding 
Insurance
Entertainment andSocial Activities
Non-publie School Relations
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Administrative Function :Board ani:Supt hoard NoPolicy Exe­cutesCensus and Attendance of: : 
— — Pupils : :Religious Education : ; Policies ; ;Selection of* domiencement : -.Speaker î .:Adoption of New Textbooks :The Pro/ïram ol̂ Studies : :Loaning of Sohool t % Property ; •
Use of Sohool hullding : :Policy of rental and fees :^Maintaining Standards of: : 
State Department _ . :Policies of Attendance : :Vacation Periods : :Transportation of jruplls ; :
business tkna :emeni : :Disciplinary Problems : ;Ë^iïision or Suspension : : ____of Pupils : :Attending Educational : : Meetings : %building kepairs and : : AlterationsOrganization of Bduca- : : tlonal Division : ; :
I
school Calendar : : :Sohool i>ay : : Î
Are all adopted policies of the board put in writing and 
included in the minute book?.............
Does the school board have by-laws?  ..........
Do the by-laws define the duties of the Superintendent?.,..
Do the by-laws specify the procedure at the board meetings?
Do you attend all board meetings?  .... ...... .......
Do you prepare in advsmce a roster of all matters to be 
considered at the board meeting?..*  ....
Do you hand copies of same to all board members? .
Is the School Board Journal available to board members?.••
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Does the board pay expenses to state éducation meetings?..
Does the board pay bonus for Summer School attendance?....
TTI3 SUPEHIirrSNDENT AND HIS SCHOOL
If the Superintendent alone selects library books, adopts new textbooks, or makes grade class schedules, etc., place a cheek in tne column headed "Supt." If the office help, teachers. Janitor, pupils, etc., do so, place a check in their respective columns.If two or more agencies co-operate in doing any of these things, check all the columns concerned.If the Superintendent merely supervises the Job, but does not participate actively, do not check the column headed "Supt."
M h SSslllfctting the Krade class schedules kaklng the ni>ùi school class scfciedules Ironln: out conflictsSchool publicity
Routine duties of Superintendent*s OfficeKeeping School records mklnf; inventoriesCheckins stores
Ltaklng. flat, ze,Dozt...card9.,Matters for discussion at teachers* meetings 
Scjiedullng athletic contests
Handling the funds (extra-curricularjAccounting for the funds textra-cur.]Determining the ajbnisslon charge fcaking UP Ini’Qimal testing tests kaking up final eliminations 
Distributing supplies Health ServiceGiving and scoring standardized Psycho­logical, achievement tests
Minor cases o f discipline __Selection of library books 
Selections of textbooks 
Serving as class advisors  ùontirôlling school newspaper
Controlling h i ^  sohool manuaT
Suspension of pupils
Noon discipline
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Dally Schedule 
In the following Hat the approximate number of minutes you spend dally performing each of the Indicated functions:
1« AdministrâtlYQ matters: (such as program anddally schedule, comrnunlty contacts, building control, and maintenance, school organization,discipline, etc.)............. .clerical work   ............
parent visitation   ............extra-curricular activities............ .2* Teac^l^ duties:
Subjects taught ............... IHnutes..... .
.. ••• •• " 
n. . M
Activities coached.......   "
Total Teaching lalnutes..........
3. Supe^lslon:a. class visltatlon and observation....b. Individual conferences with teachers 0, Individual conferences with pupils .,
d. demonstration teaching  ...........e. teachers' meetings .........f. testing and measurements   .....Total time for supervision  ..........4. Public relations, community contacts
5. Professional study.................. .
Vihat regulations have you set up relative to solicitors and agents calling on teachers during the school 
day?   ................... ................ .
What regulations have you set up relative to children below school age visiting school?............ .
Are school dances permitted?.
What are the regulations relative to supervision of 
school parties, dances, etc.? .............
What are the regulations you have set up relative to 
teachers attending dances on nlrÿits preceding a 
school day? ............................
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What regulations have you set up relative to the time teachers must he In the school hulldlng, arrival, departure, eto,?,,,.........   ,............
TH3 SUPSRISTSNhSirT MI) HIS COISOTITT
In the following list oheok the Items thus: If you assist
actively or contrlhute regularly, check the column headed "Active". If you take no part whatever, check the column headed "Ho",
Activity : Active Attend I Ho
School Parties : :Card PartiesParent Teacher Association
American Legion
dkurckSunday SchoolYoung People's Organizations of the Churchkien̂ e Clubs of the ChurchOivlc clubs, dommerclal. Rotary, Lions, etc.
Dances _Games, basketball, baseball, etc.
Programs, Community. Church, etc.
Boy Sooat.  ̂  ̂ ...Band and musical Organizations
àtuîy tflubslocal Rallies, w.C.T.U., Political
, etc*^ ... . .....  :Talks to Local Organizations :Fraternal Organisations Ilist thoia)
Xlst according to rank first, second, third, etc., choice of 
professional magazines you subscribe to and read:
12
04
5
8
7
8 
910
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list the non-profeaalonal magazine a you. read regularly:
3,
4,
5,
Indicate in the proper place the undergraduate and graduate proreaaional auhjecta in quarter hour credits. Rank fire 
auojeots, in each division, which you consider moat valuable to you as first, second, third, etc. Use numbers. In column (check) check the subjects you have takeh since assuming position as administrator.
Subject"History of Éduô History o t Sduo.
tfndergraauata : kours : kank : bheok Grâ Luate yours ttankgeneraf %mer.of siuoationphilosophyd omnarative aduoatlonpsychology of Ado1 
siduo. MMnisiration(g.h. ? ^in. Seoondary sduo » ( g. h. )Junior yigh School 
l^tEo&s in special 'sû TTobservation of teaching Prao^oe^ teachingVocational Éducationdduoaii onaF^ociology 
pduc. Statistics tg.nTT
Sduo. 2xperimeniaiionSchool financeSchool lew
Character éducationschool Adm. gen. (g.h.}School Sunt, general :School Accounting I
llontana course or studySchool hygieneSeminars in Elem.Soh.FrobSeminars in School Adm.pntai Tests _____ !Psychology of Personality :
Psychological Research :
kethods of Sduc. Research Î I
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Have you. a definite researoh program In your sohool? yea........no*.......
Llat first* second, third, etc., the most important per­sonal qualities necessary for success as superintendent of schools.
1. ______________   6.2.   7. --3.   8.4 .___________    9.----------------------
5 ._______________________ 10.   ' '-----------
List specifically two or three services meeded in connection with your school system to improve its educational leadership; (for examples funds to provide library books, P.T.A., etc.).1.
2.
0.
List specifically several impediments to the coordination and cooperation of educational leadership In connec­tion with your school system, (Examples: conflictsof authority between principals and special super­visors, usurpation of authority by city officials, etc.). List these first, second, third, etc., in 
gravity:
1.  
2.;
s.;
4.'
What educational subjects should be added to the curriculum 
of the Montana University? List them:
1 ......................2  .........
3.     ...
     ..........
5 .....................................
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